
 BY ASTRID GALVAN 
Associated Press 

PHOENIX  — Amy Juan drove two hours 
north from her remote community on the 
U.S.-Mexico border in Arizona to rally 
against the deployment of troops there.

She’s one of many residents of the South-
west who oppose and are speaking out 
against President Donald Trump’s deploy-
ment of more than 5,000 military troops to 
the border to fend off a slow-moving cara-
van of Central American migrants headed 
to the U.S.

In El Paso, Texas, a march is planned 
to protest the deployment this weekend. 
In Laredo, the city’s mayor released a 

statement referring to the deployment as 
“false efforts” that will “harm morale and 
damage the economy of our region.”

“Even though our communities are all 
very different and diverse, we all experi-
ence the same thing, which are the effects 
of militarization at the border,” said Juan, 
who was one of several speakers at a news 
conference in Phoenix on Thursday. “Hav-
ing an increased presence of military is 
scary, you know. It’s scary.”

Juan is a member of the Tohono O’odham 
Nation, which sits on about 75 miles along 
the international border. Residents of the 

‘ I find the fact that 
the military is being 
deployed absolutely 
terrifying. ’

Eva Lewis 
Arivaca, Ariz., resident 
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BY J.P. LAWRENCE

Stars and Stripes

 HERAT, Afghanistan —  Masked, 
armed and in full combat kit, the 
Afghan paramilitary policemen 

raced to a line of idling Humvees 
at their outpost near Afghanistan’s 
western border with Iran. 

After scrambling into their gun 
turrets and checking their gear, 
the policemen rumbled off as part 

of preparations to arrest a Taliban 
commander.

The men were part of Herat’s new 
National Mission Unit, a police force 
intended for combat missions and 
advised by NATO instructors. Af-

ghanistan hopes to double the num-
ber of crack units such as this one in 
Herat, a city of about 400,000 and the 
country’s third-largest. 

SEE FORCES ON PAGE 3 

Elite Afghan police seen as essential but regular forces remain undermanned

Ariz. residents speak out against Trump’s border deployment
reservation have long had a complicated
relationship with the U.S. Border Patrol, and 
tribe leadership has been vocal about its op-
position to  Trump’s plans for a border wall.

“I find the fact that the military is
being deployed absolutely terrifying. The
amount of militarization that we already
experience on a daily basis and that we
are currently living under is like living in a
waking nightmare,” said Eva Lewis, a resi-
dent of the small town of Arivaca just north 
of the U.S.-Mexico border.

SEE BORDER ON PAGE 4 

Members of an elite police special forces unit in Herat, Afghanistan, gather for a drill prior to a raid to capture a Taliban leader on Oct. 28 .
J.P. LAWRENCE/Stars and Stripes
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 BY AARON GREGG

The Washington Post

WASHINGTON — A multibil-
lion-dollar opportunity to outfit 
the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps 
with modern smartphone gadget-
ry has sparked a flourish of ad-
vertising activity in the nation’s 
capitol, as beltway contractors 
and consumer telecom giants 
work to woo a massive new cus-
tomer: the Pentagon.

Military officials heading to 
work recently may have noticed 
that phone service provider AT&T 
has bought nearly every adver-
tisement in the Pentagon metro 
station in Washington. Korean 
electronics giant Samsung hosted 
a grand opening of its new feder-
al solutions center in the District 
of Columbia’s Eastern Market 
neighborhood, where it has set 
up a high-tech center to promote 
how its smartphones, tablets and 
cameras could be applied to the 
work of the military.

They are both chasing after 
the Next Generation Enterprise 
Networks contract, a multibil-
lion-dollar contract to modernize 
military hardware.

Since 2013, that work has been 
handled by the federal arm of 
Hewlett-Packard, now part of 
a company called DXC Tech-
nologies. AT&T is teaming with 
DXC for a recompeted contract. 
A federal IT company known as 
CSRA, which is a part of General 
Dynamics, has also expressed 
interest. And a four-company 

group consisting of Verizon, Res-
ton, V a.-based Leidos, Unisys and 
IBM have announced they will 
team up on a bid. 

An award is expected by year’s 
end.

 Overlooking the Capitol is a 
life-size mannequin decked out 
in full camouflage, a Samsung 
tablet strapped to its right leg 
and a “ruggedized” smartphone 
display on its chest. Chris Balcik, 
vice president of federal govern-
ment sales at Samsung, says the 
smartphone can be configured to 
integrate with sensor feeds and 
mapping data, or to select targets 
for air or artillery strikes — “put-
ting metal on target,” as Balcik 
puts it.

“People still see [a smart-
phone] as sort of a toy, but we ac-
tually have a lot of capability built 
into these devices,” he said.

It’s part of a broader federal 
push for Samsung, a Korean elec-
tronics giant that does business 
with the U.S. military through its 
U.S. subsidiary. 

The company is teaming with 
an unnamed federal systems 
integrator to bid on the NGEN 
contract.

For the Navy, it’s part of a 
broader effort to incorporate 
commercial technology into mili-
tary operations. For more than a 
century, the technological pre-
eminence of the U.S. armed forc-
es has been driven by specialized 
government labs. The Defense 
Advanced Research Projects 

Agency, for example, known as 
DARPA, is responsible for one of 
the earliest iterations of the inter-
net, known as “Arpa-net” at the 
time.

In the past 20 years consumer 
tech companies like Apple, Sam-
sung and Huawei have led a con-
sumer tech revolution that has 
put smartphones and tablets in 
the hands of more than 2 billion 
consumers, including working 
adults and children.

But the military faces unique 
obstacles as it tries to adapt those 
devices for its own use. 

Consumer gadgets that report 
back data to device manufactur-
ers or others can be problematic 
for the military; the U.S. military 
has been reviewing its rules for 
FitBit use, for example, after the 
devices were found to be reveal-
ing troops’ location online. And 
U.S. military leaders are con-
cerned that devices with foreign 
components in them could intro-
duce cyber vulnerabilities; the 
Pentagon recently banned the 
purchase of phones made by Chi-
nese manufacturer Huawei.

Balcik said his company is add-
ing unique sign-in solutions that 
step beyond the security provi-
sions on Samsung’s consumer 
phones, hoping to help military 
operators slip under their enemies’ 
electronic surveillance efforts.

“We want to make sure that 
Samsung is part of the solu-
tion,” he said, “not part of the 
problem.” 

 SANTA ANA, Calif.  — An 
Army mechanic who killed three 
people at a Southern Califor-
nia home has been convicted of 
murder.

Joshua Acosta, 23, was con-
victed Thursday. He faces life in 
prison without chance of parole.

Acosta confessed that he went 
to a Fullerton home in 2016 where 
he used a shotgun to kill  Christo-
pher Yost, 34; his wife,  Jennifer 
Yost, 39; and their friend,  Arthur 
Boucher, 28.

The couple’s young daughters 

discovered the bodies. Acosta
was later taken into custody at
Fort Irwin.

Acosta told investigators he
was trying to protect Christopher 
Yost’s 17-year-old stepdaughter,
who testified at his trial that Yost 
had molested her.

The defense argued that the 
teen had lied to authorities about
being molested and had insti-
gated the killings. She testified
under immunity. 

From The Associated Press

 BY TONY CAPACCIO

Bloomberg

The Air Force terminated a 
Boeing contract to update the 
radar on its flagship AWACS 
surveillance aircraft after the 
company encountered major de-
lays in developing hardware and 
software, according to budget 
documents.

Instead of continuing the $76 
million contract with Boeing, “the 
Air Force determined the best 
approach for providing this criti-
cal capability would be to replace 
the legacy radar processor and its 
related components,” Capt. Hope 
Cronin, a service spokeswoman, 
said in an email. “Several compa-
nies responded to the Air Force’s 
request for information, and a 
request for proposal is currently 
being developed.”

Boeing was on contract to pro-
vide improved radar processing 
“in a specific flight environment 
to meet a classified requirement  
for its E-3 Sentry Airborne Warn-

ing and Control System surveil-
lance aircraft, Cronin said. The
modified 707-320 commercial 
planes are recognized by their 
saucer-shaped, rotating radar
domes that can spot and classify
aircraft as far as 250 miles  away.

The Air Force’s Life Cycle
Management Center, which man-
ages the development of weapons
systems, issued a partial stop-
work order in January and ter-
minated the contract in May. The
termination had not been previ-
ously disclosed.

“Boeing estimated several ad-
ditional years and an additional
$60 million would be needed to 
complete the project,” Cronin
said.

Kelly Kaplan, a spokeswoman
for Chicago-based Boeing, said 
in an email that the company and
the Air Force “have been part-
nered since the first days of the 
AWACS program. We’re commit-
ted to supporting a robust AWACS
fleet capability for many years to
come.” 

MILITARY
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BY J.P. LAWRENCE

Stars and Stripes

 KABUL, Afghanistan — An anti-cor-
ruption program once seen as a beacon of 
hope in Afghanistan is failing to accom-
plish much, according to U.S. officials who 
say the nation’s top prosecutor is corrupt.

The Anti Corruption Justice Center’s ef-
forts have stagnated, while U.S. officials 
described Afghanistan’s once-lauded at-
torney general as dishonest, corrupt and 
deficient, the Special Inspector General 
for Afghanistan Reconstruction said in a 
report released last week.

“The Center was portrayed and em-
phasized as one of the good things in Af-
ghanistan,” Vanda Felbab-Brown of the 
Brookings Institution, a Washington-based 
think tank, said in an interview. “(The re-
port) is pretty devastating for the govern-
ment, or anyone who wants to argue that 
there has been important progress and we 
shouldn’t give up on Afghanistan.”

The attorney general’s office declined 
comment after multiple requests from 
Stars and Stripes.

Afghan President Ashraf Ghani estab-
lished the Justice Center with consider-
able help from Western military advisers 
and diplomatic organizations in 2016. The 
Afghan attorney general’s office still tries 
most corruption cases, but it refers major 
cases involving senior officials or major 
sums of money to the Justice Center. 

U.S. officials said the Justice Center 
seemed to be making progress when it 
completed its first money-laundering case 
this year.

But there was no significant progress 
made in major corruption cases this year, 
the report said. The Justice Center seems 
to be chasing low-level cases to placate its 
Western donors, instead of targeting cor-
rupt Afghan high-ranking officials, it said. 

“The attorney general’s performance is 
deficient, his accomplishments are lack-
ing, and he fails to cooperate with the 
U.S. Embassy on anticorruption matters,” 
members of the U.S. Justice Department 
said in a SIGAR report.

U.S. officials told SIGAR that Afghan at-

torney general Mohammad Farid Hamidi 
lied to them. After Hamidi announced he 
had arrested some lawyers for corruption, 
the U.S. asked for proof and Hamidi was 
unable to provide any. 

Hamidi also said he would introduce 
modern case-tracking systems by mid-
2018, as demanded by U.S. officials. But the 
attorney general bashed these systems as 
being imposed by foreigners while talking 
to Afghan officials, according to SIGAR. 
Resistance to using these case-tracking 
systems has led to delays and cases being 
dropped, according to another report by 
the Pentagon released in July. 

U.S. officials in the report said Hamidi 
wouldn’t update his methods because of “a 
concern that more transparency will shine 
a light on his unproductive, corrupt, and 
patronage-laden office.” 

State Department officials have told Jus-
tice Center officials that their productivity 

is an obstacle to American support. But 
Justice Center officials convey a “perpet-
ual sense of entitlement” and responded 
to criticism of their work with requests for 
more money, the report said.

Other organizations such as the United 
Nations and NATO’s Combined Security 
Transition Command-Afghanistan ex-
pressed similar concerns about the Jus-
tice Center’s declining performance, the 
report said. NATO military advisers noted 
the Justice Center has tried only four gen-
eral officers in 2018. 

NATO’s Resolute Support mission has 
advisers in the Justice Center and has in-
creased efforts to “re-energize it,” accord-
ing to the July Pentagon report. Resolute 
Support does not have advisers in the Af-
ghan attorney general’s office, although 
they have attempted to gain access to more 
cases. 

A U.S. military officer who advised in 

the founding of the court said he was al-
ways worried the Justice Center would get
“watered down.”

U.S. advisers pushed for a daily pres-
ence at the Justice Center and lie-detector
tests for Afghan prosecutors and police,
said Craig Trebilcock, in 2016 a U.S. Army
Reserve colonel and director of rule of law
in Afghanistan. 

The threat of Western money being 
pulled out of the country, and not justice,
was what motivated the opening of the Jus-
tice Center, Trebilcock said. 

“The Afghans were not enthusiastic
about going after corruption, ever,” Trebil-
cock said. “They were enthusiastic about
NATO not pulling the money from them
due to the high level of corruption.”  

The U.S. and international groups also
share responsibility in enabling corruption,
said Sarah Chayes, who lived in Kandahar 
for seven years and researched corruption 
as a senior fellow in Carnegie’s Democracy 
and Rule of Law program.

The U.S. had a chance to fight corruption
in Afghanistan but chose not to, Chayes
said. 

Specifically, when American-backed Af-
ghan police arrested one of then-President 
Hamid Karzai’s aides in 2009, the U.S.
flinched, Chayes said. The aide, who had
been caught on tape soliciting a bribe, es-
caped all charges, after Karzai’s personal 
intervention and after revelations the aide
had been on the CIA’s payroll. 

Ever since then, Afghan officials have
understood that American anti-corruption
efforts have no teeth, she said.

“Having utterly collapsed themselves
in the face of concerted resistance by the 
kleptocratic network, having abandoned
the few brave officials who took their anti-
corruption rhetoric seriously, for interven-
ers now to blame the attorney general for
functioning the only way he really can
within that intact kleptocratic system is a
bit rich,” Chayes said.
lawrence.jp@stripes.com
Twitter: @jplawrence3

FROM FRONT PAGE

Some analysts warn, however, 
that emphasizing development 
of elite Afghan units to the det-
riment of common soldiers and 
police officers may repeat of mis-
takes made by Western forces 
throughout the war.

Afghanistan currently has 
three NMUs taking on high-risk 
missions, such as arresting ter-
rorists and responding to attacks.

Paramilitary police organiza-
tions are characterized by mili-
tary discipline and tasked with 
missions that conventional police 
aren’t trained to handle — and as 
a result suffer higher casualties, 
according to a recent Pentagon 
report. 

The unit in Kabul, for example, 
stormed a compound this August 
from which nine Islamic State 
fighters had fired mortar rounds 
that landed near Afghan Presi-
dent Ashraf Ghani as he was 
making a speech.

Herat, the largest city in west-
ern Afghanistan, was one of three 

localities chosen to host the new 
National Mission Units, along 
with Balkh in the north and Jala-
labad in the east.

“The mission of the unit is an-
titerrorism, counternarcotics 
and critical response,” said Col. 
Habibullah Nazari, commander 
of the Herat unit.

The national units are part of 
an organization with about 3,500 
police officers. A reorganization 
folded another, larger Afghan po-
lice commando unit, the Afghan 
National Civil Order Police, into 
the army last year.

Nazari said his men are trained 
to conduct air assault missions, 
where they disembark from he-
licopters and storm an enemy 

position. They use night vision 
goggles, grenade launchers, snip-
er teams and logistical trucks, 
which conventional police nor-
mally lack. He added that a unit 
of Afghan Mi-17 helicopters will 
soon deploy in Herat to provide 
dedicated air support. They also 
have the benefit of a year of train-
ing, both in Herat and at newly 
furnished training sites in north-
ern Afghanistan.

The Herat unit conducted its 
first mission last month, Nazari 
said. It involved an early morning 
raid to nab a militant, who man-
aged to slip away.

The policemen have been 
trained by Italians at their base 
near Herat’s airport. But Nazari 

said no foreign advisers were in-
volved in the planning of that mis-
sion, although a plane from Camp 
Arena provided surveillance. 

Advisors from Italy and Croatia 
are heavily involved in the train-
ing, and U.S. defense contractors 
are advertising for trainers.

Throughout the 17-year war 
in Afghanistan, coalition forces 
have focused much of their train-
ing and resources on elite units. 
But some experts say more and 
better-trained regular policemen 
are what’s needed to secure rural 
areas where the Taliban have 
been gaining ground. 

“High-end forces are easier 
to train, they’re more educated, 
they do the sexier offensive mis-
sions,” said Seth Jones, a senior 
advisor at the Center for Strate-
gic and International Studies, a 
Washington-based think tank. 
“But they’re not that ‘hold’ force, 
which are in some ways more im-
portant. Because this is where the 
Afghan government is struggling, 
to hold territory.”

High-end forces will often clear 
an area held by insurgents, but
once they withdraw, the guerril-
las will gradually infiltrate back, 
said Jones, who also served as a
plans officer for U.S. Special Op-
erations Forces in Afghanistan.

The conventional Afghan police 
force is supposed to hold these
areas and ensure that insurgents
don’t return. But many police-
men do not have the training, the 
equipment or the will to do so.

In Herat, they are also under-
manned. Many of the city’s 15
police districts are staffed by just
70 or 80 officers, said Jailani Far-
had, the governor’s spokesman. 
Far-had said these stations do not
have enough manpower to police 
a city of almost 2 million, and big-
ger than Phoenix, Ariz., which 
has about 4,000 police officers
and is not in a war zone.
 Mohammad Aref Karimi and Ghulam 
Rasoul Murtazawie contributed to this 
report.
lawrence.jp@stripes.com
Twitter: @jplawrence3 
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United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan

Afghan President Ashraf Ghani signs a decree in 2016 establishing an independent 
Anti-Corruption Justice Center in Kabul, responsible for tackling high-level corruption . 

US: Afghan anti-corruption effort lacking

Forces: Experts disagree whether paramilitary or police make more sense
‘ The mission of the unit is antiterroism, 
counternarcotics and critical response. ’

Col. Habibullah Nazari
commander of the Herat unit
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NATION

 BY COLLEEN LONG

Associated Press

WASHINGTON  — President 
Donald Trump on Friday in-
voked extraordinary national se-
curity powers to deny asylum to 
migrants who enter the country 
illegally, tightening the border 
as caravans of Central Ameri-
cans slowly approach the United 
States.

Trump is using the same pow-
ers he used to push through a 
version of the travel ban that was 
upheld by the Supreme Court. 
The proclamation puts into place 
regulations adopted Thursday 
that circumvent laws stating that 
anyone is eligible for asylum no 
matter how he or she enters the 
country.

“We need people in our country 
but they have to come in legally 
and they have to have merit,” 
Trump said Friday as he pre-
pared to depart for Paris.

Administration officials say 
the measures are in effect for at 
least three months, but could be 
extended. They go into effect Sat-
urday and don’t affect people who 
are already in the country.

The changes are meant to fun-
nel asylum seekers through offi-
cial border crossings for speedy 
rulings, officials said, instead of 
having them try to circumvent 
such crossings on the nearly 
2,000-mile  border.

But the busy ports of entry al-
ready have long lines and waits, 
forcing immigration officials to 
tell some migrants to turn around 
and come back to make their 
claims.

The move was spurred in part 
by caravans of Central American 
migrants slowly moving north 
on foot but will apply to anyone 
caught crossing illegally, officials 
said. It’s unknown whether those 
in the caravan, many fleeing vio-
lence in their homeland, plan to 
cross illegally.

Administration officials said 
those denied asylum under the 
proclamation may be eligible for 
similar forms of protection if they 
fear returning to their countries, 
though they would be subject to 
a tougher threshold. Those forms 
of protection include “withholding 
of removal” — which is similar 
to asylum, but doesn’t allow for 
green cards or bringing families 
— or asylum under the United Na-
tions Convention Against Torture.

Homeland Security officials 
said they were revising staffing 
at the border crossings manage 
the crush, but it’s not clear how 
migrants, specifically families, 
would be held as their cases are 
adjudicated. Family detention 
centers are largely at capac-
ity. Trump has said he wanted 
to erect “tent cities,” but nothing 
has been funded or decided.

The U.S. is also working with 
Mexico to send some migrants 
back across the border. Right 

now, laws allow only Mexican na-
tionals to be swiftly returned.

The announcement was the 
latest push to enforce Trump’s 
hardline stance on immigration
through regulatory changes and 
presidential orders, bypassing 
Congress which has not passed 
any immigration law reform. But 
those efforts have been largely
thwarted by legal challenges and,
in the case of family separations 
this year, stymied by a global
outcry that prompted Trump to
scrap them.

The new changes were likely 
to be met with legal challenges, 
too. Omar Jadwat, director of the 
American Civil Liberties Union’s
Immigrants’ Rights Project, 
said Thursday they were clearly
illegal.

“U.S. law specifically allows 
individuals to apply for asylum
whether or not they are at a port 
of entry. It is illegal to circumvent
that by agency or presidential de-
cree,” he said.

Curbing immigration has been
a signature issue for Trump, who
pushed it hard in the days leading
up to Tuesday’s midterm elec-
tions, railing against the cara-
vans that are still hundreds of
miles from the border.

He has made little mention of
the issue since the election but
has sent troops to the border in
response. As of Thursday, there
are more than 5,600 U.S. troops
deployed to the border mission,
with about 550 actually working
on the border in Texas. The mili-
tary is expected to have the vast 
majority of the more than 7,000 
troops planned for the mission 
deployed by Monday, and that 
number could grow.

Trump also suggested he’d re-
voke the right to citizenship for 
babies born to non-U.S. citizens on
American soil and erect massive
“tent cities” to detain migrants.
Those issues were not addressed
by the regulations. But Trump in-
sisted the citizenship issue would
be pushed through.

“We’re signing it. We’re doing 
it,” he said.

The administration has long 
said immigration officials are
drowning in asylum cases partly
because people falsely claim asy-
lum and then live in the U.S. with
work permits.

The asylum section of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act
says a migrant is allowed to make
a claim up to a year after arriv-
ing in the U.S., and it doesn’t mat-
ter how they arrive — illegally or
through a border crossing.

Migrants who cross illegally
are generally arrested and often 
seek asylum or some other form of 
protection. Claims have spiked in 
recent years, and there is a back-
log of more than 800,000 cases 
pending in immigration court. 
Generally, only about 20 percent 
of applicants are approved. 

FROM FRONT PAGE 

Many residents of Arivaca have spent years bat-
tling the Border Patrol’s checkpoints, which require 
everyone who cross them to stop and declare wheth-
er they are citizens. Trips to school or the grocery 
store require passing through checkpoints, and 
many residents say that agents discriminate against 
Latinos in the area, a claim the agency denies.

In Nogales, Ariz ., which shares a name with its 
neighbor to the south, residents said they were dis-
tressed, confused and shocked when the military 
showed up on election day to install barbed wire on 
a border fence, according to the Nogales Interna-
tional newspaper.

As of Thursday, there were over 5,600 troops 
deployed at the border. There are 2,800 in Texas, 
while 1,500 are in Arizona and another 1,300 are in 
California.

The military expects to have most of the over 
7,000 troops planned for the mission deployed by 
Monday. A spokesperson for the Department of De-
fense could not be reached Thursday.

But not everyone opposes the military presence.
Jim Chilton, an Arizona border rancher and 

staunch Trump supporter, said in a news release to 
the AP this week that he looks forward to the arrival 
of more troops. Chilton said the 25 miles of interna-
tional border in Arivaca is poorly secured and ac-
tively sees drug smuggling and human trafficking.

“The lack of access and infrastructure, car-

tel scout presence, and rough terrain and ineffi-
cient ‘defense in depth’ strategy creates a de facto 
‘no man’s land’ in which border ranchers live and 
work,” Chilton said.

Despite rhetoric about the Central American mi-
grant caravan, illegal immigration to the U.S. is at 
historic lows, with only a fraction of arrests made by 
the Border Patrol — and twice the number of agents 
— made this year compared with 2000, at the height 
of illegal activity.

 BY MARIA VERZA 
AND CHRISTOPHER SHERMAN

Associated Press

MEXICO CITY — Thousands 
of Central American migrants 
decided to depart Mexico City 
on Friday and head toward the 
northern city of Tijuana, opting 
for the longer but likely safer 
route to the U.S. border, caravan 
organizers said.

The decision was made late 
Thursday in a Mexico City stadi-
um where roughly 5,000 migrants 
have spent the past few days rest-
ing, receiving medical attention 
and debating how to proceed with 
their arduous trek. It came shortly 
after caravan representatives met 
with officials from the local Unit-
ed Nations office and demanded 
buses to take them to the border.

Caravan coordinator Milton 
Benitez told the migrants that 
they were still waiting for a re-
sponse. But he later said to The 
Associated Press the officials had 
offered them buses for women 
and children but organizers de-
manded that they be for everyone. 
U.N. representatives could not be 
immediately reached to confirm 
this. The migrants hoped that the 
buses would arrive but decided 
to leave Mexico City even if they 
didn’t.

Roberto Valdovinos, who is 
working as a liaison between mi-
grants and the press, said Friday 
morning that a 750 member con-
tingent had left the stadium to 
continue their journey north.

About 200 migrants, impa-
tient and tired of sleeping on the 
ground in tents at a Mexico City 
stadium, took the subway to the 

outskirts of the capital.
Eddy Rivera, a 37-year-old 

farm worker from Cortes, Hondu-
ras, said he couldn’t take staying 
at the sports complex any longer.

“We’re all sick from the cold, 
from the humidity. We want to 
leave already, we have to get to 
Tijuana,” said Rivera, who left 
behind his four children and wife 
in Honduras and wanted to earn 
money to build a house.

Most migrants had their sights 

on the central Mexican city of 
Queretaro, despite  doubts over 
whether the buses would arrive.

 Mexico City is more than 600 
miles from the nearest U.S. bor-
der crossing at McAllen, Texas, 
and a previous caravan in the 
spring opted for the longer route 
to Tijuana in the far northwest, 
across from San Diego. That 
caravan steadily dwindled to only 
about 200 people by the time it 
reached the border. 

REBECCA BLACKWELL/AP

Scores of Central American migrants, representing the thousands 
participating in a caravan trying to reach the U.S. border, undertake 
an hours-long march to the office of the United Nations’ humans 
rights body in Mexico City on Thursday .  

Migrants  
head for 
Tijuana

Border: Arizona residents express concerns 

JOHN GIBBINS, THE SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE/AP

 Marine Corps engineers from Camp Pendleton put 
up razor wire east of the San Ysidro Port of Entry 
in San Diego, Calif., on Tuesday.  

Trump moves 
to limit asylum
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NATION

 BY KRYSTA FAURIA 
AND JONATHAN J. COOPER

Associated Press

THOUSAND OAKS, Calif.  
— The mourners gathered to hold 
hands,  sing and  wonder how one of 
the safest cities in America could 
become a killing zone.

Hundreds of people gathered 
Thursday evening to remember 
the dozen people shot and killed 
by a Marine veteran at the packed 
Borderline Bar & Grill the night 
before.

It was a scene of horror enacted 
in many places around the coun-
try in recent months, but never 
before in Thousand Oaks.

Terrified patrons who had gath-
ered for the weekly line dancing 
and college night hurled barstools 
through windows to escape or 
threw their bodies protectively 
on top of friends as shots erupted. 
Twelve people were killed includ-
ing Ventura County sheriff’s Sgt. 
Ron Helus, a 29-year veteran 
nearing retirement who respond-
ed to reports of shots fired and 
was gunned down as he entered 
the bar.

He and other first respond-
ers “ran toward danger,” Sheriff 
Geoff Dean said at the vigil.

“When I told her (his wife) that 
we had lost her hero, I said to her: 
‘Because of Ron, many lives were 
saved,’” Dean said. 

The city of about 130,000 people 
about 40 miles from Los Angeles, 
just across the county line, is an-
nually listed as one of the safest 
cities in America.

“Hope has sustained commu-

nities, very much like Thousand 
Oaks, through the exact same tri-
ages of mass shootings,” said Andy 
Fox, the city’s outgoing mayor. 
“Tonight, Thousand Oaks takes 
its place with those cities who in 
order to move forward will rely on 
hope.”  

The killer, Ian David Long, 28, 
was a former machine-gunner 

and Afghani-
stan War vet-
eran who was 
interviewed 
by police at 
his home last 
spring after 
an episode of 
agitated be-
havior that au-
thorities were 
told might 
be post-trau-
matic stress 
disorder.

Dressed all in black with his 
hood pulled up, Long opened fire 
with a handgun with an illegal, 
extra-capacity magazine. He shot 
a security guard outside the bar 
and then went in and took aim at 
employees and customers, author-
ities said.  He apparently killed 
himself as scores of police con-
verged on the nightspot.

Many of the estimated 150 
patrons at the Borderline dived 
under tables, ran for exits, broke 
through windows or hid in the 
attic and bathrooms, authorities 
and witnesses said.

Matt Wennerstrom said he in-
stinctively pulled people behind 
a pool table, and he and friends 
shielded women with their bodies 

after hearing the shots. When the 
gunman paused to reload, Wenne-
rstrom said, he and others shat-
tered windows with barstools and 
helped about 30 people escape. He 
heard another volley of shots once 
he was safely outside.

“All I wanted to do was get as 
many people out of there as pos-
sible,” he told KABC-TV. “I know 
where I’m going if I die, so I was 
not worried.” 

A video posted on Instagram 
after the shooting by one of the 
patrons shows an empty dance 
floor with the sound of windows 
shattering in the background. As a 
silhouetted figure comes through 
a doorway, the camera turns er-
ratically and 10 gunshots ring out.

“I looked him in his eyes while 
he killed my friends,” Dallas 
Knapp wrote on his post. “I hope 
he rots in hell for eternity.”

  It was the nation’s deadliest 
such attack since 17 students and 
teachers were killed at a Park-
land, Florida, high school nine 
months ago. It also came less than 
two weeks after a gunman massa-
cred 11 people at a synagogue in 
Pittsburgh.

Democratic Gov.-elect Gavin 
Newsom, in his first public ap-
pearance since winning office on 
Tuesday, lamented the violence 
that has returned to California.

“It’s a gun culture,” he said. 
“You can’t go to a bar or nightclub? 
You can’t go to church or syna-
gogue? It’s insane is the only way 
to describe it. The normalization, 
that’s the only way I can describe 
it. It’s become normalized.” 

Thousand Oaks gunman 
was deemed volatile but 
passed mental assessment

Some country music fans face 2 mass shootings just a year apart

Calif. city mourns in wake of bar massacre

 BY KATHLEEN RONAYNE 
AND JUSTIN PRITCHARD

Associated Press

THOUSAND OAKS, Calif. 
— Neighbors of Ian David Long 
described the man who shot and 
killed 12 people at a country music 
bar as distant in public but com-
bative with his mother inside the 
suburban Los Angeles home the 
two shared.

One ruckus in April was so 
extreme that they called law en-
forcement. Authorities brought 
in a mental health specialist who 
concluded that Long could not be 
involuntarily committed for psy-
chiatric observation but worried 
the 28-year-old Marine veteran 
might have post-traumatic stress 
disorder.

“The mental health experts out 
there cleared him that day,” Ven-
tura County Sheriff Geoff Dean 
said Thursday, the morning after 
Long opened fire inside a bar that 
was hosting a night for local col-
lege students.

Julie Hanson, who lives next 
door to Long’s ranch-style home, 
described him as “odd” and “dis-
respectful” well before he left 
home a decade ago, got married 
and enlisted in the Marines, be-
coming a machine-gunner.

She could 
often hear
him yelling
and cursing, 
but several
months ago,
unusually 
loud banging 
and shouting 
prompted 
her husband
to call au-
thorities.

“I was concerned because I
knew he had been in the military,” 
Tom Hanson said Thursday, as
federal and local law enforcement 
officers searched Long’s house,
where an American flag flew over
the garage. 

Hanson described Long as an 
introvert and said he was “dumb-
founded” by the massacre.

Other than the call in April,
Long’s only other contact with au-
thorities came  after he alleged he
was the victim of a violent encoun-
ter in 2015 , the sheriff said.

Long joined the Marines at 18
and was married  at 19 in Hono-
lulu in June 2009, according to 
military and court records. His 
military service lasted nearly five
years, and he was honorably dis-
charged with the rank of corporal 
in 2013, the Pentagon said. 

 BY KATHLEEN RONAYNE 
AND AMANDA LEE MYERS

Associated Press

THOUSAND OAKS, Calif. 
— Barely a year after surviving a 
massacre at a country music fes-
tival in Las Vegas, Brendan Kelly 
found himself in a terrifyingly fa-
miliar scene.

Kelly, 22, said he was dancing 
with friends at a bar in subur-
ban Los Angeles on Wednesday 
night when the bullets began fly-
ing. When the gunfire was over, 
12 people were dead, including 
a Navy veteran who had lived 
through the  deadly mass shooting 
 just about a year ago.

“I already didn’t wish it on 
anybody to begin with for the 
first time,” Kelly said outside his 
home in Thousand Oaks. “The 
second time around doesn’t get 
any easier.”

Kelly, a Marine, said he heard 
“pop, pop” at Borderline Bar and 
Grill and instantly knew it was 
gunfire.

“The chills go up your spine. 
You don’t think it’s real — again,” 
he said.

The mother of the  man killed 
in the latest attack, Telemachus 
“Tel” Orfanos, 27, said her son 
survived Vegas only to die inside 
Borderline, less than 10 minutes 
from his home.

“Here are my words: I want gun 

control,” said Susan Schmidt-Or-
fanos, her voice shaking with grief 
and rage. “I don’t want prayers. I 
don’t want thoughts.”

She said she wanted Congress 
“to pass gun control so no one 
else has a child that doesn’t come 
home.”

At a vigil Thursday night, sur-
vivors of both shootings gathered 

to honor those who didn’t make 
it.

“It’s hard to sleep after these 
kinds of things,” said Dani Mer-
rill, who lived through the Vegas 
shooting and escaped the Border-
line bloodshed at the bar by run-
ning out the loading dock. “You 
just don’t know how to feel.

During Wednesday’s shooting, 

Kelly said he threw two of his 
friends to the floor and covered 
them with his body. Then he got 
a look at the shooter and the ter-
ror unfolding and decided they 
needed to escape.

Kelly said he dragged one 
woman out a back emergency exit 
and then, using his belt, T-shirt 
and Marine training, applied a 
tourniquet to his friend’s bleed-
ing arm.

After the shooting was over, 
Kelly said, he and another Ma-
rine friend helped victims along-
side first responders. Two of his 
friends were among those killed. 

In Las Vegas and Thousand 
Oaks, country music fans were 
the victims. Borderline features 
country music, and Wednesday 
was “college night” that drew 
many young people to the bar. 
The Last Vegas shooter targeted 
a crowd of country music fans 
gathered for the Route 91 Har-
vest Festival.

Kelly has a large tattoo on his 
left arm memorializing the Las 
Vegas shooting, which killed 58 
people. On his other arm Thurs-
day, he still had his wristband 
from the California bar.

When the Las Vegas gunman 
opened fire from a 32nd-floor 
hotel room, Kelly said he threw a 
friend to the ground before help-
ing get her out of the area and 
into a room. Armed with a knife 

in case an attacker came in, he
hunkered down and waited with
40 other people for four hours.

He said living through Vegas
changed his life. He doesn’t know 
how a second mass shooting will 
affect him down the road.

“Everywhere I go, everything
I do is affected,” he said. “I don’t
sit in a room with my back to the 
door. You’re always picking up on 
social cues. You’re always over-
analyzing people, trying to figure
out if something were to go down, 
‘What would I do?’ ”

Kelly said Borderline had be-
come a safe haven for dozens
of Vegas survivors: “It is our 
home.”

A few weeks after the Vegas 
shooting, the bar held a benefit 
concert for five people from the
area who were killed, and now-
eerie social media posts show a
number of survivors holding up a
“Route 91” sign inside the bar at a
six-month anniversary event.

Kelly said he’ll be looking to
God for comfort in the coming
weeks and months.

“I know that, being a religious
person, that God is never going to
give me anything more than I can
handle,” he said. “I’m here for a 
reason.” 

RYAN PEARSON/AP

Brendan Kelly  shows his Route 91 tattoo on Thursday  in Thousand 
Oaks, Calif. Kelly, a Marine who also survived the 2017 shooting at 
the Las Vegas Route 91 Harvest Festival,  helped people get out of 
the Borderline Bar & Grill after a gunman opened fire  Wednesday. 

Long

‘ I looked 
him in 
his eyes 
while he 
killed my 
friends. ’
Dallas Knapp
Instagram post
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ELECTION 2018

 BY MARCY GORDON

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Getting 
President Donald Trump’s tax 
returns is high on the list of Dem-
ocratic priorities now that they 
have won the House.

By law, the leaders of tax-writ-
ing committees in the House and 
Senate can obtain tax returns and 
related information from the In-
ternal Revenue Service. Demo-
crats will control the House panel 
next year.

Yet there’s no guarantee that 
the Trump administration will 
provide the president’s returns. 
That sets up the possibility of a 
legal battle over the request that 
could take years to resolve.

Trump broke with political 
tradition in 2016 by refusing to 
release his income tax filings. 
He says he won’t release them 
because he’s under audit, and he 
claimed at a press conference this 
week that the filings are too com-
plex for people to understand.

The Democrats tried and failed 
several times to obtain Trump’s 
returns as the minority party in 
Congress. Now, having gained 
some control, they see them with-
in their grasp.

Eyes are on Rep. Richard Neal, 
of Massachusetts, who is now the 
senior Democrat on the power-
ful Ways and Means Committee 

and will become its chairman in 
January.

When asked Wednesday wheth-
er the committee under his con-
trol would ask for the documents, 
Neal said, “Yes, I think we will.”

If the Trump administration 
refuses and mounts a legal chal-
lenge, Neal said, “Then I assume 
that there would be a court case 
that would go on for a period of 
time.”

A legal fight could potentially 
even stretch beyond the 2020 
presidential election, suggested 
Andy Grewal, a professor at the 
University of Iowa College of 
Law.

Grewal has maintained that a 
request for Trump’s returns, if 
made for “purely political pur-
poses,” may exceed the limits of 
Congress’ authority.

Starting with the 2016 cam-
paign, Trump broke with political 
tradition by repeatedly refusing 
to release his income tax filings. 
Those filings are deemed sacred-
ly secret for citizens, but tradi-
tionally not for presidents. Trump 
has said he hasn’t released them 
because his taxes are under audit 
by the IRS — even though experts 
and IRS officials say such audits 
don’t bar taxpayers from releas-
ing their returns. 

Among the sought-after details: 
Trump’s charitable giving, the 
type of deductions he claimed, 

how much he earned from his 
assets and what strategies he de-
ployed to reduce his tax bill. 

The high interest — Democrats 
would say the urgency — in lift-
ing the veil on Trump’s taxes 
ramped up last month when The 
New York Times published an 

extensive report suggesting that 
the Trump family cheated the 
IRS for decades, undervaluing 
reported assets and using dubi-
ous tax maneuvers and outright 
fraud in some cases.

A lawyer for Trump disputed 
the Times’ findings of possible 

tax fraud or evasion and said
that parts of the report were “ex-
tremely inaccurate.” The news-
paper said its report was based on
more than 100,000 pages of finan-
cial documents, including confi-
dential tax returns from Trump’s
father and his companies. 

 BY BRENDAN FARRINGTON

Associated Press

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — 
Razor-thin margins in Florida’s 
bitter races for the U.S. Senate 
and governor are raising the 
specter of possible recounts, po-
tentially prolonging two of the 
most closely watched contests of 
the nation’s midterm elections.

In the governor’s race, Demo-
crat Andrew Gillum’s campaign 
said Thursday it’s readying for 
a possible recount. He conceded 
to Republican Ron DeSantis on 
Tuesday night, though the race 
has since tightened. As of Thurs-
day afternoon, DeSantis led Gil-
lum by 0.47 of a percentage point.

Meanwhile, Democratic in-
cumbent Sen. Bill Nelson has 
begun preparing for a potential 
recount in a race still too close 
to call against Republican Gov. 
Rick Scott. Nelson’s lawyer called 
that race a “jump ball” — though 
Scott’s campaign urged Nel-
son to concede. Scott held a 0.21 
percentage lead over Nelson on 
Thursday afternoon.

The tight races underscored 
Florida’s status as a perennial 
swing state where elections are 
often decided by the thinnest of 
margins. Since 2000, when Flor-
ida decided the presidency by 537 
votes in a contest that took more 
than five weeks to sort out, the 
state has seen many close elec-

tions but never so many dead
heats in one year.

And like 2000, the counting
process is becoming contentious.

Scott, as outgoing governor,
said at a news conference Thurs-
day night that he was asking the
Florida Department of Law En-
forcement to investigate elec-
tions offices in the Democratic
strongholds of Palm Beach and
Broward counties, questioning
whether they were trying to in-
flate the Democratic vote.

“I will not stand idly by as un-
ethical liberals try to steal this 
election from the great people of
Florida,” Scott said.

Scott’s campaign separately
filed a lawsuit demanding that 
the Broward County supervisor
of elections be ordered to turn
over several records detailing the
counting and collection of ballots 
cast. 

Under Florida law, a recount 
is mandatory if the winning can-
didate’s margin is less than 0.5 
percentage points when the first
unofficial count is verified Sat-
urday by Florida’s secretary of
state. 

Florida counties have until 
noon Saturday to submit unoffi-
cial election results to the Depart-
ment of State. Secretary of State 
Ken Detzner, a Scott appointee,
will review the results and decide
whether to order recounts. 

 BY BILL BARROW 
AND KATE BRUMBACK

Associated Press

ATLANTA — Outgoing Geor-
gia Gov. Nathan Deal stood before 
a bank of cameras and welcomed 
into his office a man he recog-
nized as his successor.

“The governor-elect,” Deal 
called Brian Kemp on Thursday, 
accepting his fellow Republican’s 
resignation as secretary of state 
and promising the two would 
begin work immediately on tran-
sition business ahead of a Janu-
ary transfer of power.

All of it would be a routine 
scene two days after an election 
— except that Kemp’s opponent, 
Democrat Stacey Abrams, main-
tains that enough ballots remain 
uncounted to force a runoff, and 
she’s dispatched her legal team 
to explore every option to see if 
she’s right.

“We won a clear and convinc-
ing victory,” Kemp said of returns 
showing him with 50.3 percent 
of almost 4 million votes, about 
a 63,000-vote lead over Abrams. 
That’s a narrow sum considering 
the near-presidential-election-
year turnout, though sufficient 
for the majority required for out-
right victory. 

With legal wrangles opening 
and Abrams showing no signs 
of conceding, the dispute is pro-
longing a bitter contest with his-
torical significance and national 
political repercussions. Abrams 
would become the first black 

woman elected governor of any 
American state. Kemp seeks to 
maintain Republican dominance 
in a growing, diversifying Deep 
South state positioned to become 
a presidential battleground.

The key question is how many 
uncounted ballots actually 
remain.

Kemp said on Thursday morn-
ing that it’s less than 21,000 — al-
most certainly not enough to force 
a runoff. The elections chief from 

the secretary of state’s office 
— which Kemp ran until noon 
Thursday — said in an afternoon 
federal court hearing that the 
number is 21,190.

“Even if she got 100 percent of 
those votes, we still win,” Kemp 
told reporters.

Abrams’ campaign argues the 
total could be higher, and the sec-
retary of state’s office has been 
scant in sharing details as of-
ficials in Georgia’s 159 counties 
keep counting. 

Dems plan to fight for Trump’s tax returns

Possible recounts loom in 
Florida gov., Senate races

Abrams contests Kemp’s win in Georgia race 

EVAN VUCCI/AP

 President Donald Trump listens to a question on Wednesday during a news conference in the East Room 
of the White House in Washington. 

BOB ANDRES, THE ATLANTA JOURNAL-CONSTITUTION/AP

Republican Brian Kemp, right, and Georgia Gov. Nathan Deal hold a 
news conference in the governor’s ceremonial office at the Capitol 
on Thursday  in Atlanta .  
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BY CLAUDIA GRISALES 
Stars and Stripes

 WASHINGTON — Female 
veterans posted groundbreaking 
wins and performances in this 
week’s midterm elections, ex-
panding membership to a small 
but emerging caucus on Capitol 
Hill.

About a dozen of the women, 
mostly Democrats, ran in general 
elections — an unprecedented 
number, experts said.

Of those veterans, at least four 
won their bids to Congress, in-
cluding three who flipped seats in 
traditionally Republican districts. 
Two more remain locked in tight 
races days after the election.

“They ran an unprecedented 
number of women,” Jeremy Tei-
gen, a political science professor 
at Ramapo College in New Jersey, 
said of political parties supporting 
female candidates. “There were 
12 women with military service 
experience who ran … and that’s 
huge. I don’t think there’s ever 
been 12.”

The female veterans were also 
part of a historic wave of more 
than 100 women elected to Con-
gress. All 435 seats in the House 
and 35 of the Senate’s 100 seats 
were up for grabs in Tuesday’s 
midterm elections.

With at least four female mili-
tary veterans claiming victory, it 
would bring their small caucus 
to six or more when the new Con-
gress convenes in January. That’s 
up from the four serving in the 
congressional session that ends 
this year.

“We’re excited to see this num-
ber of veterans, especially female 
veterans, as members of Con-
gress next year. We think they 
bring a different perspective,” 

said Ellen Zeng, spokeswoman for 
With Honor, a new, “cross-parti-
san” group focused on electing 
candidates with military service 
to public office. “There’s definitely 
a hunger in the electorate for out-
siders and fresh faces.”

Teigen and other experts said 
the candidates built upon the suc-
cessful campaigns of Sen. Tammy 
Duckworth, D-Ill., a veteran com-
bat helicopter pilot who lost both 
legs during her military service, 
and Rep. Tulsi Gabbard, D-Ha-
waii, a member of her state’s Na-
tional Guard. Gabbard won her 
seat in 2012, while Duckworth, 
now in her first term, was elected 
in 2016.

At least nine of this year’s female 
veteran candidates ran as Demo-
crats, and two as Republicans.

“There certainly have been 
women who have run before, but 
Democrats tended to nominate 
them in relatively difficult places” 
to win, said Teigen, author of “Why 
Veterans Run: Military Service in 
American Presidential Elections, 
1789-2016.”“This year, we’ve seen 
some women with military ser-
vice experience in that condition, 
but also in more competitive con-
tests that gave them a shot at win-
ning. In the past, it was a rarity to 
see your Tammy Duckworths and 
Tulsi Gabbards win.”

It has been more than 30 years 
since the first female veteran 
served in Congress for an abbrevi-
ated term, he added.

Catherine Small Long, a Navy 
veteran from Louisiana, filled a 
House seat for the remainder of 
her husband’s term in 1985.

After Long, Air Force Secretary 
Heather Wilson was elected to 
Congress for a full term, serving 
as a New Mexico congresswoman 
from 1998 until 2009.

Now, Congress has four female 
vets: Duckworth, Gabbard and 
Sen. Joni Ernst, R-Iowa . Rep. Mar-
tha McSally, R-Ariz., an Air Force 
veteran, is still vying this week to 
win a Senate seat. She’s locked in 
a battle against Democratic Rep. 
Kyrsten Sinema to replace outgo-
ing Republican Sen. Jeff Flake.

But with Gabbard winning a 
fourth term Tuesday, the group of 
female vets is now poised to add at 
least three new members.

“They did really well,” said Jon 
Soltz, chairman of progressive 
political organization VoteVets, 
which supported a slate of Demo-
cratic military veterans running 
for office. “They either won or out-
performed in their districts.”

Democrats Mikie Sherill, of 
New Jersey, Elaine Luria, of Vir-
ginia, and Chrissy Houlahan, of 
Pennsylvania all scored wins and 
took House seats in traditionally 
Republican districts in Tuesday’s 
mid-terms.

In New Jersey’s 11th District, 
Sherill, a veteran Navy helicopter 
pilot, beat her opponent, Jay Web-
ber, a Republican state assembly-
man. The two were vying to fill 
the seat for retiring Republican 
Rep. Rodney Frelinghuysen, who 
held the seat for 12 terms.

Sherill said one of her biggest 
concerns is seeing lawmakers 
working together and that the 
election of veterans could help 
overcome congressional gridlock.

“I like to think so,” Sherill said 
Wednesday during MSNBC’s 
“Morning Joe” show about veter-
ans on Capitol Hill. “There’s a will-
ingness to work with everyone.”

In Virginia’s 2nd District, Luria, 
a 20-year Navy veteran, pulled an 
upset when she ousted sitting Re-
publican Rep. Scott Taylor.

And Houlahan, an Air Force 

veteran, beat Republican Greg 
McCauley for her first term for 
Pennsylvania’s 6th District.

Two other Democratic female 
veterans who ran in high-profile 
races lost close votes in heavily 
Republican districts.

In Kentucky’s 6th District, 
Democrat Amy McGrath, a vet-
eran Marine fighter pilot, came 
within nearly 3 percentage points 
of unseating her opponent, Repub-
lican Congressman Andy Barr, 
who won a fourth term in office.

And Air Force veteran Mary 
Jennings “M.J.” Hegar, a Demo-
crat, also lost a tight race to incum-
bent Republican Rep. John Carter 
in Texas’ 31st District, a conser-
vative swath President Donald 
Trump won in 2016.

“I think a lot of candidates faced 
extremely high hurdles, even the 
ones who lost definitely overper-
formed their districts,” Zeng said. 
“The caliber of their campaigns 
were very impressive, their mes-
sage really resonated and showed 
up in those results, even for candi-
dates who lost.”

Next year, the new Congress 
will feature at least four female 
veterans in the House and two in 

the Senate. They will be among 
the dozens of military veterans
who won seats in the midterms. In 
all, 200 former servicemembers
competed in the general elections.

In another race still awaiting 
final results, The Associated Press 
and others cancelled their call
Wednesday that Republican Rep. 
Will Hurd would win Texas’ 23rd
District, reporting instead that
Democrat Gina Ortiz Jones, an
Air Force veteran, was leading.

One possible motivating factor
for these Democratic veteran can-
didates was to take on Trump, who 
sought five deferments to military
service and made degrading com-
ments about women.

“It’s possible that the Demo-
crats looked at a president who has
low approval … who went out of
his way to avoid military service 
and … [has] some profoundly dis-
turbing attitudes about women,”
Teigen said. “I wonder if Demo-
crats looked at the female veteran
as a political opposite to counter
Trump.”
grisales.claudia@stripes.com
Twitter: @cgrisales

 BY BOB CHRISTIE 
AND NICHIOLAS RICCARDI

Associated Press

PHOENIX — As the Arizona Senate vote 
count starts to tip into Democratic terrain, 
a judge Friday will hear a lawsuit by the 
GOP seeking to limit the tally — or expand 
it in the state’s conservative-leaning rural 
areas.

Four local Republican parties filed a 
lawsuit Wednesday night challenging the 
state’s two biggest counties for allowing 
voters to help resolve problems with their 
mail-in ballot signatures after Election 
Day. If the signature on the voter registra-
tion doesn’t match that on the sealed en-
velope, both Maricopa and Pima County 
allow voters to help them fix, or “cure” it, 
up to five days after Election Day.

Many other counties allow voters to cure 
only until polls close on Election Day.

Only a few thousand votes would be af-
fected by the suit, but every one counts in 
the razor-close U.S. Senate race between 
Democratic Rep. Kyrsten Sinema and Re-
publican Rep. Martha McSally. On Thurs-
day, Sinema jumped into a minuscule 
lead of about 9,000 out of 1.9 million votes 

counted after trailing since Tuesday. Her 
lead came from the two counties singled 
out by Republicans in their lawsuit, Mari-
copa and Pima counties.

The race remained too close to call, with 
at least 400,000 ballots still uncounted. 
Maricopa County Recorder Adrian Fontes 
said counting may continue until Nov. 15. 

“We know there’s urgency out there, but 
we want to get it right, not quick,” he said.

Arizona is notoriously slow at tallying
ballots even though about 75 percent of 
votes are cast by mail. Each of those bal-
lots must go through a laborious verifica-
tion process.

If the signature on the envelope does
not match the signature on the voter file,
elections officials can contact the voter to
try to resolve the discrepancy. Such situa-
tions arise, for example, when voters have 
Parkinson’s disease and can no longer sign 
as they did in the past or as their signature 
changes over the years.

The GOP lawsuit centers on that cure 
process. It asks that the judge either stop
Maricopa and Pima from contacting vot-
ers to fix their ballots after Election Day
or permit the rest of the state to do it. At
least two other rural counties also allow
post-Election Day cures, but several oth-
ers do not.

Attorney Brett Johnson said in an inter-
view the party would be happy if the end
result is more votes counted. “At the end
of the day, each vote should be treated the
same way,” Johnson said.  

ELECTION 2018

JOE GROMELSKI/Stars and Stripes

Rep. Tulsi Gabbard, D-Hawaii, speaks at a Capitol Hill news 
conference in July 2018. Gabbard, a member of the Hawaii National 
Guard, was recently elected to her fourth term in Congress. 

ROSS D. FRANKLIN/AP

Workers organize ballots at the Maricopa County Recorder’s Office Thursday  in 
Phoenix .

Female veterans a small but 
growing caucus on Capitol Hill

Court hearing set in Arizona Senate vote count dispute
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US expands its 
Russia sanctions

US, China hold security 
talks amid trade fights

Paradise lost: Wildfires force 
evacuations, ravage Calif. town

NATION

 BY DON THOMPSON 
AND JOCELYN GECKER

Associated Press

PARADISE, Calif.   — A fast-
moving wildfire that ravaged a 
Northern California town Thurs-
day sent residents racing to escape 
on roads that turned into tunnels 
of fire as thick smoke darkened 
the daytime sky, wiping out what 
a Cal Fire official said was a cou-
ple of thousand structures.

“We were surrounded by fire, 
we were driving through fire on 
each side of the road,” said po-
lice officer Mark Bass, who lives 
in the hard-hit town of Paradise 
and works in neighboring Chico. 
He evacuated his family and then 
returned to the fire to help res-
cue several disabled residents, 
including a man trying to carry 
his bedridden wife to safety. “It 
was just a wall of fire on each side 
of us, and we could hardly see the 
road in front of us.”

Harrowing tales of escape and 
heroic rescues emerged from 
Paradise, where the entire com-
munity of 27,000 was ordered to 
evacuate. Witnesses reported see-
ing homes, supermarkets, busi-
nesses, restaurants, schools and a 
retirement home up in flames.

“Pretty much the community 
of Paradise is destroyed, it’s that 
kind of devastation,” said Cal Fire 
Capt. Scott McLean late Thurs-
day. He estimated that a couple 
of thousand structures were de-
stroyed in the town about 180 
miles  northeast of San Francisco.

Meanwhile, portions of South-
ern California remained under 
siege early Friday with reports 
that two large fires had scorched 
about 15,000 acres and were 
threatening numerous commu-
nities. ABC7.com reported that 
some 75,000 homes are under 

evacuation orders along the bor-
der of Ventura and Los Angeles 
counties.

The National Weather Service 
issued red-flag warnings for fire 
dangers in many areas of the 
state, saying low humidity and 
strong winds were expected to 
continue through the evening.

The fire in Paradise was re-
ported shortly after daybreak in 
a rural area. By nightfall, it had 
consumed more than 28 square 
miles  and firefighters had no con-
tainment on the blaze, McLean 
said. In the midst of the chaos, 
officials said they could not pro-
vide figures on the number of 
wounded, but County Cal Fire 
Chief Darren Read said at a news 
conference that at least two fire-
fighters and multiple residents 
were injured.

“It’s a very dangerous and very 
serious situation,” Butte County 
Sheriff Kory Honea said. “We’re 
working very hard to get people 
out. The message I want to get out 
is: If you can evacuate, you need 
to evacuate.” Several evacuation 
centers were set up in nearby 
towns.

Residents described fleeing 
their homes and then getting stuck 
on gridlocked roads as flames ap-
proached, sparking explosions 
and toppling utility poles.

“Things started exploding,” 

said resident Gina Oviedo. “Peo-
ple started getting out of their ve-
hicles and running.”

Many abandoned their cars on
the side of the road, fleeing on 
foot. Cars and trucks, some with
trailers attached, were left on the
roadside as evacuees ran for their
lives, said Bass, the police officer.
“They were abandoned because
traffic was so bad, backed up for
hours.”

Thick gray smoke and ash filled
the sky above Paradise and could
be seen from miles away.

 At the hospital in Paradise,
more than 60 patients were evac-
uated to other facilities. Some
buildings caught fire and were 
damaged but the main facility, 
Adventist Health Feather River 
Hospital, was not, spokeswoman
Jill Kinney said.

Some of the patients were ini-
tially turned around during their
evacuation because of gridlocked
traffic and later airlifted to other
hospitals, along with some staff,
Kinney said.

Four hospital employees were
briefly trapped in the basement
and rescued by California High-
way Patrol officers, Kinney said.

Concerned friends and fam-
ily posted frantic messages on
Twitter and other sites saying
they were looking for loved ones, 
particularly seniors who lived at 
retirement homes or alone.

Chico police officer John Bark-
er and his partner evacuated sev-
eral seniors from an apartment 
complex.

“Most of them were immobile 
with walkers, or spouses that
were bed-ridden, so we were try-
ing to get additional units to come 
and try and help us, just taking as
many as we could,” he said.  

 Associated Press

WASHINGTON  — The U.S. 
imposed sanctions Thursday 
on three men and nine entities, 
including a luxury hotel on the 
Black Sea, as it seeks to increase 
pressure on Moscow over its an-
nexation of Crimea and human 
rights abuses in Ukraine.

The Treasury Department 
sanctioned Andriy Sushko, a 
member of the Russian security 
agency known as the FSB, who 
is suspected in the abduction of 
a Crimean Tatar activist who has 
protested the annexation. Also 
on the sanctions list is Aleksandr 
Basov, a top separatist official 
in Luhansk, in eastern Ukraine, 
who is accused of harassing and 
abusing religious minorities. His 
employer, the Ministry of State 
Security in the self-proclaimed 
Luhansk government, was also 
sanctioned over the torture and 
abuse of detainees.

Treasury said the Mriya Re-
sort and Spa, a five-star hotel on 
the southern coast of Crimea, 
was added because its owner-
ship can be traced to Russia’s 
state-owned Sberbank, which 

had already faced sanctions. It is 
also a target as the venue for the 
annual Yalta International Eco-
nomic Forum, which is used by 
Russia to promote investment in 
Crimea. Three other hotels that 
were seized and sold after the an-
nexation were also added to the 
list, a designation that bars any 
U.S.-linked financial transactions 
and freezes any assets they have 
under American jurisdiction. 
Vladimir Zaritsky, a former com-
mander of the Missile Forces and 
Artillery of Russia, who owns the 
three hotels, was also added to 
the list.

Russia dismissed the sanc-
tions. “Any American attempts to 
score political points using events 
that have already become history 
are of course doomed to failure 
and will not be taken into consid-
eration by us,” Deputy Foreign 
Minister Sergei Ryabkov told the 
Interfax news agency.

Russia annexed Crimea in 2014 
after pushing through a separat-
ist vote there. Moscow then went 
on to back separatists in eastern 
Ukraine in a conflict that has 
claimed more than 10,000 lives. 

 BY MATTHEW PENNINGTON

Associated Press

WASHINGTON  — Even as 
the United States and China butt 
heads over trade, their top dip-
lomats and defense chiefs were  
meeting in Washington on Friday, 
looking to tamp down tensions on 
other issues that have put a chill 
on relations between the two 
world powers.

Secretary of State Mike Pom-
peo and Defense Secretary Jim 
Mattis were to  meet with their 
counterparts Yang Jiechi and 
Wei Fenghe at the State Depart-
ment. The talks were due to be 
held in Beijing last month but 
were postponed after Washing-
ton announced new arms sales 
to Taiwan, and U.S. and Chinese 
vessels came close to colliding in 
the South China Sea.

Although the rescheduling of 
the U.S.-China Diplomatic and 
Security Dialogue signals an ef-
fort by the two sides to contain the 
slide in the relationship, it’s some-
thing of a placeholder ahead of a 
planned meeting at the end of the 
month between President Donald 
Trump and China’s President Xi 
Jinping at a Group of 20 summit 
in Argentina.

That’s where the two leaders 
are likely to address the burgeon-
ing trade dispute that’s already 
hurting constituencies in both 
nations and threatens to weigh on 
the wider global economy. Trump 
has slapped tariffs on $250 billion 
in Chinese products, in a push to 
narrow the U.S. trade deficit and 
push back against what the U.S. 
views as predatory Chinese tac-
tics on the high technology indus-
try. Beijing has retaliated with 
tariffs on $110 million worth of 
U.S. goods.

“We want this to be a con-
structive, results-orientated 
relationship with China,” U.S. 
Ambassador to China, Terry 
Branstad, told reporters on Thurs-
day. “The United States is not try-
ing to contain China, but we want 
fairness and reciprocity.”

He described Friday’s meet-
ing as a chance for a “frank and 
open” exchange of views on issues 
like North Korea, human rights, 
and cooperation on Afghanistan 
and Iran, where the U.S. is press-
ing Beijing to cut oil imports. The 
U.S. also seeks action from China 
on the export of a synthetic form 
of opioids called fentanyl that is 
a scourge of drug addiction in 
America. 

NOAH BERGER/AP

Flames consume a car dealership as the Camp Fire tears through Paradise, Calif., on Thursday . Tens 
of thousands of people fled a fast-moving wildfire Thursday in Northern California, some clutching 
babies and pets as they abandoned vehicles and struck out on foot ahead of the flames that forced the 
evacuation of an entire town and destroyed hundreds of structures. 

‘Things started 
exploding. People 
started getting out 
of their vehicles and 
running. ’

Gina Oviedo
Paradise, Calif., resident

Human-rights abuses in Ukraine, 
annexation of Crimea cited for moves
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 BY ERIC TUCKER, JONATHAN LEMIRE 
AND CHAD DAY

Associated Press

WASHINGTON  — The White House is 
bracing for the probe of President Don-
ald Trump’s  campaign to fire up again. 
Trump’s advisers are privately expressing 
worries that the special counsel, who’s been 
out of the news for the past month, has been 
stealthily compiling information and could 
soon issue new indictments or a damning 
final report.

Trump abruptly altered the chain of 
command above special counsel Robert 
Mueller on Wednesday, putting his work 
under the supervision of a Republican 
loyalist who has been openly skeptical of 
the special counsel’s authority and has 
mused about ways to curtail his power. But 
Trump and his aides are concerned about 
Mueller’s next move with the work that is 
complete, according to a White House offi-

cial and a Republican with close ties to the 
administration.

They insisted on anonymity to comment 
on conversations they were not authorized 
to describe.

Mueller laid low for the past month as 
voters were mulling their choices for this 
week’s elections.

But a flurry of activity during his quiet 
period, including weeks of grand jury testi-
mony about Trump confidant Roger Stone 
and negotiations over an interview with 
the president, hinted at public develop-
ments ahead as investigators move closer 
to addressing key questions underpinning 
the special counsel inquiry: Did Trump il-
legally obstruct the investigation? And did 
his campaign have advance knowledge of 
illegally hacked Democratic emails?

Trump has told confidants he remains 
deeply annoyed by the 18-month-old Muel-
ler probe, believing it is not just a “witch 
hunt” but an expensive and lengthy nega-
tive distraction. The latest indication of the 
fury came Wednesday when he forced out 
his attorney general, Jeff Sessions, whose 
recusal opened the door to Mueller’s 
appointment.

To this point, Trump has heeded advice 
not to directly interfere, though a new 
chapter in the relationship with the probe 

may have begun with the appointment of
Matthew Whitaker as new acting attorney 
general. Even if Whitaker, Sessions’ former
chief of staff, does not curtail the investi-
gation, Trump could direct him to take a
more aggressive stance in declassifying
documents that could further undermine
or muddle the probe, the White House aide
and Republican official said.

The investigation until now has been
overseen by Deputy Attorney General Rod 
Rosenstein, who appointed Mueller last year
and granted him fairly broad authority.

“It’s very significant because Whitaker’s
position on indictments or future indict-
ments may be different than Rosenstein’s,
and Rosenstein had given Mueller a broad
mandate to pursue various crimes,” said 
Washington criminal defense lawyer Jef-
frey Jacobovitz.

The Mueller investigation has so far pro-
duced 32 criminal charges and four guilty
pleas from Trump associates. 

Saturday, November 10, 2018

‘It’s very significant be-
cause Whitaker’s position 
on indictments or future 
indictments may be differ-
ent that Rosenstein’s.’

Jeffrey Jacobovitz
Washington defense attorney

FDA plans 
strict limits 
on flavored 
e-cigarettes

Plastic kegs help bars tap into new profits

Mueller’s investigation may ramp up soon
NATION

 BY THOMAS BUCKLEY

Bloomberg.

In the cellar underneath the Frederik VI 
bar in Copenhagen, owner Jimmy Streit 
showed off the innovation that’s enabled 
him to boost his earnings by 5 percent in 
a declining business — a line of plastic 
kegs racked side by side like bowling balls 
against a concrete wall.

Streit switched from traditional steel 
storage more than a year ago at the behest 
of his supplier, Carlsberg. Because the new 
vats keep beer fresher longer, the change 
enabled him to increase the number of taps 
running at the bar to 22, adding more ex-
pensive brews like Jacobsen Yakima India 
pale ale and Somersby apple cider.

Bad news for steelmakers is good news 
for the alcohol industry, which is getting 
squeezed by the decline of traditional pubs 
and a shift in consumer tastes away from 
beer toward wine and mixed drinks. One 
way for brewers and bar owners to boost 
profits is to sell a greater variety of pre-
mium and craft beers such as those that 
Streit now offers alongside Carlsberg’s 
namesake lager.

The company is marketing the plastic 
kegs as the most significant innovation in 
draft beer in 50 years — or since the switch 
from wooden barrels to steel cylinders. 
Other brewers, including Anheuser-Busch 
InBev and Heineken, have developed simi-
lar technology, but Carlsberg has rolled 
it out most aggressively, signing up 2,500 

pubs in its domestic market. Other territo-
ries include Italy, Sweden, Norway, France 
and some of China’s largest cities.

In some of those markets, all sales of beer 
on tap will be from the plastic Draught-
Master system by 2020, the company says. 
“Draft is a seriously tough environment, 
but this is a win-win for bars and for us,” 
said Kaare Jessen, who leads Carlsberg’s 
DraughtMaster team.

Plastic kegs might seem anachronistic at 
a time when consumer-goods companies’ 
use of the material for packaging is under 
fire from environmental groups. Carls-
berg’s focus on sustainability includes ini-
tiatives such as doing away with the plastic 
ring holders that bind together six-packs of 
beer cans. 

CARSTEN SNEJBJERG/Bloomberg

Jimmy Streit  handles a DraughtMaster plastic keg in the cellar of his bar in Copenhagen . 

 Associated Press

NEW YORK  — The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration plans to require strict
limits on the sale of most flavored e-ciga-
rettes, including age verification controls
for online sales, in an effort to curtail their
use among children and teenagers.

FDA officials told The Wall Street Jour-
nal on Thursday the actions are expected
to be announced as early as next week. The 
move is an attempt to curb what many are
saying is an epidemic of underage vaping.

“What I can’t tolerate is another year
of this level of growth,” FDA Commis-
sioner Scott Gottlieb said in an interview
Wednesday.

The new policy will apply to flavored, 
cartridge-style vaping products like Juul
that have become popular among youths,
not the open tank-style systems sold in 
vape shops and mostly used by adults, of-
ficials said.

No retail outlets will be allowed to carry
them unless it restricts minors from enter-
ing the store or creates an off-limits area.

Since 2017, FDA officials had discussed 
e-cigarettes as a potential tool to wean 
adult smokers off cigarettes, but in Sep-
tember, the FDA reversed course and
warned the industry to address the prob-
lem of surging teenage e-cigarette use or
risk having their flavored products pulled 
off the market.

Gottlieb said then that the agency
did not predict an “epidemic addiction”
among youth, mainly driven by flavored
products.

The FDA’s new restrictions were earlier 
reported by The Washington Post.

Also Thursday, New York Gov. Andrew
Cuomo’s administration announced plans 
to ban the sale of flavored e-cigarettes
as soon as next year, possibly making his 
state the first to prohibit such vaping prod-
ucts often marketed as a safer alternative
to traditional cigarettes.   
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WORLD

 BY TREVOR MARSHALLSEA

Associated Press

SYDNEY  — A knife-wielding 
man stabbed three people, one fa-
tally, in Australia’s second-largest 
city on Friday in an attack police 
linked to terrorism.

The attack during the after-
noon rush hour brought central 
Melbourne to a standstill. Hun-
dreds of people watched from be-
hind barricades as police tried to 
apprehend the attacker.

Police said the man got out of a 
pickup truck, which then caught 
fire, and attacked three bystand-
ers with a knife. 

He also attempted to attack 
police who arrived on the scene 
before being shot in the chest by 
an officer.

The suspect died later at a 
hospital. One of the victims also 
died, while the two others were 
hospitalized.

Police said the attacker’s ve-
hicle contained several barbecue 
gas cylinders in the back. A bomb 
squad rendered them safe with-
out any exploding.

Victoria state police Commis-
sioner Graham Ashton said the 
suspect, who was originally from 
Somalia, was known to police and 
the incident was being treated as 
terrorism.

“From what we know of that 
individual, we are treating this as 
a terrorism incident,” Ashton told 
reporters, adding that the police 
counterterrorism command was 
working on the case, as well as ho-
micide detectives.

“He’s known to police mainly 
in respect to relatives that he has 
which certainly are persons of in-
terest to us, and he’s someone that, 

accordingly, is known to both Vic-
torian police and the federal intel-
ligence authorities,” he said.

 Islamic State  claimed responsi-
bility for the attack in a statement 
released through its Aamaq media 
arm. It said the man was “one of 
Islamic State fighters” and had 
responded to ISIS calls for attacks 
in countries that are part of the 

international coalition fighting 
the militants in Syria and Iraq.

ISIS, which has suffered heavy 
battlefield setbacks in the past 
year, often claims attacks in an 
opportunistic vein.

The attack occurred on the eve 
of a busy weekend in Melbourne, 
with a major horse race sched-
uled for Saturday and a national 

league soccer match the following 
day. Sunday is also Remembrance 
Day, when memorial ceremonies 
for World War I are held.

Ashton said police were “doing 
security reassessments of these 
events in light of what’s oc-
curred,” but there was “no ongo-
ing threat we’re currently aware 
of in relation to people surround-

ing this individual.”
Prime Minister Scott Morrison

condemned the “evil and coward-
ly attack.”

“Australians will never be in-
timidated by these appalling at-
tacks, and we will continue to go 
about our lives and enjoy the free-
doms that the terrorists detest,” 
he said in a statement.

One witness said one of the
stabbing victims, believed to be 
a man in his 60s who later died,
was stabbed in the face and that
desperate efforts were made to 
save him.

“Because he was on his stom-
ach, they turned him over to see 
if he’s all right, he was still alive,”
the witness, Markel Villasin, told
Australian Associated Press.

“He was breathing and he was
bleeding out.”

Video from the scene showed a
man swinging a knife at two po-
lice officers near a burning car
before he was shot.

In December 2014, a 17-hour 
siege in which a gunman took 18
people hostage in a Sydney cafe
ended with two hostages dead
and the gunman killed by police.
Though the erratic gunman de-
manded that police deliver him 
an Islamic State flag at the outset
of the crisis, there was no evi-
dence he had established contact
with the militant group.

However, at a later inquest, the
coroner of New South Wales state
said the gunman’s actions fell 
“within the accepted definition of
terrorism.”

Melbourne was also the scene
of two fatal car-ramming inci-
dents last year, but neither was
linked by police to terrorism. 

 BY ANDREO CALONZO

Bloomberg

Imelda Marcos, the widow of 
Philippine dictator Ferdinand 
Marcos, has been found guilty of 
graft and is facing arrest and a 
jail term of at least six years.

The incumbent lawmaker — 
known for her collection of more 
than 1,000 pairs of shoes — was 
found guilty of seven counts of 
graft for allegedly maintaining 
Swiss accounts as a Cabinet mem-
ber during her husband’s rule, the 
country’s anti-corruption court 
decided on Friday. Marcos plans 
to appeal the ruling.

The court’s decision came 27 
years after the case was first 
filed. Marcos, 89, faces imprison-
ment of between six and 11 years 
for each count of graft — the sec-
ond time she’s been convicted out 
of dozens of cases filed against 
the family.

She was first convicted by the 
anti-graft court in 1993, seven 
years after the popular revolution 
that ousted her husband and sent 
the family to exile in Hawaii. In 
1998, the Supreme Court acquit-

ted her from allegations that she 
entered anomalous contracts dur-
ing her husband’s term, reversing 
the anti-graft court’s ruling. She 
can also elevate this latest case 
before the top court and post
bail.

Her lawyer is studying the de-
cision “and has advised us that
he intends to file a motion for re-
consideration,” Marcos said in a
statement.

The Marcos family is a known
supporter of President Rodrigo 
Duterte. The Philippine leader
had said that he wants to be suc-
ceeded by the late dictator’s son,
Ferdinand “Bongbong” Marcos,
who has a pending electoral pro-
test after losing the vice-presi-
dential vote in 2016. 

Duterte also has the power to
pardon Marcos after a final court
ruling.

“While we note that there are
still legal remedies available to
Congresswoman Marcos, this lat-
est development underscores that
our country currently has a work-
ing and impartial justice system,”
Duterte’s spokesman, Salvador
Panelo, said in a statement.  

 BY YURI KAGEYAMA

Associated Press

TOKYO — A Japanese broad-
caster canceled a live TV ap-
pearance of the Korean band 
BTS after a photo went viral of a 
band member wearing a T-shirt 
showing an atomic bombing jux-
taposed with the celebration of 
Korea’s liberation from Japan 
after World War II.

Japanese social media was 
filled with chatter over the photo 
of Jimin wearing the shirt with an 
image of a mushroom cloud with 
the English words “patriotism” 
and “Korea.”

TV Asahi said it had talked 
with the band’s recording compa-
ny to try to learn why he wore the 
T-shirt. The broadcaster’s state-
ment also apologized to viewers 
who had looked forward to the 
band’s appearance, which had 
been scheduled for Friday.

Company spokesman Shin-

ya Matsuki declined further 
comment.

Universal Music said it will 
continue to support BTS but con-
firmed their appearance on the 
live  show “Music Station” was 
canceled.

South Korean K-pop and movie 
stars are extremely popular in 
Japan, sometimes in stark con-
trast to the controversy and hos-
tility than can mark other aspects 
of the two nations’ ties due to Ja-

pan’s occupation of the Korean 
Peninsula in the early 20th cen-
tury until the end of World War 
II.

Some Japanese fans of the band 
expressed disgust on Twitter that 
their show was canceled over a 
T-shirt.

The seven-member BTS has 
collaborated with Japanese-
American DJ and musical artist 
Steve Aoki and has reached No. 1 
on the Billboard chart. 

CRAIG RUTTLE/AP

 Members of the Korean K-Pop group BTS attend a meeting at  a 
youth-related U.N.  event  during the 73rd session of the United 
Nations General Assembly at U.N. headquarters in September. 

Band’s show 
canceled in 
Japan over 
A-bomb shirt

Imelda Marcos guilty of 
graft, faces arrest, jail  

Australian police: Attack linked to terrorism

JAMES ROSS, AAP IMAGE/AP

A burned-out vehicle is seen on Bourke Street in Melbourne on Friday . 
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 BY MATT O’BRIEN

Associated Press

PLYMOUTH, Mass. — If a 
tree falls in the Tidmarsh Wild-
life Sanctuary, it doesn’t matter 
if there’s no one around. You can 
hear it anyway.

That’s because researchers 
have hidden dozens of wireless 
sensor nodes, microphones and 
cameras among the cattails and 
cedars of this Plymouth, Massa-
chusetts nature preserve. Sounds 
picked up from the marsh and 
nearby woodland feed into an ar-
tificial intelligence system that 
can identify frogs or crickets, 
ducks or a passing airplane.

One goal is to help scientists 
better understand changing cli-
mates and improve wildlife res-

toration techniques. Beyond that, 
though, researchers want to use 
the collected data to help power 
an online virtual reality world 
— a kind of alternate universe 
modeled on live conditions in the 
marsh but populated with fanci-
ful creatures invented in a com-
puter science lab. 

As wireless sensors get cheap-
er, longer-lasting and more so-
phisticated, they’re increasingly 
turning up everywhere. We’re 
already seeing them in “smart” 
homes and cities, pulling in data 
that can be analyzed in real time 
to smooth traffic flows, save ener-
gy, monitor pollution or respond 
to crime. But what happens when 
you apply such an internet-con-
nected network to nature?

A research team at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology 
has been trying it out at Tidmarsh, 
a former cranberry bog convert-
ing back to natural wetlands just 
a few miles from where the Pil-
grims landed in 1620.

Remotely spying on nature 
isn’t new, but the project goes far 
beyond simple webcams fixed on 
a hawk’s nest or sea lions’ favorite 
pier — or even the more sophis-
ticated acoustic sensors designed 
to detect animal poachers.

The team’s goals for what they 
call the Living Observatory in-
clude supporting wildlife restora-
tion efforts. The sensors measure 
temperature, moisture and other 
environmental conditions.

But a broader mission is to offer 

people — including children — a 
deeper understanding of nature 
using their laptops, phones or 
headsets. They can do so remote-
ly or in person, while walking a 
nature trail, said the project’s vi-
sionary, Glorianna Davenport, a 
retired professor and co-founder 
of the MIT Media Lab.

“It’s gorgeous to walk in the 
woods and not be fiddling with a 
cell phone,” Davenport said. On 
the other hand, she added, what 
if you can learn more about the 
microbial environment, or the 
return of an endangered species, 
from a well-crafted smartphone 
app or a virtual reality game?

If it works here, Davenport said, 
researchers are already envision-
ing more ambitious projects deep 

in the Amazon rainforest — or on
the moon.

The idea has skeptics who are 
worried about the intrusion of 
technology and constant surveil-
lance into the world’s last places
without it. The Massachusetts
Audubon Society manages the 
480-acre sanctuary and took
some time before it agreed to out-
fit it with livestreaming cameras 
and microphones. 

Educators have also asked
Davenport why she would want to
encourage kids to carry around 
their smartphones instead of
just appreciating nature without 
them.

“And I went, ‘Why not?’ That’s
how they learn. That is their
mechanism of interacting,” she 
said. 

SCIENCE

PHOTOS BY CHARLES KRUPA/AP

 Joe Paradiso, of the MIT Media Lab, drives a support post for a sensor unit as Brian Mayton, right, prepares to map the device’s global position at a marshlandon Nov. 1 in 
Plymouth, Mass., which is equipped with wireless sensors, cameras and microphones to create a virtual reality world inspired by nature’s rhythms. 

Livestreaming marshland for fun and science

 Mayton  holds up his mobile phone, on Nov. 1, receiving live stream video and audio 
data at a marshland in Plymouth, Mass. 

 Glorianna Davenport, right, holds a mobile phone as  Paradiso  listens to wildlife 
recorded months earlier at the location they are standing  in Plymouth, Mass. on Nov. 1. 
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MARKET WATCH

Military rates
Euro costs (Nov. 12 ) ........................$1.1646
Dollar buys (Nov. 12) ........................€0.8587
British pound (Nov. 12 ) .......................$1.34
Japanese yen (Nov. 12) ...................... 111.00
South Korean won (Nov. 12) ......... 1,090.00

Commercial rates
Bahrain (Dinar) ....................................0.3769
British pound .....................................$1.3035
Canada (Dollar) ...................................1.3198
China (Yuan) ........................................6.9570
Denmark (Krone) ................................6.5776
Egypt (Pound) .................................... 17.8390
Euro ........................................ $1.1341/0.8817
Hong Kong (Dollar) ............................. 7.8312
Hungary (Forint) .................................283.33
Israel (Shekel) .....................................3.6731
Japan (Yen) ...........................................113.87
Kuwait (Dinar) .....................................0.3040
Norway (Krone) ...................................8.4252
Philippines (Peso)................................. 53.07
Poland (Zloty) .......................................... 3.78
Saudi Arabia (Riyal) ........................... 3.7521
Singapore (Dollar) ..............................1.3782
South Korea (Won) ..........................1,123.40
Switzerland (Franc)............................1.0068
Thailand (Baht) ..................................... 33.03
Turkey (Lira) .........................................5.4670
(Military exchange rates are those 
available to customers at military banking 
facilities in the country of issuance 
for Japan, South Korea, Germany, the 
Netherlands and the United Kingdom. For 
nonlocal currency exchange rates (i.e., 
purchasing British pounds in Germany), 
check with your local military banking 
facility. Commercial rates are interbank 
rates provided for reference when buying 
currency. All figures are foreign currencies 
to one dollar, except for the British pound, 
which is represented in dollars-to-pound, 
and the euro, which is dollars-to-euro.)

EXCHANGE RATES

INTEREST RATES
Prime rate  ................................................ 5.25
Discount rate  .......................................... 2.75
Federal funds market rate ................... 2.20
3-month bill  ............................................. 2.32
30-year bond  ........................................... 3.43

WEATHER OUTLOOK
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Fed leaves key rate alone but sees future hikes
 BY MARTIN CRUTSINGER

Associated Press

WASHINGTON  — The Federal 
Reserve has left its key policy rate 
unchanged but signaled  it plans 
to keep responding to the strong 
U.S. economy with more interest 
rate hikes. The next rate increase 
is expected in December.

The Fed kept its benchmark 
rate in a range of 2 percent to 2.25 
percent. A statement it issued 
Thursday after its latest policy 
meeting portrayed the econo-
my as robust, with healthy job 
growth, low unemployment, solid 
consumer spending and inflation 
near the Fed’s 2 percent target.

Despite a U.S. trade war with 
key nations, weaker corporate in-
vestment and a sluggish housing 
market, the Fed is showing con-
fidence in the economy’s resil-
ience. To help control inflation, it 
has projected three rate increases 
in 2019 after an expected fourth 
hike of the year next month.

Analysts saw the central bank’s 
decision to highlight the econo-
my’s strength and to make few 
changes in its policy statement as 

a sign that it remains on track to 
raise rates next month.

“The Fed’s economic assess-
ment remains very upbeat, not-
ing declining unemployment and 
continued strong growth,” said 
Greg McBride, Bankrate.com’s 
chief financial analyst. “All signs 
point to a rate hike at the Decem-
ber meeting.”

The Fed’s decision Thursday 
was approved 9-0 by its voting 
policymakers. Its brief statement 
was nearly identical to the one the 
Fed issued in September. It said 
the job market has continued to 
strengthen and noted that eco-
nomic activity has been rising “at 
a strong rate.”

In one of its few changes, the 
Fed downgraded its assessment 

of business investment spending, 
observing that it had slowed from 
its pace earlier in the year.

The Fed did not specify any 
risks to the economy it perceives. 
Analysts will be studying the min-
utes of this week’s meeting, to be 
released in three weeks, for any 
insight into economic threats Fed 
policymakers may see, such as 
the trade war between the United 
States and China.

In deciding how fast or slowly 
to keep raising rates, the Fed 
will be monitoring the pace of 
growth, the job market’s strength 
and gauges of inflation for clues 
to how the economy may evolve 
in the coming months. The brisk 
pace of economic growth — a 3.5 
percent annual rate in the July-

September quarter, after a 4.2 
percent rate in the previous quar-
ter — has raised the risk that in-
flation could begin accelerating.

Some economists foresee only 
two Fed rate hikes next year. 
Others expect that economic 
growth will remain solid and the 
job market strong and that the 
Fed will decide that four rate in-
creases will be justified next year 
to guard against high inflation. At 
3.7 percent, the unemployment 
rate is already at its lowest level 
since 1969. 

Saturday, November 10, 2018

Pentagon bolsters cybersecurity demands
BUSINESS/WEATHER

 BY TONY CAPACCIO

 Bloomberg

The Pentagon’s top weapons 
buyer has issued new language 
applying to future contracts that’s 
intended to put companies on no-
tice that they must elevate cyber-
security protection.

“We are coming out with stan-
dard contract language that all 
the services will use,” Ellen Lord, 
the under secretary of defense for 

acquisition and sustainment, said 
 Thursday. “We’ve just sent out our 
first formal communication” that 
said “we are going to do it and pro-
viding standard language that can 
be tailored as needed.”

The beefed-up contracting lan-
guage follows a move by Defense 
Secretary Jim Mattis last month to 
establish a task force that will rec-
ommend ways to protect critical 
technologies from theft by China, 
Russia and other adversaries. It 

would place a company’s cyberse-
curity practices alongside matters 
such as the quality and cost of pro-
posals, as well as performance re-
views, when considering contract 
proposals.

“Working with our partners in 
the defense industry and research 
enterprise, we must ensure the 
integrity of our classified infor-
mation, controlled unclassified 
information and key data,” Mattis 
said in an Oct. 24 memo.

The Pentagon failed to make 
cybersecurity for its multibillion-
dollar weapons systems a major 
focus until recently , Congress’  
watchdog agency said last month.

For many years until about 
2014, the Pentagon “focused cy-
bersecurity efforts on protecting 
networks and traditional IT sys-
tems, such as accounting systems, 
rather than weapons,” the Govern-
ment Accountability Office said in 
a report entitled: “DOD Just Be-

ginning to Grapple with Scale of
Vulnerabilities.”

Lord’s initiative was first flagged
in September by Deputy Defense 
Secretary Pat Shanahan, who said
top defense industry leaders have 
a “responsibility to manage the
supply chain, and that’s where we 
have real gaps” in security.

“We want to be consistent,” 
Lord said of talks she’s had with 
weapons buyers for the military
services.  

‘The Fed’s economic assessment remains 
very upbeat, noting declining unemploy-
ment and continued strong growth. ’

Greg McBride
Bankrate.com’s chief fi nancial analyst
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From wire reports

AMERICAN ROUNDUP

8
The approximate length in feet of a lizard caught by Florida authorities that has terrified residents of a suburban 
Miami neighborhood for months. The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission said Thursday the Asian 
water monitor lizard is an escaped pet. It was first reported loose in August in a Davie neighborhood. Residents 
said it lurked in their backyards and scratched at their patio doors.

Dog electrocuted 
after jumping in water

NH LACONIA  — Police in 
New Hampshire said a 

dog that jumped into Lake Win-
nipesaukee was electrocuted and 
its owner also suffered an electri-
cal shock when she tried to res-
cue her pet.

The dog, 13, a  black Labrador 
retriever, died. The woman was 
taken to a hospital for evaluation. 
Authorities said she was walking 
the dog when it got away from 
her and went into the water last 
Sunday.

The Laconia Fire Department 
said the water had an electrical 
current in it and asked the util-
ity company, Eversource, to turn 
off power to the docks and a light 
pole. 

2nd complaint filed 
about needles in candy

TN LEBANON  — A sher-
iff’s office in Tennessee 

says it has received two reports of 
needles being found in Hallow-
een candy.

The Tennessean reported 
Wednesday that Wilson County 
Sheriff’s Office Lt. Scott Moore 
said a child discovered a needle 
in a candy bar while he was at 
school and told a school resource 
officer. Moore said the same child 
told his father that night that he 
had found another needle in a dif-
ferent piece of candy gathered 
while trick-or-treating in the 
western part of the county.

Deputies also received a report 
on Halloween from a woman who 
said she found a needle in her 
child’s candy. Deputies said the 
mother noticed a candy wrap-
per was altered and checked the 
sweet, discovering a thin needle 
poking through a green Lifesav-
ers gummy.

University launches 
student-run vineyard

MA AMHERST  — The 
University of Massa-

chusetts Amherst has created a 
vineyard for students so they can 
obtain first-hand experience in 
winemaking.

The school said the vineyard 
will be a part of the UMass Stock-
bridge School program, which is 
devoted to agricultural education. 
Masslive.com reported that fund-
ing for the project was provided 
by an initial grant of $3,000 from 
the Amherst campus’  Sustainabil-
ity Innovation Engagement Fund.

The vineyard is partially a proj-
ect of viticulture expert and pro-
fessor Elsa Petit, who said it will 
let students learn in a unique envi-
ronment. She said she hopes grape 
sales from the vineyard will help 
sustain its existence. 

The Riverwalk wins 
2018 planning award

FL TAMPA  — A Tampa 
neighborhood has won 

what could be described as city 
planners’ version of “The People’s 
Choice Awards.”

The American Planning Asso-
ciation said Wednesday that The 
Riverwalk in Tampa had won its 
“People’s Choice” designation as 

THE CENSUS

one of the great spaces in Ameri-
ca in 2018.

The planning association asked 
the public to nominate their fa-
vorite public space, neighborhood 
or street.

The Riverwalk edged out Katy 
Trail in Missouri.

The other finalists were Uncas 
Leap Heritage Area in Norwich, 
Conn.; the Detroit Riverfront; and 
the Navy Yard in Washington .

Video shows student 
punching teacher in face

MD BALTIMORE  — A 
video showing a Bal-

timore high school student punch-
ing a teacher in the face has been 
viewed more than 60,000 times 
on Instagram.

News outlets reported that the 
video posted Wednesday after-
noon shows the student hitting 
the teacher at Frederick Doug-
lass High School.

The video appears to show two 
students bickering while standing 
close to the teacher, and one stu-
dent backs away while the other 
hits the teacher. The teacher re-
coils, and the student who hit her 
leaves the classroom. She doesn’t 

retaliate but follows him out the 
door.

City Public Schools spokes-
woman Edie House Foster said in 
a statement that the student struck 
the teacher following a verbal ex-
change. She said administrators 
are investigating and will apply 
disciplinary action in accordance 
with the school system’s code of 
conduct. 

Ex-manager pleads 
guilty to killing fry cook

CT MANCHESTER  — The 
former manager of a 

Connecticut chicken restaurant 
has pleaded guilty to gunning 
down a fry cook during an argu-
ment apparently sparked by a neg-
ative online review of the eatery.

Prosecutors said  James Gools-
by, 28, shot Norris Jackson multi-
ple times in the Bonchon Chicken 
restaurant in Manchester last 
December.

 Jackson, 36, a father of seven, 
was pronounced dead at the hos-
pital the next day.

Goolsby, who pleaded guilty 
to murder Wednesday, faces 35 
years in prison at his sentencing 
scheduled for Jan. 23.

Goolsby’s attorney said Jack-
son inserted himself into a dis-
cussion Goolsby was having with 
the kitchen help about a poor on-
line review.

He argued that Goolsby had no 
intention of killing Jackson, who 
approached his client “looking for 
a fight.”

Man says ‘the devil’ 
made him harm family

FL BOYNTON BEACH — 
Investigators said a 

Florida man told them that “the 
devil” made him act out during 
a dispute that began as an argu-
ment with his grandmother over 
a television remote control and 
ended with a 3-year-old child 
being cut on the lip with a knife.

A Boynton Beach police report 
says  Ricardo Darren Dor, 24, is 
charged with aggravated child 
abuse, battery on a person over 
65 and domestic battery on a 
pregnant person.

Investigators said Dor pushed 
his grandmother to the floor, 
chased his pregnant cousin and 
then used a kitchen knife to slash 
through a window screen, cutting 
the lip of a child standing on a 

couch. Dor told police he snapped 
because people in the house were
mean to him. .

Donkey, emu bond may 
complicate an adoption

NC CHARLOTTE  — A
North Carolina animal 

shelter said the close bond be-
tween a donkey and an emu that 
can barely stand to be separated
may complicate an adoption.

The Charlotte Observer report-
ed the male donkey and female
emu were rescued from Kershaw, 
S.C., when their owner suddenly
vanished last week. Jennifer Gor-
don, of nonprofit Carolina Water-
fowl Rescue near Charlotte, said
the owner also left behind other
animals.

She said the shelter, which has
not yet named the animals, tried
separating them. But the don-
key cried and the emu became
frantic.

She said the donkey doesn’t 
even like the shelter’s other don-
keys. She said the two cuddle and 
sleep together and that they  can’t
be separated, so someone needs 
to adopt both animals and “that
may not be easy.”

The Rockefeller Center Christmas tree is hoisted by crane Thursday  in Wallkill, N.Y. It will be transported to Manhattan, where it will be 
erected this weekend. The 72-foot-tall  Norway spruce will be lit in a televised ceremony on Nov. 28 and remain on display until Jan 7.  

PATRICK OEHLER, POUGHKEEPSIE JOURNAL/AP

Bound for Rockefeller Center
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B
alloons will always be a signi-
fi er of single-digit birthday 
parties, a playful tool for 
sculpting hair with static.

But thanks to social media, 
balloons now lend a posh, 

arty aesthetic to event decor, in addition to 
their classic, if slightly cheesy, cheerful-
ness.

Infl atable arrangements once simply 
arched over doorways at pep rallies and 
proms, or formed Santas and toy soldiers 
at holiday displays. Today they cluster into 
garlands or cover ceilings in “clouds” at 
galleries and stadiums, weddings and galas .

Giant strands of clustered balloons, often 
in various colors and sizes, snake across 
walls or along entryways. These air-fi lled 
festoons — decor’s version of the statement 
necklace — add visual pop and celebratory 
swagger. And compared with many large-
scale decorating options, they offer a lot of 
bang for the buck.

Like the cupcake before it, the balloon is 
a once-mundane party staple reinvented for 
the Pinterest and Instagram crowd. With 
the aid of digital infl uencers, its popularity 
is soaring.

When it comes to complex balloon instal-
lations, Carly Van Veldhuizen, head of Min-
neapolis-based Girl Friday, is the go-to gal 
in the Twin Cities.

 On a recent morning, Van Veldhuizen 
and her crew of four constructed a massive 
blue balloon garland at the University of 
Minnesota’s McNamara Alumni Center.

 Van Veldhuizen’s company is known for 
designing and fabricating one-of-a-kind in-
stallations for events, using unconventional 

materials such as coffee fi lters, recycled 
plastic straws or string. It created its fi rst 
balloon installation about two years ago, at 
the behest of the Knot magazine. Its clients 
now include Target, Mall of America, Star-
key Foundation and the Vikings. More than 
a third of their jobs involve balloons, Van 
Veldhuizen said.

For the opening of Studio 125, a Min-
neapolis event space co-owned by Bridget 
Borden and Kate Arends, of the lifestyle 
blog Wit & Delight, Girl Friday created 
a white balloon installation to showcase 
the space’s natural light and airy feel. “It 
elevated the entire event,” Borden said.

Growing up, blowing up
Balloons themselves have changed. No 

longer just primary-colored orbs, they’re 
ombre-hued and hand-painted, shaped like 
unicorns and emoji. Shiny mylar balloons 
come formed as numbers, letters and whole 
words in script, in trendy rose gold shades. 
Personalized balloons can be printed with 
uploaded photos.  

And while installations like the one at 
the McNamara Center can be compli-
cated and expensive, more price-sensitive 
balloon enthusiasts can fi nd DIY kits and 
online tutorials.

Christina Ries, a blogger for Minnesota 

Parent, created her fi rst balloon garland 
for her young son’s birthday party this 
spring.

Inspired by writer/podcaster Nora McIn-
erny , Ries spent about $40 on balloons and 
an electric air pump and strung together a 
wall-size garland in less than an hour. She’s 
since created three or four more.

“They’re all the rage, so I just couldn’t 
resist trying my hand at it,” Ries said. “I 
was pleasantly surprised it was so easy to 
do. ”

It’s complicated
Girl Friday installations, on the other 

hand, can take the crew hours, as they 
work around sprinkler systems, dodge 
electrifi ed pigeon wire and operate scissor 
lifts. 

Weather can also present a challenge. 
Balloons, they’ve discovered, can with-
stand temperatures from below zero to 
100, but heat and heat combined with 
humidity can wreak havoc, as can static 
electricity and wind.

Custom installations requiring a couple 
thousand balloons (their largest used 
50,000) start at $1,500, and the average 
client spends between $3,000 to $7,000.

 Girl Friday doesn’t work with helium or 
do balloon releases, due to concerns about 
harming animals and the environment. 
At the end of a typical event, they pop the 
arrangements — it usually takes about 20 
minutes — and funnel the pieces into one 
bag.

“There’s less of a footprint than people 
think,” Van Veldhuizen noted. 

LIFESTYLE
Girl Friday’s Jasmine Hamsa 

inflates a balloon   to be placed 
on a decorative installation at 
the University of Minnesota’s 
McNamara Alumni Center  in 

Minneapolis on Oct 8. 
ELIZABETH FLORES/Star Tribune  (Minneapolis)

Extreme balloons a rising 
trend in  Minn. party decor

 BY RACHEL HUTTON

Star Tribune (Minneapolis)

 Photos courtesy of Girl Friday

Girl Friday uses balloons, often numbering in the thousands, to create unique and 
complex displays,  installations, props and decor. 
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 BY GLENN WHIPP

Los Angeles Times

“A Star Is Born” is in. “First Man” could 
be in. “BlacKkKlansman” and “Black 
Panther” should be in.

It’s early November, and in the next 
few weeks, the fi nal group of aspiring Oscar contend-
ers will arrive in theaters. Judging by recent history, 
that’s prime contention time. Last year, seven of the 
nine best picture nominees launched their domestic 
theatrical runs in November or December.

Some of the following pictures have already earned 
plaudits and prizes at fall fi lm festivals. Others haven’t 
been widely seen at all.

Who’s up? Who’s down? Here’s the rundown of what’s 
to come, with the movies ranked based on their likeli-
hood of securing a best picture nomination.

MOVIES

‘If Beale Street
Could Talk’ (Dec. 7)

The story: Childhood 
friends Tish (KiKi Layne) 

and Fonny (Stephan James) become 
lovers, but their bond is tested when 
Fonny is falsely accused of rape.

Working for it: Barry Jenkins’ 
follow-up to the Oscar-winning best 
picture “Moonlight” earned raves at 
its Toronto premiere for its sensitive 
and potent adaptation of James Bald-
win’s novel (and was the runner-up, 
along with “Roma,” to “Green Book” 
for Toronto’s People’s Choice prize). 
In its depiction of black love — 
between a man and a woman, 
between friends, between family, between community members — “Beale Street” feels as 
necessary as its predecessor.

Working against it: After “Moonlight,” expectations could burden this movie, which 
gorgeously unfolds in a nonlinear approach that could prove off-putting to older academy 
members averse to fl ashbacks of the nonacid variety.
Photo courtesy of Annapurna Pictures 

‘Widows’ (Nov. 16)

The story: Women, led 
by Viola Davis, carry out a 
robbery that their husbands 

planned but never completed. (The fi lm’s 
title betrays the reason why.)

Working for it: Steve McQueen’s fi rst 
fi lm since “12 Years a Slave” is easily 
his most commercial effort. But it’s no 
mere heist movie. “Widows” takes on 
toxic men, a broken political system, the 
widening chasm between the privileged 
and the poor and a world in which any-
thing — and anyone — can be bought and 
sold. All these elements are baked into 
a crowd-pleasing thriller that has been 
producing gasps and cheers at academy 
and guild screenings in recent weeks.

Working against it: Could disappoint 
those itching for a pure heist movie. And 
its genre trappings could dissuade some 
from voting for it.
Photo courtesy of 20th Century Fox 

‘Vice’ (Dec. 25)

The story: Dick Cheney be-
comes the most powerful vice 
president in U.S. history, promis-

ing to handle the “more mundane jobs” of 
George W. Bush’s presidency — i.e., “over-
seeing bureaucracy, military, energy and 
foreign policy.”

Working for it: Writer-director Adam 
McKay won an Oscar two years ago for “The 
Big Short,” his scathing, freewheeling indict-
ment of Wall Street and regulatory irre-
sponsibility. The idea of McKay training his 
moral outrage toward Cheney and Bush will 
have many in Hollywood sharpening their 
pitchforks with glee.

Working against it: For some, a tax audit 
notice would be preferable to a movie cen-
tered on politics, much less Cheney. Also: 
Its late arrival — the movie won’t begin 
screening until mid-November — will have it 
scrambling for traction with voters. In other 
words, it’d better deliver.

‘Green Book’ (Nov. 16)

The story: Gregarious, resourceful hus-
tler (Viggo Mortensen) is hired to drive a 
black classical pianist (Mahershala Ali) for 

a concert tour of the Deep South in 1962. An unlikely 
friendship develops.

Working for it: “Green Book” unexpectedly eclipsed 
higher-profi le movies to win the Toronto Film Festi-
val’s People’s Choice Award, and early motion picture 
academy screenings have generated similar enthusi-
asm. It has all the makings of a commercial power-
house when it arrives in theaters for Thanksgiving. 
No amount of tryptophan will keep your in-laws from 
crying when the credits roll.

Working against it: Some critics — and there will be 
outspoken ones — will fi nd the fi lm’s treatment of race 
simplistic. Being compared to “Driving Miss Daisy” isn’t 
as bad as likening your movie to “Crash,” but it’s close. 
Photo courtesy of DreamWorks Pictures

‘The Favourite’ (Nov. 23)

The story: A lady (Rachel Weisz) and a 
servant (Emma Stone) jockey for the favor 
of Queen Anne (Olivia Colman) in early 18th 

century England.
Working for it: Directed by Yorgos Lanthimos (“The 

Lobster,” “The Killing of a Sacred Deer,” “Dogtooth”), 
“The Favourite” subverts the historical costume 
drama at every step, brandishing a stinging wit and 
joyful decadence. Backstabbing has never been more 
fun to watch.

Working against it: It’s Lanthimos’ most accessible 
fi lm, but that doesn’t mean everyone will be into his 
idiosyncratic fl ourishes. Anyone who found “Downton 
Abbey” to be occasionally a bit on the naughty side will 
be poleaxed by this.

‘Roma’ (Dec. 14)

The story: A quiet young woman (Yalitza Aparicio) becomes pregnant 
while caring for a wealthy family in a changing Mexico City during the 
early 1970s.

Working for it: Alfonso Cuaron’s (“Gravity,” “Children of Men”) achingly beauti-
ful tribute to the women who cared for him in his youth fl oored festival audiences 
in Venice, Telluride, Toronto and London. Once they begin handing out prizes, look 
for critics groups to coalesce around Cuaron’s movie. They might even create new 
awards just to fi nd more ways to celebrate it.

Working against it: It’s a foreign language (Spanish and Mixtec) movie shot (by 
Cuaron) in (shimmering!) black and white and released by Netfl ix. And because it’s 
Netfl ix, we have no idea how many people will be watching it in a theater (absolutely 
essential for this fi lm) as opposed to viewing “Roma’s” opening four-minute shot 
of soapy mop water undulating across a stone driveway on their laptops and then 
switching over to “Queer Eye.”
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‘Mary Queen of Scots’ (Dec. 7)

The story: Mary Stuart, queen of Scotland, and her cousin, Queen Elizabeth I, 
vie for the English throne.

Working for it: Two Oscar-nominated actresses — Saoirse Ronan in the title 
role and Margot Robbie playing Elizabeth — plus a nuanced exploration of what it means 
to be a woman in power.

Working against it: It’s more conventional than “The Favourite” and might suffer by 
comparison when critics’ groups gravitate toward Lanthimos’ fi lm.

7

‘On the Basis of Sex’ (Dec. 25)

The story: Biopic of Supreme Court 
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg (played 
by Felicity Jones) centers on a land-

mark case focused on gender discrimination.
Working for it: The commercial success 

of the extraordinary Ginsburg documentary 
“RBG” shows there’s an appetite for this kind 
of fi lm.

Working against it: “RBG” might have satis-
fi ed that appetite, making this movie redundant.
Photo courtesy of Focus Features  
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VIDEO GAMES

Things get dark and dirty in solid open-worlder ‘Red Dead Redemption 2’
 BY EBENEZER SAMUEL

New York Daily News

This is what it’s like to play “Red Dead Re-
demption 2”: You’re living the life of an out-
law in the Wild West. You’re Arthur Morgan 
of the Van der Linde gang, and you and the 
crew are on the run.

That means a battle for survival throughout fi ve 
fi ctional states in Rockstar Games’ masterpiece, 
but it means more than that, too. It means main-
taining guns, eating, and feeding your horse, and 
it means hours and hours on horseback, travers-
ing one of the most detailed depictions of the 

Wild West that you’ve ever 
seen. This is life in “Red 
Dead Redemption 2,” and 
if you’re not careful, you’ll 
burn hours upon hours 
of your real life in New 
Hanover.

Rockstar’s latest is its 
greatest and most realistic 
open-worlder yet, a game 
that packs more detailed 
systems into it than any 
similar title that’s come 

before. Here, open-world storytelling reaches new 
heights, crafting a smart narrative onto a game that lets 
you do whatever you want to do. And here, you’ll man-
age more systems than you ever have, yet never feel as 
if you’re playing something contrived. Slight missteps 
(a less-than-friendly checkpointing system and some 
backwards control decisions) exist, but you’ll still have 
loads of fun.

As long as you can make peace with “Red Dead’s” 
somewhat slow start, you’ll be treated to a delightful 
Wild West sandbox. Rockstar’s crafted a stunning game 
world, full of rolling hills and forestry and just enough 
pathways for horseback riding to be smooth. All of this 
sprawls across the game’s fi ctional world, with western 
towns and railroads and other happenings spread out 
here and there. It’s a splendid landscape to explore, and 
it’s meant to be explored by horseback, the sound of 
your horse’s gallop in the background.

You’re free to explore this world after a few slow-
moving hours. “Red Dead Redemption 2” is a massive 

game but one with very deliberate pacing, which can 
be a little frustrating at fi rst. Your early story missions 
involve scripted horseback rides with plenty of con-
versation, and those horseback rides can’t be sped up. 
The game teaches you basic mechanics (hunting and 
collecting pelts, gunplay strategies, and that horseback 
riding) this way, so it all has a purpose. But it can be a 
little sluggish at the start.

But once the Van der Linde gang fi nds a semi-settled 
area, things perk up quickly, and new ideas come fast 
and furious. You control every part of Arthur’s life, 
from the mundane to the interesting, from shaving and 
eating and showering to the more expected parts of the 
Wild West lifestyle, all that gunplay and outlaw stuff 
that you’d expect.

Rockstar demands much of the gamer, sometimes to 
your annoyance. You’ll do little things that could have 
easily been cutscenes, like pick up a broken wagon wheel 
and roll it back into place, or set a line for an explosive.

But this all serves to invest you more in other parts 
of the game: You’re living the little things of the outlaw 
lifestyle, not just shooting and killing. Rockstar builds 
in systems for everything: You bond with your horse, 
have to eat (but carefully, lest you gain too much 
weight), and have to purchase supplies. Walking into 
stores to buy food and wares is a special joy too, be-
cause it’s here that you see how much detail Rockstar’s 

packed into the experience. You open a catalog (instead 
of looking at some basic menu) to see what a store has, 
or walk right up to a shelf with food and point your icon 
at something to buy it.

Window-dressing like this is critical, because while 
you make a great many little decisions (take a shower 
today or keep stinking up the joint? Sell that deer or 
take it back to camp for food?), you never make any 

truly big ones. “Fallout” this is not; “Red Dead’s” 
main narrative leaves little room for player 
agency. The game has a story to tell, and you’re a 
player in it, not the driving force behind it. Know 
that going in, so you can truly appreciate the “Red 
Dead” experience.

You’re taking instructions from Dutch, the lead-
er of the gang, too, in a narrative that’s really ter-
rifi c. The slow-moving early portions of the game 
invest you in the story, and that really holds your 
attention. This is an open-world game, and you can 
do plenty on your own, but you’ll be so interested 
in the tale that you’ll chase the story missions.

There’s plenty of intrigue here, and slight bits 
of social commentary, enough to make you think 
without being heavy-handed. The story touches on 
the treatment of Native Americans and minorities 
and women, but it never gets preachy, and these 
ideas never overpower the core story, which bleeds 
right into the original “Red Dead Redemption.”

“Red Dead Redemption 2’s” missteps are few. The 
autosaving system is a little bit cruel, leading you to 
replay failed missions not from a pivotal point, but often 
from the very beginning of the mission or the section; 
the game should have taken cues from Ubisoft’s “Far 
Cry” and implemented far more friendly checkpoint 
saves. And while horseback riding in this game is 
largely fantastic, it’s odd to spend so much time tapping 
a button just to create your horse’s pace. This is intui-
tive — but it feels unnecessary at times, too.

The entire “Red Dead” experience, though, feels 
fantastic overall. There are few truly exciting doses of 
the Wild West in entertainment these days — and still 
fewer in video games.

Good thing this visit to the Wild West can go on for 
hours upon hours upon hours.

Platforms: Xbox One, PlayStation 4
Online: rockstargames.com/reddeadredemption2

WILD FUN  Set in 1899, “Red Dead Redemption 2”   follows the story of outlaw 
Arthur Morgan, a member of the Van der Linde gang, and also details 
the time of a young John Marson in the same gang. The Western-themed 
action-adventure title is available on Xbox One and PlayStation 4.
Photos courtesy of Rockstar Games
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HEALTH & FITNESS

Listen to 
the beat

 Heart-rate training entails 
keeping your heart rate — the 
number of times your heart 
beats in a minute — within a 
set range during a workout. 
The range is expressed as 
a percentage of your maxi-
mum heart rate, which is the 
greatest number of times your 
heart can beat in a minute. 
For example, for a 30-minute 
elliptical workout, you might 
aim to keep your heart rate 
between 70 and 80 percent of 
your maximum heart rate.

 The ideal heart-rate range 
depends on the cardiovascu-
lar goals of a workout . This 
form of training is useful 
for aerobic exercise such as 
cycling and running, in which 
you sustain your effort for 20 
or more minutes.

On the other hand, heart-
rate training isn’t a good way 
to gauge your effort in high-
intensity interval training, in 
which intervals are shorter 
than those in the chart, be-
cause you should be focusing 
on doing the exercise as hard 
as possible for that short time 
rather than looking at your 
monitor. (Plus, the readings 
can be misleading — your 
heart rate will peak soon after 
the end of your max effort, not 
during it.) Similarly, because 
of the stop-and-start nature 
of strength training, monitor-
ing heart rate isn’t an effec-
tive way to track workouts in 
which your main goal is to 
build muscle rather than im-
prove cardiovascular fi tness.

 “Heart-rate training is a 
way to combine subjective 
and objective measures of 
training,” says Debra Atkin-
son, a certifi ed strength and 
conditioning coach in Boul-
der, Colo.

Here’s the gist: Your effort 
level — how close to your max 
you’re working — is what 
really determines gains you 
get from a workout, such as 
your heart being able to pump 
more blood with each beat 
and your muscles becom-
ing more effi cient at using 
the oxygen in that blood. 
There’s a range of heart rates 
that correspond to the key 
effort levels you hit in cardio 
workouts. Match effort level 
and heart rate, and you know 
you’re working at the right 
intensity for that type of 
workout.

 Atkinson says people who 
like objective data and track-
ing their progress are the 
best candidates for heart-rate 
training. Hamilton adds that 
heart-rate training can also 
help prevent dedicated exer-
cisers from pushing too hard. 
“They think, ‘If I don’t beat 
myself like a rented mule, 
I’ll never get fi t,’ ” she says. 
“Heart-rate training can help 
them learn what ‘easy effort’ 
really means. The result is 
better recovery from longer, 
harder workouts and, ulti-
mately, more fi tness gains.”

 The fi rst step in heart-rate 
training is gauging your 
maximal heart rate. The com-
monly recommended formula 
of 220 minus your age is based 
on averages of large numbers 
of people, but it’s not particu-
larly useful on an individual 
basis. For any one person, 220 
minus age might be inaccurate 
by 10 to 12 beats per minute in 
either direction of the formu-
laic answer, Hamilton says. 
If you’re one of the people for 
whom the formula is inaccu-
rate, that could mean you’re 
usually working out too hard 
or too easy.

If you’re a runner, Hamilton 
recommends doing a 5K race 
while wearing a heart-rate 
monitor. “If you fi nish think-
ing you gave it your every-
thing, the highest reading you 
reached will be close to your 
max,” she says.

Atkinson has clients do a 
test on a treadmill or exer-
cise bike while wearing a 
monitor. They progressively 
increase their intensity until 
their breathing and perceived 
exertion tells them they can’t 
continue. The heart rate at 
that point is close to their 
max. “The more motivated 
you are to do this, the more 
accurate your max heart rate 
will be,” Atkinson says.

Once you know your max 
heart rate, use the ranges 
in the chart to set heart-rate 
targets for different types of 
cardio workouts .

 Here are a few things to keep 
in mind when training by heart 
rate.

If you don’t have a heart-
rate monitor: It’s possible, 
albeit cumbersome, to train by 
heart rate without one. Find a 
place where your pulse can be 
strongly felt, such as on your 
neck. Count your pulse for 10 
seconds, then multiply that 
number by six to get your cur-
rent heart rate. On-the-go mea-
surements are possible in some 
activities, such as stationary cy-
cling, but if you’re running, you 
might need to briefl y interrupt 
your workout. Most modern 
gym equipment includes a grip 
or other way to get a snapshot 
of your heart rate.

Allow for heart-rate drift: 
Except during low-intensity 
and easy workouts, your heart 
rate will gradually increase 
over the course of a workout. 
That phenomenon, known as 
heart-rate drift or cardiac drift, 
occurs sooner and to a greater 
degree in hot, humid weather. 
(When it’s hot, your heart 
pumps more blood to your skin 
in an effort to keep you cool, 
resulting in a higher heart rate 
at the same pace.) To account 
for heart-rate drift, start exer-
cising at the lower end of the 
range for a given workout. On 
hot days, keep your heart rate 
in the right range and adjust 
your pace, incline or resistance 
as needed, Atkinson advises. 

  BY SCOTT DOUGLAS

Special to The Washington Post

With wearable fi tness 
trackers becoming 
the norm among 
recreational athletes, 

more of us know at any instant 
what our heart rate is during 
workouts. What we might not 
know is what that data means. 
That’s a shame, because bas-
ing your workout intensity on 
your heart rate can be a great 
way to meet your exercise goals. 
“Heart-rate training gives you 
objective guidance on whether 
you’re on the right track, pushing 
too hard or taking it too easy,” 
says Janet Hamilton, an Atlanta-
area running coach. Here’s what 
you need to know about training 
by heart rate.

What is 
heart-rate 
training?

Why train 
by heart 

rate?

How to 
train by 

heart rate

Cautions 
and 

caveats

Training by heart 
rate can help you 
reach fi tness goals
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How to raise a voter
Lessons in good citizenship can start in grade school

In 2010, when President Barack Obama pledged to 
end veteran homelessness in ten years, I cynically 
thought it was an empty political promise during a 
time when it was popular to support military issues. 

But don’t you know, he nearly did it. 
By the time Obama left offi ce, veteran homelessness 

had dropped from 74,087 in 2010 to 39,471 in 2016. Many 
feared that Trump’s pledge to end Veterans’ Administra-
tion corruption and wrongdoing might disrupt the prog-
ress. However, despite an uptick in veteran homelessness 
fi gures in 2017 attributed to rising housing prices in key 
states, Housing and Urban Development announced last 
week that veteran homelessness decreased in 2018 to 
37,878, a 5.4 percent drop from the previous year.  

Is it really possible to solve this tragic issue ?
Week after week, rain or shine, I see homeless people, 

some claiming to be veterans, in the streets begging for 
money.

The weathered woman in the median with a faraway 
stare, holding a dirty Dunkin Donuts cup. The deeply 
creased man at the end of the off-ramp who uses a rusty 
can for collections. The thirtyish  man leaning against 
the sign at the traffi c stop who peers with bloodshot eyes 
through my windshield, his callused hand outstretched. 

 As I avert panhandlers’ eyes, I know that I could easily 
quell my guilt by simply handing them a few dollars. But 
would that merely perpetuate their desperate situations? 
Isn’t there a more effective way to help? 

UK journalist and activist Matt Broomfi eld argues 
that we should “give cash directly and unconditionally” 
to people who beg in the streets because it’s none of our 
business what they do with the money. “Those who think 
begging is a shortcut to easy money should try humiliat-
ing themselves daily in front of thousands of total strang-
ers who won’t even look at them or acknowledge their 
existence. It is grueling, soul-destroying work. If people 
are desperate enough to beg, they need it.”

Good point. But the most chronic homeless veterans 
are those who are drug-addicted or mentally ill. Over 
the years, HUD has learned that trying to get veterans 
to sober up or treat mental illnesses before giving them 
housing doesn’t work. Now HUD partners with the VA 
to house homeless veterans fi rst, then provides follow-
up care for the underlying issues. This strategic order 
— housing fi rst, followed by clinical services and case 
management — seems to be the key to ending chronic 
homelessness among veterans.  

But this still begs the question — Should we give to the 
person in the street claiming to be a homeless veteran or 
not? 

Bloomfi eld says give them the cash regardless: 
“Wouldn’t you want to drink if you were in their position? 
... Who are you to tell them what to do with their bodies?” 
But others opine that by putting change in a beggar’s 
hand, “we’re acting to relieve our guilt rather than [ad-
dressing the] underlying crisis.”

Although it doesn’t provide the instant altruistic rush 
we gravitate toward this time of year, donating money or 
time to organizations dedicated to getting homeless vets 
off the streets is the right answer. The VA advises that 
community-based, veterans-helping-veterans programs 
are most effective. Stand Down, a grassroots community 
intervention program, is one such organization in need of 
volunteers and money. The National Coalition for Home-
less Veterans also suggests donating to local shelters; 
volunteering as mentors, counselors and legal aides; and 
helping to raise funds from veterans’ service organiza-
tions, churches, schools and businesses. 

Spare change provides a “quick fi x” for both giver and 
receiver. But smart giving is what homeless veterans 
truly need.
Read more of Lisa Smith Molinari’s columns at : 
themeatandpotatoesoflife.com 
Email: meatandpotatoesoflife@googlemail.com

Help homeless vets 
with smart giving, 
not spare change

THE MEAT AND 
POTATOES OF LIFE
Lisa Smith Molinari

iStock photo

 BY JENNIFER BREHENY WALLACE

Special to The Washington Post

On Nov. 6, American voters 
went to the polls again to 
elect a slate of leaders who 
will decide how best to 

address a variety of issues that will 
profoundly impact the country for 
decades to come. 

Being politically engaged is not 
only good for society, but research 
suggests it’s good for individuals, 
too. “Voting and feeling a commit-
ment to a community gives young 
people a bigger sense of purpose 
and builds their social network,” 
says Kei Kawashima-Ginsberg, di-
rector of the Center for Information 
and Research on Civic Learning 
and Engagement at Tufts Univer-
sity. A study last year in the journal 
Applied Developmental Science 
found that community engage-
ment likely provides mental health 
benefi ts for youth, while another 
recent study in the journal Child 
Development found that adoles-
cents and young adults who voted, 
volunteered or engaged in activism 
had better life outcomes: They were 
more likely to stay in school longer 
and earned higher incomes than 
their peers.

So what can parents do to raise 
the next generation of voters to be 
informed and engaged? Experts 
say that civic education is a gradual 
process that starts early and builds 
through the years — and that 
parents play an important role in its 
development. Here are some practi-
cal tips for building civic skills and 
motivation in children of all ages:

Elementary school
Teach young children the behav-

iors of good citizenship, whether 
it’s at school, on the playground or 
in the home. Talk about how our 
positive and negative actions af-
fect others, and why it’s important 
to treat classmates with care and 
respect. At home, assign chores and 
frame it as each person’s contribu-
tion to making the home better, says 
Amber Coleman-Mortley, senior 
digital media manager at iCivics, 
a nonprofi t group that promotes 
civics education. Show children how 
to invest in their communities by 
organizing a neighborhood cleanup 
or visiting elderly neighbors during 
extreme weather, Coleman-Mortley 
says. Be explicit about why these 
actions matter.

Bring your children to the polls 
every time you vote. Don’t just show 
them how to vote; tell them whom 
you are voting for and why. “Then, 
talk about what happens if your 
candidate doesn’t win,” Coleman-
Mortley says. “Part of being a good 
citizen is fi guring out what you can 
do next,” she says .

Middle school
Introduce children to the ba-

sics of how our government works 
through books such as “How the 
U.S. Government Works” and free 
educational video games such as 
those found on iCivics.org. For 
example, children and parents can 
play “Counties Work,” a simulation 
game in which players take on the 
role of a county commissioner and 
learn fi rsthand how local govern-
ments impact citizens. The website 
Teaching for Democracy is a great 
source for building civic skills in 
older children, too. Without a strong 
foundation in civic literacy, kids 
might have diffi culty understanding 
how to effect change, Kawashima-
Ginsberg says.

Teach children how to stay 
informed and think critically about 
the news they consume. Introduce 
them to reliable, kid-friendly news 
outlets such as PBS NewsHour 
Extra, Scholastic News and Smith-
sonian Tween Tribune, and warn 
them about sources that spread 
misinformation. Watch political ads 
together on YouTube and talk about 
whether the claims are factual and 
how smear ads make candidates 
look, Coleman-Mortley says.  

Help adolescents form their own 
opinions around social issues. Vali-
date their perspectives 
and encourage them 
to challenge be-
liefs with civil-
ity. Research 
fi nds that 
families who 
discuss cur-
rent events 
and allow 

disagreements are more likely to 
raise young adults who vote and are 
civically engaged than those who 
don’t. When young people believe 
their opinions matter, it creates a 
mind-set that they are capable of 
impacting people who have author-
ity over them, says psychologist 
Richard Weissbourd, faculty direc-
tor of the Making Caring Common 
project at Harvard University 
— one that will make them more 
likely to vote down the road.

High school
Give teens a glimpse of how 

government works by introducing 
them to local politics. Take them to 
council meetings where issues are 
hotly debated, and allow them to get 
to know politicians as people, Ka-
washima-Ginsberg says. When you 
know people, you are less likely to 
make hasty judgments about their 
intentions, she says, and those hasty 
assumptions about what our politi-
cal leaders think or will do are often 
a source of disaffection and disen-
gagement. Show them that politics 
is a messy, living process, she says, 
not the neat laws that students read 
about in their history textbooks.

Help teens become invested in 
their communities by providing 
well-structured and meaningful 
opportunities for them to engage in 
activities that make a difference, 
whether it’s through volunteering 
or being part of a political action 
group. Introduce them to people 
who have made an impact in their 
communities, says Weissbourd, and 
be aware of whether you as a parent 
are modeling positive community 
involvement, too.

Make voting a “right of pas-
sage” in your family. Have 

“the talk” about the 
importance of being a 

voter, says Kawashima-
Ginsberg, and help 
your children with the 
logistics of registering 
to vote.  

“Voting should be a 
fundamental expecta-
tion that parents have 
for their children,” 

adds Weissbourd. 
“Make it clear that your 

family believes being an 
engaged citizen is a moral 
responsibility because other 
people’s lives — and the well-
being of our community and 
country — depend on it.”
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Wins in NM, Kan. Mother Earth is pleased.

JUAN LABRECHE/AP

 Deb Haaland speaks to constituents at Barelas Coffee House restaurant in
Albuquerque, N.M., on Election Day .   Haaland, a Laguna Pueblo, is congresswoman-
elect for New Mexico’s 1st Congressional District.

COLIN E. BRALEY/AP

 Sharice Davids gives a victory speech to supporters at a election party in Olathe, Kan., 
on Election Day. Davids, a member of the Ho-Chunk Nation, is congresswoman-elect 
for Kansas’ 3rd Congressional District.

BY SARAH SUNSHINE MANNING

Special To The Washington Post

History was made, twice over, in 
Tuesday’s midterm elections, 
when two Native American 
women defeated their oppo-

nents. Deb Haaland, a Laguna Pueblo from 
New Mexico, and Sharice Davids, a mem-
ber of the Ho-Chunk Nation from Kansas, 
are heading to Congress, the first Native 
American women to do so.

Throughout Indian Country, as the in-
terconnected community of Native Ameri-
cans is affectionately known, indigenous 
people were overjoyed. On a night of many 
firsts (the first Muslim women were elect-
ed to Congress, and Davids is also the first 
openly gay woman elected to represent 
Kansas), the victories by Davids and Haa-
land were partly about representation.

“I never imagined a world where I would 
be represented by someone who looks like 
me,” Haaland said in her victory speech, 
to thundering cheers. These wins are pro-
foundly personal for Native Americans, 
who were made citizens of this country 
only in 1924 and weren’t afforded the right 
in some states to vote until 1948.

The election of two Native American 
women is about more than a marginalized 
group seeing two of their own in Congress, 
as momentous as that is. For Native Ameri-
can women, this was also about asserting 
their ancestral right to leadership in a so-
ciety that has overlooked and undermined 
the power of indigenous women.

Native American women held tremen-
dous power in pre-Colonial, egalitarian so-
cieties across the Americas. Yet as a result 
of generations of settler colonialism, indig-
enous women have been made invisible, 
virtually written out of history and out of 
leadership by Colonial officials.

In pre-Colonial nations such as the Haun-
denosaunee Confederacy of the northeast 
woodlands, clan mothers played central 
roles in ensuring balance in governance 
and were responsible for appointing tribal 
leaders and chiefs. The clan mothers often 
had the first and the last say, sometimes 
being the deciding factor in determining 
whether the men went to war, and served 
as respected counselors for their clans and 
the communities.

In fact, it was the Haudenosaunee 
Confederacy that largely inspired the 
formation of the nation’s representative 
democracy. American democracy began 
tragically out of balance, though, because 
of the fatal flaw wherein women were writ-
ten out of governance.

Among the Dine of the southwest, a 
matrilineal nation, it was always the Dine 
women who owned property, and clans 
were and still are passed down through the 
women’s lineage. As was with the Haude-
nosaunee and many other tribal nations 
during the point of contact with early set-
tlers, Dine women were simply not given 
the same deference as men when it came to 
recognition from the settler officials.

The delicate balance achieved in many 
tribal nations, where women and men each 
held valued roles in the community, was 
fractured by colonization. The spiritual 
lifeways of indigenous people, which deep-
ly valued feminine life sources — Mother 
Earth above all — were also undermined 
by the forced assimilation of indigenous 
people by way of federal government 
policies.

Men were designated heads of household 
by Indian agents in the early reservation 
era, and the patriarchal conference of last 
names through the father functioned to 
replace any semblance of traditional gen-
der balance in the home. Settlers also saw 
indigenous women virtually in the same 
manner that they perceived the land: there 
for the taking. Thus, indigenous women 
have suffered generations of physical and 

sexual assaults at the hands of white men 
and Colonial forces. Today, Native Ameri-
can women remain the most likely demo-
graphic to experience sexual and physical 
assault.

This bitter history of colonialism, brutal-
ity and forced assimilation brought once-
thriving tribal nations to their knees. The 
United States is built on that legacy, how-
ever absent that legacy is from school text-
books and public conversation.

The historic wins of Davids and Haaland, 
and the many other victories for Native 
American women in elections nationwide, 
are indicative of an ongoing movement 
among indigenous people today to decolo-
nize and reconnect to the strength of who 
we once were: nations with strong women, 
with gender equity and with women as val-
ued leaders in the community.

Beyond gender, the wins of Davids and 
Haaland are significant for Native Ameri-
cans. In addition to a long and sordid 
history of disenfranchisement, voter sup-
pression continues to be a concern in tribal 
communities, most recently with legisla-
tion passed in North Dakota that created 
obstacles for Native American voters in 
the state.

Anecdotally, there is a lingering appre-
hension among many Native Americans 
who struggle to fully trust in the American 
political system, as the federal government 
has eroded tribal sovereignty, stifled indig-
enous agency, and created federal policy 
that has disenfranchised tribal communi-
ties to the point of generational poverty 

and despair.
In Albuquerque, Haaland spoke to some

of those disparities. “Seventy years ago,
Native Americans right here in New Mex-
ico couldn’t vote,” she said. “I want to tell 
everyone in this room: People who have 
been under attack who deserve never to be 
erased, I see you, I’m listening.”

The Haaland and Davids victories, 
along with the dignified campaigns of
other indigenous female candidates such 
as Paulette Jordan, who lost her bid to be 
governor of Idaho, have galvanized Indian
Country. “Going to bed (tonight) a queer,
Indigenous womxn who watched a womxn
from her tribe, and a fellow queer Indig-
enous friend be elected as the first Native
women to Congress,” wrote Eryn Wise, a 
Jicarilla Apache and Laguna Pueblo who 
is an activist and organizer. “I’m so thank-
ful to be Indigenous, and I’m so proud of
these relatives! I hope all the grandmas in
the spirit world are screaming, because I
sure as hell am.”

It’s not just about political power; it’s
about reconnecting to the power of indige-
nous women, and to the respect of all femi-
nine life sources, including a foundational
reverence to our Mother Earth. Imagine
the world that sort of reverence and bal-
ance will create. With thoughtful and in-
telligent indigenous women at the helm of
leadership once again, it’s not out of reach.
Sarah Sunshine Manning  (Shoshone-Paiute) 
is a writer, producer and host of the “While 
Indigenous” podcast, and communications
director for the NDN Collective.
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College football

SCOREBOARD

Thursday’s scores
SOUTH

Bethune-Cookman 28, NC Central 25, 
2OT

Chowan 47, Shaw 27
Wake Forest 27, NC State 23 

Schedule
Friday, Nov. 9

EAST
Louisville (2-7) at Syracuse (7-2)

FAR WEST
Fresno St. (8-1) at Boise St. (7-2)

Saturday, Oct. 10
EAST

Lafayette (3-6) at Army (7-2)
Sacred Heart (6-3) at Duquesne (6-3)
Fordham (1-8) at Holy Cross (3-6)
Kennesaw St. (8-1) at Monmouth (NJ) 

(7-2)
Wisconsin (6-3) at Penn St. (6-3)
CCSU (5-4) at St. Francis (Pa.) (4-5)
SMU (4-5) at UConn (1-8)
BYU (4-5) at UMass (4-6)
TCU (4-5) at West Virginia (7-1)
Columbia (4-4) at Brown (1-7)
Bucknell (1-8) at Georgetown (4-5)
Colgate (8-0) at Lehigh (2-7)
Princeton (8-0) at Yale (5-3)
Wagner (2-7) at Bryant (5-4)
Albany (NY) (2-7) at New Hampshire 

(3-6)
Harvard (4-4) at Penn (6-2)
Delaware (7-2) at Stony Brook (6-3)
William & Mary (3-5) at Villanova (4-5)
Dartmouth (7-1) at Cornell (3-5)
Virginia Tech (4-4) at Pittsburgh (5-4)
Michigan (8-1) at Rutgers (1-8)
Clemson (9-0) at Boston College (7-2)

SOUTH
Towson (6-3) at Elon (6-2)
South Carolina (5-3) at Florida (6-3)
Tulsa (2-7) at Memphis (5-4)
SE Missouri (7-2) at Murray St. (4-5)
Campbell (5-4) at Presbyterian (2-6)
Navy (2-7) at UCF (8-0)
North Carolina (1-7) at Duke (6-3)
Mercer (4-5) at Chattanooga (6-3)
Robert Morris (1-7) at E. Kentucky (5-4)
Troy (7-2) at Georgia Southern (7-2)
Delaware St. (2-7) at Morgan St. (2-7)
Howard (4-4) at Norfolk St. (3-5)
NC A&T (7-2) at Savannah St. (2-6)
Furman (4-4) at VMI (1-8)
Grambling St. (5-4) at Alabama A&M 

(5-4)
Rhode Island (5-4) at James Madison 

(6-3)
Hampton (5-3) at MVSU (1-7)
Samford (5-4) at The Citadel (3-5)
Charlotte (4-5) at Marshall (5-3)
Jackson St. (4-4) at Alabama St. (3-5)
Gardner-Webb (3-6) at Charleston 

Southern (3-5)
Maine (6-3) at Richmond (3-6)
Jacksonville St. (7-2) at Tennessee St. 

(3-4)
Tennessee Tech (1-8) at UT Martin (1-8)
Liberty (4-4) at Virginia (6-3)
Mississippi St. (6-3) at Alabama (9-0)
North Texas (7-2) at Old Dominion (2-7)
Kentucky (7-2) at Tennessee (4-5)
Wofford (6-3) at W. Carolina (3-6)
NC Central (4-4) at Bethune-Cookman 

(5-5)
SC State (3-5) at Florida A&M (6-3)
Stephen F. Austin (2-6) at Nicholls (6-3)
East Carolina (2-6) at Tulane (4-5)
Arkansas St. (5-4) at Coastal Carolina 

(5-4)
W. Kentucky (1-8) at FAU (4-5)
Georgia St. (2-7) at Louisiana-Lafayette 

(4-6)
Louisiana-Monroe (5-4) at South Ala-

bama (2-7)
Ark.-Pine Bluff (1-8) at Southern U. (5-

3)
Auburn (6-3) at Georgia (8-1)
Miami (5-4) at Georgia Tech (5-4)
Rice (1-9) at Louisiana Tech (6-3)
North Greenville (4-5) at North Ala-

bama (6-3)
McNeese St. (6-3) at Northwestern St. 

(3-6)
Southern Miss. (4-4) at UAB (8-1)

MIDWEST
Stetson (7-1) at Butler (3-6)
Akron (4-4) at E. Michigan (5-5)
Maryland (5-4) at Indiana (4-5)
Kansas (3-6) at Kansas St. (3-6)
Ohio St. (8-1) at Michigan St. (6-3)
Vanderbilt (4-5) at Missouri (5-4)
Illinois (4-5) at Nebraska (2-7)
N. Iowa (5-4) at Youngstown St. (3-6)
Morehead St. (3-6) at Dayton (4-5)
Illinois St. (5-4) at Indiana St. (6-3)
Marist (5-4) at Drake (5-3)
Austin Peay (4-5) at E. Illinois (2-7)
S. Dakota St. (5-3) at S. Illinois (2-7)
W. Illinois (5-4) at South Dakota (3-6)
Jacksonville (2-6) at Valparaiso (1-8)
Bowling Green (1-8) at Cent. Michigan 

(1-9)
N. Dakota St. (9-0) at Missouri St. (3-5)
Portland St. (4-5) at North Dakota (4-5)
Northwestern (5-4) at Iowa (6-3)
Baylor (5-4) at Iowa St. (5-3)
Purdue (5-4) at Minnesota (4-5)
South Florida (7-2) at Cincinnati (8-1)
Florida St. (4-5) at Notre Dame (9-0)

SOUTHWEST
Mississippi (5-4) at Texas A&M (5-4)
Middle Tennessee (6-3) at UTEP (1-8)
Oklahoma St. (5-4) at Oklahoma (8-1)
Abilene Christian (5-4) at Sam Houston 

St. (5-4)
Incarnate Word (5-4) at Cent. Arkansas 

(5-4)
Houston Baptist (1-8) at Lamar (5-4)
Appalachian St. (6-2) at Texas St. (3-6)
Temple (5-4) at Houston (7-2)
FIU (6-3) at UTSA (3-6)
LSU (7-2) at Arkansas (2-7)
Texas (6-3) at Texas Tech (5-4)

FAR WEST
UCLA (2-7) at Arizona St. (5-4)
N. Colorado (2-8) at Montana St. (5-4)
New Mexico (3-6) at Air Force (3-6)
Washington St. (8-1) at Colorado (5-4)
San Jose St. (1-8) at Utah St. (8-1)
UC Davis (8-1) at E. Washington (7-2)
Davidson (5-4) at San Diego (7-2)
Oregon (6-3) at Utah (6-3)
Montana (5-4) at Idaho (4-5)
Weber St. (7-2) at S. Utah (1-8)
Idaho St. (6-3) at Cal Poly (3-6)
N. Arizona (3-6) at Sacramento St. (3-6)
Oregon St. (2-7) at Stanford (5-4)
Colorado St. (3-6) at Nevada (5-4)
UNLV (2-7) at San Diego St. (7-2)
California (5-4) at Southern Cal (5-4)

Pro football

NFL injury report
 Sunday

ARIZONA CARDINALS at KANSAS CITY 
CHIEFS — CARDINALS: DNP: WR Larry 
Fitzgerald (not injury related), WR Chad 
Williams (ankle). LIMITED: S Tre Boston 
(chest), TE Jermaine Gresham (back), G 
Mike Iupati (back), DT Robert Nkemdiche 
(calf), DT Corey Peters (ankle), G Justin 
Pugh (hand), G Jeremy Vujnovich (ham-
string). CHIEFS: DNP: S Eric Berry (heel), 
G Cameron Erving (illness), LB Anthony 
Hitchens (rib), C Mitch Morse (concus-
sion), WR Sammy Watkins (foot). LIM-
ITED: LB Justin Houston (hamstring), S 
Daniel Sorensen (knee), LB Frank Zombo 
(hamstring). FULL: WR Tyreek Hill (groin), 
G Andrew Wylie (back).

ATLANTA FALCONS at CLEVELAND 
BROWNS — FALCONS: DNP: K Matt Bry-
ant (right hamstring), WR Mohamed Sanu 
(hip). LIMITED: CB Robert Alford (ankle), 
S Damontae Kazee (ankle), C Alex Mack 
(back), DT Deadrin Senat (shoulder). 
BROWNS: DNP: LB Jamie Collins (ankle), C 
J.C. Tretter (ankle), CB Denzel Ward (hip). 
LIMITED: T Desmond Harrison (illness), 
TE David Njoku (knee, ribs), S Damarious 
Randall (groin), LB Joe Schobert (ankle), 
WR Da’Mari Scott (shoulder), CB Tavierre 
Thomas (abdomen). FULL: WR Antonio 
Callaway (ankle), T Austin Corbett (foot), 
T Christopher Hubbard (toe), WR Jarvis 
Landry (wrist).

BUFFALO BILLS at NEW YORK JETS
— BILLS: DNP: LB Lorenzo Alexander (not 
injury related), QB Derek Anderson (con-
cussion), TE Charles Clay (hamstring), RB 
Chris Ivory (shoulder), DE Trent Murphy 
(knee), DT Kyle Williams (not injury relat-
ed). LIMITED: QB Josh Allen (right elbow), 
WR Kelvin Benjamin (knee), LB Tremaine 
Edmunds (concussion), WR Andre Holm-
es (neck). JETS: DNP: WR Robby Anderson 
(ankle), S Terrence Brooks (illness), QB 
Sam Darnold (foot), WR Quincy Enunwa 
(ankle), C Spencer Long (knee, finger), 
DT Steve McLendon (ankle), TE Neal Ster-
ling (concussion). LIMITED: G James Car-
penter (shoulder), CB Trumaine Johnson 
(quadricep), LB Frankie Luvu (neck), LB 
Kevin Pierre-Louis (foot). FULL: DE Tarell 
Basham (knee), T Kelvin Beachum (knee, 
ankle), CB Morris Claiborne (shoulder), 
LB Brandon Copeland (knee), RB Isaiah 
Crowell (ankle), LB Jordan Jenkins (an-
kle), S Marcus Maye (thumb), RB Elijah 
McGuire (foot), S Rontez Miles (knee, 
hip), WR Andre Roberts (back), T Brandon 
Shell (finger).

DETROIT LIONS at CHICAGO BEARS — 
LIONS: DNP: G T.J. Lang (neck), CB Darius 
Slay (knee). LIMITED: DE Ezekiel Ansah 
(shoulder), RB LeGarrette Blount (knee), 
LB Eli Harold (shoulder), RB Kerryon 
Johnson (ankle), LB Jalen Reeves-May-
bin (neck), TE Luke Willson (shoulder). 
BEARS: DNP: TE Dion Sims (concussion). 
LIMITED: WR Taylor Gabriel (knee). FULL: 
TE Ben Braunecker (concussion), G Eric 
Kush (neck), LB Khalil Mack (ankle), DT 
Bilal Nichols (knee), WR Allen Robinson 
(groin).

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS at INDIA-
NAPOLIS COLTS — JAGUARS: DNP: CB 
A.J. Bouye (calf), CB Quenton Meeks 
(knee). LIMITED: DT Eli Ankou (calf), DE 
Lerentee McCray (hamstring), TE James 
O’Shaughnessy (hip). FULL: QB Blake Bor-
tles (left shoulder), RB Leonard Fournette 
(hamstring), CB D.J. Hayden (toe). COLTS: 
DNP: S Clayton Geathers (knee), TE Ryan 
Hewitt (ankle), S Michael Mitchell (calf), 
DT Hassan Ridgeway (illness), TE Erik 
Swoope (knee). LIMITED: WR Ryan Grant 
(ankle), CB Nate Hairston (ankle), S Malik 
Hooker (hip), RB Marlon Mack (foot), DE 
Kemoko Turay (neck), RB Robert Turbin 
(shoulder). FULL: G Braden Smith (hand).

LOS ANGELES CHARGERS at OAKLAND 
RAIDERS — CHARGERS: No Report. RAID-
ERS: No Report.

MIAMI DOLPHINS at GREEN BAY PACK-
ERS — DOLPHINS: DNP: WR Danny Amen-
dola (not injury related), DE Charles 
Harris (calf), DE Cameron Wake (not in-
jury related). LIMITED: WR Jakeem Grant 
(achilles), T Ja’Wuan James (knee), G Ted 
Larsen (neck), WR Kenny Stills (groin), 
QB Ryan Tannehill (right shoulder), T 
Laremy Tunsil (knee, ankle). FULL: LB 
Stephone Anthony (quadricep), G Jesse 
Davis (elbow), TE A.J. Derby (foot), RB 
Kenyan Drake (shoulder), CB Xavien How-
ard (ankle), S Reshad Jones (shoulder), S 
T.J. McDonald (knee), WR DeVante Parker 
(knee), DE Robert Quinn (ankle), C Travis 
Swanson (elbow). PACKERS: DNP: TE Jim-
my Graham (knee), CB Kevin King (ham-
string). LIMITED: S Kentrell Brice (knee), 
T Bryan Bulaga (knee), LB Blake Martinez 
(ankle). FULL: WR Randall Cobb (ham-
string), LB Nick Perry (ankle), QB Aaron 
Rodgers (knee).

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS at TENNES-
SEE TITANS — PATRIOTS: DNP: OT Trent 
Brown (illness). LIMITED: LS Joe Cardona 
(shoulder), WR Julian Edelman (ankle), 
TE Rob Gronkowski (ankle/back), LB 
Dont’a Hightower (knee), TE Jacob Hollis-
ter (hamstring), G Shaq Mason (calf), RB 
Sony Michel (knee), WR Cordarrelle Pat-
terson (neck), DE John Simon (shoulder). 
TITANS: DNP: LB Darren Bates (illness), OT 
Jack Conklin (concussion), OT Dane Crui-
kshank (knee), WR Taywan Taylor (foot). 
LIMITED: LB Derrick Morgan (shoulder), 
WR Tajae Sharpe (ankle). FULL: LB Will 
Compton (hamstring).

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS at CINCINNATI 
BENGALS — SAINTS: DNP: DE Marcus 
Davenport (toe), WR Cameron Meredith 
(knee), G Larry Warford (not injury re-
lated), CB P.J. Williams (hamstring). LIM-
ITED: T Terron Armstead (knee), T Andrus 
Peat (hip), T Ryan Ramczyk (knee), C Max 
Unger (knee). BENGALS: DNP: LB Vontaze 
Burfict (hip), CB Darqueze Dennard (ster-
noclavicular), WR A.J. Green (toe), TE Tyler 
Kroft (foot), G Alex Redmond (hamstring), 
LB Nick Vigil (knee). LIMITED: RB Giovani 
Bernard (knee), TE C.J. Uzomah (clavicle). 
FULL: G Clint Boling (back), C Billy Price 
(foot), WR John Ross (groin).

SEATTLE SEAHAWKS at LOS ANGELES 
RAMS — SEAHAWKS: No Report. RAMS:
No Report.

WASHINGTON REDSKINS at TAMPA 
BAY BUCCANEERS — REDSKINS: DNP: WR 
Jamison Crowder (ankle), CB Quinton 
Dunbar (shin), T Morgan Moses (knee), 
RB Chris Thompson (rib), T Trent Williams 
(thumb). LIMITED: RB Adrian Peterson 
(shoulder), TE Jordan Reed (back). FULL: 
LB Ryan Anderson (knee), RB Kapri Bibbs 
(shoulder), CB Danny Johnson (forearm), 
QB Colt McCoy (right thumb), S Montae 
Nicholson (hip), CB Greg Stroman (hip). 
BUCCANEERS: DNP: DE Vinny Curry (an-
kle), T Demar Dotson (knee, shoulder), 
WR Mike Evans (knee), RB Ronald Jones 
(hamstring), CB M.J. Stewart (foot). LIM-
ITED: RB Peyton Barber (ankle), G Evan 
Smith (hip, wrist). FULL: DE Jason Pierre-
Paul (shoulder, foot).

DALLAS COWBOYS at PHILADELPHIA 
EAGLES — COWBOYS: DNP: WR Tavon 
Austin (groin), DE Taco Charlton (shoul-
der), DE David Irving (ankle), LB Sean Lee 
(hamstring), TE Geoff Swaim (knee), LB 
Joe Thomas (foot), WR Deonte Thompson 
(ribs), G Connor Williams (knee). LIM-
ITED: DE Randy Gregory (knee), G Zack 
Martin (knee). FULL: CB Chidobe Awuzie 
(ankle). EAGLES: DNP: CB Sidney Jones 
(hamstring), C Jason Kelce (not injury re-
lated), CB Jalen Mills (foot). LIMITED: LB 
Nathan Gerry (ankle, knee), S Corey Gra-
ham (hamstring), T Lane Johnson (knee), 
RB Darren Sproles (hamstring). FULL: LB 
Kamu Grugier-Hill (thumb), T Jason Pe-
ters (biceps)

Monday
N.Y. GIANTS at SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS

— GIANTS: No Report. 49ERS: No Report.  

College basketball

Thursday’s men’s scores
EAST

Cornell 86, SUNY-Canton 44
Siena 69, George Washington 61
UConn 80, Morehead St. 70

SOUTH
ETSU 109, Hiwassee 44
Florida Gulf Coast 81, Southeastern 

(Fla.) 54
Liberty 89, Maine-Fort Kent 40
Louisville 85, Nicholls 72
Norfolk St. 108, Mid-Atlantic Christian 

50
Tougaloo 107, Freed-Hardeman 84
UNC Asheville 87, St. Andrews 47

 MIDWEST
Bethany Lutheran 70, Carleton 61
Crown (Minn.) 91, Hamline 86
Drake 98, Buena Vista 52
Fort Wayne 112, Earlham 51
Illinois 99, Evansville 60
Iowa 77, UMKC 63
Macalester 72, North Central (Minn.) 

64
Northwestern 82, New Orleans 52
Notre Dame 89, Chicago St. 62
S. Dakota St. 78, Alabama St. 61
Spring Arbor 101, Alma 89
Wis.-Eau Claire 80, St. Olaf 75

 SOUTH
Cumberland (Tenn.) 100, Oakwood 88
E. Mennonite 90, Averett 74
ETSU 109, Hiwassee 44
Florida Gulf Coast 81, Southeastern 

(Fla.) 54
Liberty 89, Maine-Fort Kent 40
Louisville 85, Nicholls 72
Norfolk St. 108, Mid-Atlantic Christian 

50
Tougaloo 107, Freed-Hardeman 84
UNC Asheville 87, St. Andrews 47

 SOUTHWEST
Cent. Arkansas 99, Hendrix 73

SMU 69, Northwestern St. 58
Sam Houston St. 94, Southwestern 

(Texas) 56
Stephen F. Austin 68, SW Assemblies 

67
UALR 101, SE Oklahoma 92

 FAR WEST
Seattle 91, Puget Sound 67
Utah 75, Maine 61 

Thursday women’s scores
EAST

Boston College 88, Rhode Island 64
Bryant 75, Brown 57
Providence 76, Penn St. 72
UMBC 81, Eastern 42

SOUTH
Charlotte 70, UNC Asheville 53
Clemson 85, Wofford 77
Cumberland (Tenn.) 89, Oakwood 48
James Madison 50, George Washing-

ton 37
Samford 71, Rhodes 54
Tulane 62, Texas Southern 56
Wiley 67, Southern U. 61

 MIDWEST
Aquinas 59, Siena Heights 55
Bethany Lutheran 69, Macalester 55
Cent. Michigan 104, Oakland 61
Dominican (Ill.) 62, Beloit 52
N. Illinois 89, Yale 80
W. Michigan 69, Fort Wayne 61
Wisconsin 76, Winthrop 41

 SOUTHWEST
Baylor 116, St. Francis (Pa.) 58
Sam Houston St. 100, Jarvis Christian 

55
Texas 78, Duquesne 41

 FAR WEST
Boise St. 74, CS Northridge 63
Pacific at William Jessup, ccd.
Utah Valley 86, LaVerne 79
Washington 83, Cal St.-Fullerton 74 

Deals

Thursday’s transactions
BASEBALL

American League
OAKLAND A’S — Promoted Ed Sprague 

to assistant director of player develop-
ment and coordinator of on-field ana-
lytics, Steve Scarsone to minor league 
roving infield and baserunning instruc-
tor, Aaron Nieckula to minor league field 
coordinator, Eddie Menchaca supervisor 
of Latin America player development, 
Rick Magnante supervisor of player de-
velopment and Gabe Ortiz minor league 
catching instructor. Named Craig Conklin 
coach of Las Vegas (PCL); Bobby Crosby 
coach of Midland (TL); Webster Garrison 
manager, Chris Smith pitching coach and 
Javier Godard coach of Stockton (Cal); 
Lloyd Turner manager, Juan Dilone hitting 
coach and Anthony Phillips coach of Be-
loit (MWL); and Kevin Kouzmanoff hitting 
coach of Vermont (NYP).

TAMPA BAY RAYS — Traded OFs Mal-
lex Smith and Jake Fraley to Seattle for C 
Mike Zunino, OF Guillermo Heredia and 
LHP Michael Plassmeyer.

National League
PITTSBURGH PIRATES — Signed 3B Jung 

Ho Kang to a one-year contract. 
FOOTBALL

National Football League
MINNESOTA VIKINGS — Released G 

Landon Turner from the practice squad. 
Signed RB Roc Thomas to the practice 
squad.

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS — Signed OL 
Cole Croston to the practice squad. Re-
leased DB David Jones from the practice 
squad.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS — Signed DB 
Greg Mabin from the practice squad and 
C Tarvarus McFadden to the practice 
squad. 

HOCKEY
National Hockey League

LOS ANGELES KINGS — Assigned D 
Chaz Reddekopp from Ontario (AHL) to 
Manchester (ECHL).

NASHVILLE PREDATORS — Recalled F 
Carl Persson from Atlanta (ECHL) to Mil-
waukee (AHL).

NEW YORK RANGERS — Assigned C Boo 
Nieves to Hartford (AHL). 

OLYMPIC SPORTS
USA SWIMMING — Named Simone 

Manuel and Ryan Murphy ambassadors 
of the USA Swimming Foundation. 

Golf

 Blue Bay LPGA 
Friday

At Jian Lake Blue Bay Golf Club
Hainan Island, China

Purse: $2.1 million
Yardage: 6,705; Par: 72

Third Round
Gaby Lopez 70-71-66—207 -9
Ariya Jutanugarn 69-68-71—208 -8
Sung Hyun Park 73-72-67—212 -4
Sei Young Kim 73-71-68—212 -4
Jennifer Song 70-71-72—213 -3
Chella Choi 70-72-72—214 -2
Danielle Kang 72-74-69—215 -1
P. Thanapolboonyaras 70-76-69—215 -1
Moriya Jutanugarn 70-71-74—215 -1
Celine Boutier 71-72-73—216 E
Mohan Du 71-78-68—217 +1
Ashleigh Buhai 73-75-69—217 +1
Simin Feng 75-72-70—217 +1
Amy Olson 73-73-71—217 +1
Jaye Marie Green 71-75-71—217 +1
Cydney Clanton 72-75-71—218 +2
Caroline Masson 73-76-70—219 +3
Dani Holmqvist 71-78-70—219 +3
Hexi Yuan 74-74-71—219 +3
Shanshan Feng 75-72-72—219 +3
Mi Hyang Lee 72-75-72—219 +3
Amy Yang 74-72-73—219 +3   

 Mayakoba Classic
PGA Tour
Thursday

At El Camaleon GC at the Mayakoba 
Resort

Playa del Carmen, Mexico
Purse: $7.2 million

Yardage: 6,987; Par: 71 (36-35)
First Round

Matt Kuchar 32-32—64 -7
Kramer Hickok 32-32—64 -7
Dominic Bozzelli 32-32—64 -7
Anirban Lahiri 32-33—65 -6
Richy Werenski 32-33—65 -6
Bud Cauley 32-33—65 -6
Abraham Ancer 31-34—65 -6
Emiliano Grillo 32-33—65 -6
Adam Hadwin 34-31—65 -6
Gary Woodland 32-33—65 -6
Kevin Chappell 34-31—65 -6
J.T. Poston 30-35—65 -6
Sung Kang 33-32—65 -6
Harold Varner III 33-32—65 -6
Stephan Jaeger 30-35—65 -6
Danny Lee 33-32—65 -6
Patton Kizzire 32-33—65 -6
Matt Jones 33-32—65 -6
James Hahn 32-34—66 -5
Keith Mitchell 34-32—66 -5
Joaquin Niemann 34-32—66 -5
Rickie Fowler 32-34—66 -5
Brian Harman 31-35—66 -5
Russell Henley 32-34—66 -5
Adam Schenk 34-32—66 -5
Sungjae Im 33-33—66 -5
Pat Perez 32-34—66 -5
Oscar Fraustro 33-33—66 -5
Kyoung-Hoon Lee 34-32—66 -5  

Charles Schwab Cup 
Championship 

PGA Tour Champions
Thursday

At Phoenix CC
Phoenix

Purse: $2.5 million
Yardage: 6,763; Par: 71 (36-35)

First Round
Paul Goydos 32-31—63 -8
Tim Petrovic 31-32—63 -8
Scott McCarron 32-33—65 -6
Glen Day 35-31—66 -5 

Tennis

Next Gen ATP Finals
Thursday

At Fiera Milano
Milan, Italy

Purse: $1.335 million (Tour Final)
Surface: Hard-Indoor

Round Robin
Group A

Jaume Munar (7), Spain, def. Frances 
Tiafoe (3), United States, 4-1, 4-3 (3), 4-1.

Stefanos Tsitsipas (1), Greece, def. 
Hubert Hurkacz (6), Poland, 4-1, 4-3 (2), 
4-1.

Standings: x-Tsitsipas 3-0 (sets 9-1, 
games 39-25), x-Munar 1-2 (6-6, 37-37), 
Hurkacz 1-2 (4-8, 32-39), Tiafoe 1-2 (3-7, 
27-34)

Group B
Andrey Rublev (5), Russia, def. Liam 

Caruana (8), Italy, 4-3 (7), 4-1, 4-2.
Alex de Minaur (2), Australia, def. Tay-

lor Fritz (4), United States, 4-3 (8), 4-1, 
4-2.

Standings: x-de Minaur 3-0 (9-1, 39-
18), x-Rublev 2-1 (7-5, 36-36), Fritz 1-2 (5-
7, 34-38), Caruana 0-3 (1-9, 20-37)

x-advanced to semifinals 

Pro soccer

MLS playoffs 
Conference Semifinals

Home-and-home
 Second leg

Eastern Conference
Sunday: New York City FC at Atlanta
Sunday: Columbus at New York

Western Conference
Thursday: Seattle 3, Portland 2, 4-4 ag-

gregate; Portland advanced on 4-2 pen-
alty kicks 

Sunday: Real Salt Lake at Sporting
Kansas City

Conference Championships
Home-and-home

Eastern Conference
First leg

Sunday, Nov. 25
Second leg

Thursday, Nov. 29
Western Conference

First leg
Sunday, Nov. 25: Portland vs. Real Salt

Lake-Sporting Kansas City winner
Second leg

Thursday, Nov. 29: Portland vs. Real
Salt Lake-Sporting Kansas City winner

 MLS Cup
Saturday, Dec. 8

TBD at TBD

Thursday
Sounders 3, Timbers 2

Portland  0  1  1—2
Seattle  0  2  1—3
Timbers advanced 4-2 on penalty kicks.

First half—4, Portland, Asprilla, 2
(Valeri), 93rd; 5, Seattle, Lodeiro, 9 (pen-
alty kick), 97th.

Second half—1, Seattle, Ruidiaz, 12, 
68th minute; 2, Portland, Blanco, 12 
(Asprilla), 78th; 3, Seattle, Ruidiaz, 13, 
90th.

Shootout—Seattle 2 (Raul Ruidiaz G, 
Will Bruin NG, Osvaldo Alonso NG, Hand-
walla Bwana G); Portland 4 (Lucas Mela-
no G, Diego Valeri G, Sebastian Blanco G,
Liam Ridgewell NG, Dairon Asprilla G).

Goalies—Portland, Jeff Attinella,
Steve Clark; Seattle, Stefan Frei, Bryan 
Meredith.

Yellow Cards—Seattle, Alonso, 70th;
Ruidiaz, 114th. Portland, Flores, 41st; 
Valeri, 96th.

A—39,542. 

Go to the American Forces 
Network website for the most 
up-to-date TV schedules.
myafn.net

Sports 
on AFN
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MLB/SPORTS BRIEFS

BY RONALD BLUM

Associated Press

CARLSBAD, Calif. — Major 
League Baseball and its players’ 
union likely will not decide until 
the eve of spring training wheth-
er to change rules in an effort to 
increase action on the field next 
year.

Deputy Commissioner Dan 
Halem said Thursday as the an-
nual general managers’ meetings 
ended that there was no consen-
sus for change yet. More discus-
sions will take place when owners 
gather next week in Atlanta, when 
the union’s executive board con-
venes in late November and when 
major league executives go to Las 
Vegas for the winter meetings in 
mid-December.

Topics being discussed include 
the increased use of defensive 
shifts, the decrease in innings 
thrown by starting pitchers and 
technology that aids sign stealing. 
A possible 20-second pitch clock 
and alterations to rules for waiv-
ers, trade deadlines and disabled 
lists also are being talked about 
by a tradition-bound sport resis-
tant to change.

“We’re an entertainment prod-
uct. Certainly, we want to play the 
game in a way that’s compelling 
for our audience, including the 
younger audience,” Halem said. 
“We’re constantly looking at the 
way the game is changing organi-
cally and trying to balance the 
competitive issues with our clubs 
and our GMs doing everything 
possible to win versus what those 
decisions result in in terms of 
the product on the field. And it’s 
not an easy balance, but we work 
very hard at it.”

Agreement with the union 
is necessary for playing rules 
changes, but management has 
the right to unilaterally imple-
ment a new playing rule with one 
year advance notice. Commis-
sioner Rob Manfred had the right 
to mandate pitch clocks for 2018 
but backed off when the union re-
fused to agree, and he retains the 
ability to order clocks for 2019.

MLB did initiate limits on 
mound trips without pitching 
changes in 2018, and the aver-
age time of a nine-inning game 
dropped to 3 hours, 44 seconds 
during the regular season from 
3:05:11 in 2017 — although it rose 
to 3:34:50 this postseason from 

3:29:28 in 2017.
“It’s going in the right direc-

tion,” Halem said.
Non-playing rules changes 

require agreement with play-
ers. Halem called the situation 
fluid, said he isn’t certain when 
management and the union will 

meet and set spring training as 
the deadline to determine any 
actions.

Manfred has said the sport is 
examining whether it should at-
tempt to manage the evolution 
of on-field play in an era when 
strikeouts topped hits for the 

first time in 2018 and the big 
league batting average dropped 
to its lowest level since 1972, the 
last season before the American 
League adopted the designated 
hitter. Strikeouts have set re-
cords for 11 consecutive years as 
more pitchers throw harder and 

teams more frequently bring in 
relievers.

“I think the commissioner has 
said we’d probably like to see 
more balls in play,” Halem said.

There was only one trade an-
nounced during the four-day
session: Seattle acquired speedy 
outfielder Mallex Smith from 
Tampa Bay as part of a five-play-
er trade that sent catcher Mike
Zunino and outfielder Guillermo
Heredia to the Rays.

Most general managers said
their focus is winning under the
current rules.

“I just react to whatever’s hap-
pening and do everything I can to
try to put our team in position to
score more runs than the other 
team,” Los Angeles Dodgers
president of baseball operations
Andrew Friedman said. “I can
understand from a fan perspec-
tive the increase in strikeouts ob-
viously then decreases the action 
in a game and how that can be
something that’s not landing well 
right now — and I totally appreci-
ate that.”

Agent Scott Boras on Wednes-
day attributed the 4 percent at-
tendance drop this year to the 
decisions by several teams to jet-
tison veterans in favor of rebuild-
ing — which cuts the money spent
on contracts for players, including
his clients.

“I certainly don’t agree with
that characterization,” Halem
said. “I don’t and our owners
don’t believe that there’s any con-
nection between the rebuilding 
process and overall attendance.
There are a variety of reasons for 
our attendance numbers. We had 
poor weather,”

There were 54 postponements, 
the most since 1989, and 26 were
higher-drawing weekend games.
Manfred said 35 games in April
had a temperature of 40 degrees
or less.

“A lot of people like the way the 
game is being played right now.
Other people would like to see 
more balls in play,” Halem said.
“So on any of these issues I don’t
think there’s a right answer. And
some of these trends may be cy-
clical, too, and will reverse them-
selves, because our clubs are very
competitive, and as soon as one
club starts doing something that’s 
successful, reducing their strike-
out rate as a team, for example,
then other clubs follow.”

Rule changes unlikely until eve of spring training

TORU TAKAHASHI/AP

J.T. Realmuto of the Miami Marlins hits a solo home-run off Yomiuri Giants pitcher Ryusei Oe in the 
fifth inning of their exhibition game at Tokyo Dome on Thursday.

Realmuto not letting trade rumors become distraction
Associated Press

TOKYO — Miami Marlins catcher J.T. Real-
muto isn’t letting trade rumors become a dis-
traction either at home or in Japan, where he is 
currently part of an MLB All-Star tour.

Marlins president of baseball operations Mi-
chael Hill has dismissed talk about trading 
Realmuto, but the catcher’s agent, Jeff Berry, 
predicted his client will be with a different team 
by spring training.

“It’s not a discussion for me to have, honest-
ly,” Realmuto said Friday. “It’s not my decision 
whether I get traded or not. It’s up to the Marlins. 
Whatever they want to do with me, that’s up to 
them. So for me, there is really no discussion to 
be had. My job is to show up and play baseball.”

Hill declined to say whether Realmuto in-
formed the Marlins he won’t sign a long-term 
contract with them.

The Astros, Angels, Athletics, Braves, Mets 
and Nationals are among the teams seeking an 

upgrade behind the plate.
“To be honest, I am trying not to think about 

that too much right now,” Realmuto said. “I’m 
just out here trying to have a good time with my 
teammates here, kind of put all that stuff behind 
me until next week and just kind of enjoy my ex-
perience here.”

Realmuto, 27, was a first-time All-Star this 
year. He hit .277 and set career highs with 21 
homers and 74 RBIs. He had a $2.9 million sal-
ary after losing in arbitration, and is eligible for 
arbitration this winter and again following the 
2019 season.

Miami finished last in the NL East this year 
with a 63-98 record.

Meanwhile, Realmuto is having a blast in Japan. 
He homered in Thursday’s warmup against the 
Yomiuri Giants, which the MLB squad won 9-6. 
He is scheduled to be behind the plate in Game 
2 of the six-game series against Japan’s national 
team at Tokyo Dome.

Bills rule out QB Anderson 
from playing against Jets

ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. — Buffalo Bills 
coach Sean McDermott has ruled out 
quarterback Derek Anderson from playing 
against the New York Jets this weekend, 
and continued leaving open the possibility 
of Josh Allen’s return after missing three 
games with an injured throwing arm. 

Anderson will miss his second game 
since sustaining a concussion in a 25-6 loss 
to New England on Oct. 29.

If Allen isn’t deemed ready, turnover-
prone backup Nathan Peterman would 
likely start for a second straight week. 
Buffalo’s only other option would be Matt 
Barkley, signed last week. McDermott also 
ruled out starting tight end Charles Clay, 
who hurt his hamstring last weekend.

Timbers oust rival Sounders 
on PKs in MLS West semis

SEATTLE — Dairon Asprilla scored 
the deciding penalty as the Portland Tim-
bers survived a wild second half and extra 
time to defeat the Seattle Sounders 4-2 in 
a shootout Thursday night and advance to 
the MLS Western Conference finals.

Seattle won the wild second leg of the 
conference semifinal matchup between 
the Cascadia rivals 3-2, scoring late in 
regulation to force extra time before both 
teams scored early in the extra session. 
Eventually, the sides decided the winner 
via penalties, although Portland initially 
believed it had won at the end of extra time 
because of scoring a second road goal in 
the match.

Portland will face Sporting Kansas City 
or Real Salt Lake in the West finals.

Funding flaw keeps money 
from sex abuse cases

DENVER — A growing sex-abuse prob-
lem in Olympic sports has led to a steady 
stream of Congressional hearings and a 
three-year grant worth $2.2 million.

Yet not a penny of those federal funds 
can be used to fight the actual problem: 
investigating or resolving more than 800 
open cases, many brought by victims 
themselves.

That leaves an ever-growing backlog for 
the U.S. Center for SafeSport, the organi-
zation that opened 20 months ago to inves-
tigate sex-abuse complaints in Olympic 
sports. Shellie Pfohl, the head of the center, 
says nobody made her aware of the flaw in 
the funding program until after directions 
had been delivered about how to apply for 
the money.

Trailblazing running back 
Triplett dies at 92

DETROIT — Wally Triplett, the trail-
blazing running back who was one of the 
first African-Americans drafted by an
NFL team, has died. He was 92.

The Detroit Lions and Penn State an-
nounced Triplett’s death Thursday. Triplett
was the third African-American selected 
in the 1949 draft, but he was the first of 
those draftees to play in a regular-sea-
son game. Triplett played with the Lions
for two seasons before being drafted and
serving with the U.S. Army during the Ko-
rean War. After returning from Korea, Mr.
Triplett played his final two NFL seasons 
with the Chicago Cardinals, then returned
to the Detroit area and became a teacher.
From wire reports
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NBA

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

 W L Pct GB
Toronto 11 1 .917 —
Boston 7 4 .636 3½
Philadelphia 7 5 .583 4
Brooklyn 5 6 .455 5½
New York 4 8 .333 7

Southeast Division
Charlotte 6 5 .545 —
Miami 5 5 .500  ½
Orlando 4 7 .364 2
Atlanta 3 8 .273 3
Washington 2 8 .200 3½

Central Division
Milwaukee 9 2 .818 —
Indiana 7 5 .583 2½
Detroit 5 5 .500 3½
Chicago 3 9 .250 6½
Cleveland 1 10 .091 8

Western Conference
Southwest Division

 W L Pct GB
San Antonio 6 4 .600 —
Memphis 6 4 .600 —
New Orleans 5 6 .455 1½
Houston 4 6 .400 2
Dallas 3 8 .273 3½

Northwest Division
Denver 9 2 .818 —
Portland 9 3 .750  ½
Oklahoma City 7 4 .636 2
Utah 5 6 .455 4
Minnesota 4 8 .333 5½

Pacific Division
Golden State 10 2 .833 —
L.A. Clippers 6 5 .545 3½
Sacramento 6 5 .545 3½
L.A. Lakers 5 6 .455 4½
Phoenix 2 9 .182 7½

Wednesday’s games
Detroit 103, Orlando 96
Oklahoma City 95, Cleveland 86
Miami 95, San Antonio 88
New York 112, Atlanta 107
Memphis 89, Denver 87
New Orleans 107, Chicago 98
Philadelphia 100, Indiana 94
Utah 117, Dallas 102
Toronto 114, Sacramento 105
L.A. Lakers 114, Minnesota 110

Thursday’s games
Oklahoma City 98, Houston 80
Boston 116, Phoenix 109, OT
Portland 116, L.A. Clippers 105
Milwaukee 134, Golden State 111

Friday’s games
Charlotte at Philadelphia
Washington at Orlando
Detroit at Atlanta
Indiana at Miami
Brooklyn at Denver
Boston at Utah
Minnesota at Sacramento

Saturday’s games
New York at Toronto
Milwaukee at L.A. Clippers
Phoenix at New Orleans
Cleveland at Chicago
Philadelphia at Memphis
Washington at Miami
Brooklyn at Golden State
Houston at San Antonio
Oklahoma City at Dallas
L.A. Lakers at Sacramento

Sunday’s games
Charlotte at Detroit
Indiana at Houston
Orlando at New York
Milwaukee at Denver
Boston at Portland
Atlanta at L.A. Lakers

Thursday
Bucks 134, Warriors 111

MILWAUKEE — Middleton 6-16 3-4 17, 
Antetokounmpo 7-16 10-11 24, Lopez 1-5 
0-0 2, Bledsoe 10-12 4-6 26, Brogdon 9-14 
0-0 20, Ilyasova 1-1 2-2 5, Maker 4-6 0-0 
8, Henson 2-4 0-0 4, Dellavedova 0-0 0-0 
0, Connaughton 7-11 0-1 15, Snell 2-8 1-1 
6, Brown 1-2 1-2 3, DiVincenzo 2-6 0-0 4. 
Totals 52-101 21-27 134.

GOLDEN STATE — Durant 6-15 4-5 17, 
Bell 2-3 0-0 4, Jones 6-8 0-1 12, Curry 5-14 
0-0 10, Thompson 9-15 4-6 24, McKinnie 2-
10 2-2 7, Jerebko 0-4 0-0 0, Looney 2-3 4-4 
8, Cook 6-9 0-0 15, Lee 2-3 3-4 8, Iguodala 
2-3 0-0 6. Totals 42-87 17-22 111.

Milwaukee 32 32 41 29—134
Golden State 29 22 28 32—111
Three-Point Goals—Milwaukee 9-35 

(Bledsoe 2-3, Brogdon 2-4, Middleton 2-9, 
Ilyasova 1-1, Connaughton 1-3, Snell 1-3, 
Maker 0-1, Brown 0-1, Antetokounmpo 0-
2, Henson 0-2, Lopez 0-2, DiVincenzo 0-4), 
Golden State 10-28 (Cook 3-5, Thompson 
2-2, Iguodala 2-3, Lee 1-1, Durant 1-2, 
McKinnie 1-7, Jerebko 0-4, Curry 0-4). 
Fouled Out—None. Rebounds—Milwau-
kee 46 (Antetokounmpo 9), Golden State 
38 (McKinnie, Bell, Durant, Looney 5). 
Assists—Milwaukee 33 (Middleton, Bled-
soe 6), Golden State 31 (Durant 9). Total 
Fouls—Milwaukee 23, Golden State 22. 
Technicals—Golden State coach War-
riors (Defensive three second). A—19,596 
(19,596). 

Trail Blazers 116, Clippers 105
L.A. CLIPPERS — Harris 6-16 2-2 15, 

Gallinari 6-13 3-3 20, Marjanovic 2-5 0-0 
4, Beverley 2-4 0-0 4, Gilgeous-Alexander 
7-12 3-6 19, Scott 1-5 0-0 2, Harrell 8-9 3-
5 19, Robinson 1-2 0-0 2, Teodosic 0-1 0-0 
0, Williams 8-22 4-4 20. Totals 41-89 15-20 
105.

PORTLAND — Layman 0-1 0-0 0, Aminu 
3-4 3-3 11, Nurkic 4-12 8-8 16, Lillard 11-25 
0-0 25, McCollum 8-20 5-5 23, Collins 3-6 
4-4 10, Swanigan 2-5 0-0 4, Leonard 2-4 2-2 
7, Curry 1-5 2-2 5, Turner 3-7 1-2 7, Staus-
kas 3-8 1-2 8. Totals 40-97 26-28 116.

L.A. Clippers 28 29 24 24—105
Portland 37 24 23 32—116
Three-Point Goals—L.A. Clippers 8-23 

(Gallinari 5-8, Gilgeous-Alexander 2-2, 
Harris 1-3, Teodosic 0-1, Beverley 0-2, 
Scott 0-3, Williams 0-4), Portland 10-26 
(Lillard 3-7, Aminu 2-2, McCollum 2-6, 
Curry 1-1, Leonard 1-2, Stauskas 1-5, Nur-
kic 0-1, Collins 0-1, Turner 0-1). Fouled 
Out—Nurkic. Rebounds—L.A. Clippers 41 
(Harris 11), Portland 53 (Nurkic, Collins 
9). Assists—L.A. Clippers 19 (Williams 7), 
Portland 18 (Turner 7). Total Fouls—L.A. 
Clippers 22, Portland 20. Technicals—Lil-
lard. A—19,170 (19,393). 

Celtics 116, Suns 109 (OT)
BOSTON — Tatum 1-7 2-2 4, Hayward 

3-8 0-0 8, Horford 3-7 0-1 7, Irving 13-28 
7-7 39, Brown 6-13 4-6 17, Ojeleye 1-2 1-1 
3, Morris 7-13 1-2 17, Yabusele 0-1 0-0 0, 
Baynes 1-6 2-2 4, Rozier 3-8 3-4 10, Smart 
1-4 4-6 7. Totals 39-97 24-31 116.

PHOENIX — Ariza 3-7 2-2 11, Warren 9-
17 8-8 29, Ayton 6-10 2-4 14, Canaan 3-14 
0-0 7, Booker 15-30 4-5 38, Jackson 1-1 0-0 
2, Bridges 1-5 0-0 2, Holmes 1-3 0-0 2, An-
derson 0-1 0-0 0, Okobo 2-5 0-0 4. Totals 
41-93 16-19 109.

Boston 13 22 30 35 16—116
Phoenix 32 23 25 20 9—109
Three-Point Goals—Boston 14-37 (Ir-

ving 6-13, Hayward 2-5, Morris 2-5, Hor-
ford 1-2, Rozier 1-3, Smart 1-3, Brown 
1-3, Ojeleye 0-1, Baynes 0-1, Tatum 0-1), 
Phoenix 11-35 (Booker 4-13, Warren 3-4, 
Ariza 3-7, Canaan 1-8, Okobo 0-1, Bridges 
0-1, Anderson 0-1). Fouled Out—None. 
Rebounds—Boston 56 (Morris, Tatum 8), 
Phoenix 42 (Ayton 10). Assists—Boston 
21 (Irving 6), Phoenix 25 (Booker 9). To-
tal Fouls—Boston 18, Phoenix 23. Techni-
cals—Warren. A—17,359 (18,422). 

Thunder 98, Rockets 80
HOUSTON — Ennis III 2-7 1-1 6, Tucker 

4-6 2-2 13, Capela 8-12 1-2 17, Paul 4-11 
2-2 10, Harden 7-19 1-3 19, Anthony 1-11 
0-0 2, Chriss 1-3 0-0 2, Hartenstein 0-1 0-0 
0, Clark 1-6 0-0 3, Green 3-6 0-0 8. Totals 
31-82 7-10 80.

OKLAHOMA CITY — George 7-21 3-5 
20, Grant 3-5 4-4 11, Adams 7-12 5-9 19, 
Schroder 6-12 2-2 14, Ferguson 5-10 0-0 
14, Nader 0-1 0-0 0, Patterson 1-3 0-0 3, 
Noel 0-1 2-2 2, Felton 5-9 0-0 10, Luwawu-
Cabarrot 0-0 0-0 0, Abrines 0-3 0-0 0, Di-
allo 2-4 1-2 5. Totals 36-81 17-24 98.

Houston 19 26 15 20—80
Oklahoma City 29 30 21 18—98
Three-Point Goals—Houston 11-42 

(Harden 4-12, Tucker 3-5, Green 2-5, En-
nis III 1-3, Clark 1-6, Chriss 0-1, Paul 0-4, 
Anthony 0-6), Oklahoma City 9-37 (Fer-
guson 4-9, George 3-11, Patterson 1-3, 
Grant 1-3, Diallo 0-1, Nader 0-1, Schroder 
0-3, Felton 0-3, Abrines 0-3). Fouled Out—
None. Rebounds—Houston 39 (Harden 8), 
Oklahoma City 52 (George 11). Assists—
Houston 16 (Paul, Harden 5), Oklahoma 
City 18 (George 6). Total Fouls—Houston 
26, Oklahoma City 16. Technicals—Paul. 
A—18,203 (18,203).  Associated Press

OAKLAND, Calif. — Stephen Curry left with an 
injury and the Golden State Warriors were unable 
to recover in a 134-111 loss to the Milwaukee Bucks 
that snapped their eight-game winning streak 
Thursday night.

Eric Bledsoe scored 26 points and Giannis Ante-
tokounmpo added 24 points, nine rebounds and four 
assists as the Bucks handed the Warriors their first 
defeat at home this season.

The two-time defending NBA champions were al-
ready missing All-Star Draymond Green and then 
lost Curry midway through the third quarter. The 
two-time MVP strained the adductor muscle in his 
left leg and went to the locker room shortly thereaf-
ter. He did not return.

Curry grabbed at his inner thigh after trying to 
contest Bledsoe’s shot in transition. He was expect-
ed to have an MRI on Friday.

Klay Thompson led the Warriors with 24 points 
and Kevin Durant had 17 points, nine assists and 
seven rebounds.

Malcolm Brogdon scored 20 points as Milwau-
kee (9-2) won for the second straight time at Oracle 
Arena, including a 116-107 victory on March 29.

Thunder 98, Rockets 80: Paul George scored 20 
points and host Oklahoma City beat Houston with-
out point guard Russell Westbrook for its seventh 
straight victory.

Westbrook missed his second consecutive game 
with a sprained left ankle. George also had 11 re-
bounds, six assists and six steals. The Thunder were 
0-4 before the streak.

Steven Adams had 19 points and 10 rebounds, 
and Terrance Ferguson and Dennis Schroder each 
added 14 points. James Harden scored 19 points, but 
made just 7 of 19 shots for the Rockets. Clint Capela 
added 17 points for Houston. The Rockets had won 
three in a row.

Houston’s Carmelo Anthony, who played for the 
Thunder last season and was traded this summer, 
scored two points on 1-for-11 shooting. Chris Paul 
added 10 points.

Celtics 116, Suns 109 (OT): Kyrie Irving scored
18 of his season-high 39 points in the fourth quarter
and overtime, and visiting Boston overcame a 22-
point deficit to beat Phoenix.

Irving scored Boston’s first six points in the extra
period, and Marcus Morris finished with 17 against 
his former team — including the tying three-pointer
with 1.1 seconds left in regulation.

Devin Booker led the Suns with a season-high 38
points, and T.J. Warren had 29.

Trail Blazers 116, Clippers 105: Damian Lillard 
had 25 points and host Portland topped Los Angeles
to win its third straight game.

CJ McCollum added 23 points for the Trail Blaz-
ers, who have won six of seven.

Danilo Gallinari and Lou Williams each scored
20 for the Clippers. Shai Gilgeous-Alexander had a
career-high 19. 

Two-time MVP Curry leaves 
game with leg strain in third

Bucks stop streaking Warriors
Roundup

Scoreboard

BEN MARGOT/AP

The Bucks’ Eric Bledsoe, right, shoots over the Golden State Warriors’ Jordan Bell during the second 
half on Thursday in Oakland, Calif. Milwaukee won 134-111.

MATT YORK/AP

Celtics guard Kyrie Irving celebrates during the 
second half of the team’s game against the Suns 
on Thursday in Phoenix. Irving scored a season-
high 39 points in Boston’s 116-109 OT win. 

ALONZO ADAMS/AP

Thunder center Steven Adams 
shoots over Houston Rockets 
guard James Harden during the 
first quarter of Thursday’s game 
in Oklahoma City. 
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Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

 GP W L OT Pts GF GA
Tampa Bay 16 12 3 1 25 59 42
Toronto 15 10 5 0 20 51 40
Montreal 16 8 5 3 19 53 51
Boston 15 8 5 2 18 44 39
Buffalo 16 8 6 2 18 49 49
Ottawa 16 6 7 3 15 55 67
Detroit 15 5 8 2 12 40 55
Florida 12 4 5 3 11 38 42

Metropolitan Division
N.Y. Islanders 15 8 5 2 18 47 38
Washington 14 7 4 3 17 52 50
Columbus 15 8 6 1 17 50 52
Philadelphia 16 8 7 1 17 53 60
Carolina 16 7 7 2 16 44 48
Pittsburgh 14 6 5 3 15 47 47
N.Y. Rangers 15 7 7 1 15 43 47
New Jersey 13 6 6 1 13 42 43

Western Conference
Central Division

 GP W L OT Pts GF GA
Nashville 15 12 3 0 24 51 31
Minnesota 15 9 4 2 20 46 41
Dallas 16 9 6 1 19 46 43
Winnipeg 14 8 5 1 17 41 38
Colorado 15 7 5 3 17 53 44
Chicago 16 6 7 3 15 49 60
St. Louis 13 5 5 3 13 46 48

Pacific Division
Vancouver 17 10 6 1 21 57 58
Calgary 16 9 6 1 19 54 53
San Jose 16 8 5 3 19 53 50
Edmonton 16 8 7 1 17 45 50
Anaheim 17 7 7 3 17 41 48
Arizona 14 7 6 1 15 41 34
Vegas 16 7 8 1 15 39 45
Los Angeles 15 5 9 1 11 33 49

Note: Two points for a win, one point 
for overtime loss. Top three teams in 
each division and two wild cards per 
conference advance to playoffs.

Wednesday’s games
Washington 2, Pittsburgh 1
Nashville 4, Colorado 1
Anaheim 3, Calgary 2

Thursday’s games
Vancouver 8, Boston 5
Florida 4, Edmonton 1
Philadelphia 5, Arizona 4, OT
Buffalo 6, Montreal 5, OT
Vegas 5, Ottawa 3
Tampa Bay 4, N.Y. Islanders 2
Carolina 4, Chicago 3
Dallas 4, San Jose 3
Minnesota 3, Los Angeles 1

Friday’s games
New Jersey at Toronto
Columbus at Washington
N.Y. Rangers at Detroit
San Jose at St. Louis
Colorado at Winnipeg
Minnesota at Anaheim

Saturday’s games
Chicago at Philadelphia
Vancouver at Buffalo
Nashville at Dallas
Toronto at Boston
N.Y. Islanders at Florida
Arizona at Pittsburgh
Vegas at Montreal
Detroit at Carolina
Ottawa at Tampa Bay
N.Y. Rangers at Columbus
Calgary at Los Angeles

Sunday’s games
Minnesota at St. Louis
Ottawa at Florida
Arizona at Washington
New Jersey at Winnipeg
Vegas at Boston
Calgary at San Jose
Colorado at Edmonton

Thursday
Flyers 5, Coyotes 4 (OT)

Arizona 1 3 0 0—4
Philadelphia 2 0 2 1—5

First Period—1, Philadelphia, Konec-
ny 3 (Couturier, Giroux), 1:18. 2, Phila-
delphia, Laughton 5 (Lehtera), 5:47. 3, 
Arizona, Ekman-Larsson 2 (Keller, Gal-
chenyuk), 8:30 (pp).

Second Period—4, Arizona, Richardson 
5 (Hinostroza, Grabner), 1:51. 5, Arizona, 
Stepan 3, 6:14 (sh). 6, Arizona, Grabner 4 
(Ekman-Larsson), 6:38 (sh).

Third Period—7, Philadelphia, Laugh-
ton 6 (Weise, Lindblom), 2:21. 8, Philadel-
phia, Weise 1 (Gostisbehere), 17:47.

Overtime—9, Philadelphia, Gostisbe-
here 3 (Giroux, Voracek), 1:01.

Shots on Goal—Arizona 9-15-10—34. 
Philadelphia 8-7-14-2—31.

Power-play opportunities—Arizona 1 
of 2; Philadelphia 0 of 4.

Goalies—Arizona, Kuemper 2-2-1 (31 
shots-26 saves). Philadelphia, Pickard 3-
1-1 (18-14), Elliott 5-5-0 (16-16).

A—18,884 (19,543). T—2:27.

Panthers 4, Oilers 1
Edmonton 0 0 1—1
Florida 0 2 2—4

Second Period—1, Florida, Dadonov 7 
(Hoffman, Barkov), 6:45. 2, Florida, Bjugs-
tad 3 (Kiselevich, McCann), 8:12.

Third Period—3, Edmonton, Draisaitl 
10 (McDavid), 0:23. 4, Florida, Huberdeau 
3 (Trocheck, Yandle), 3:43 (pp). 5, Florida, 
Sceviour 2 (Trocheck, Hoffman), 19:11.

Shots on Goal—Edmonton 10-4-13—27. 
Florida 7-19-7—33.

Power-play opportunities—Edmonton 
0 of 3; Florida 1 of 4.

Goalies—Edmonton, Talbot 5-6-1 (32 
shots-29 saves). Florida, Luongo 2-0-0 
(27-26).

A—11,484 (19,250). T—2:33.

Canucks 8, Bruins 5
Vancouver 1 5 2—8
Boston 1 3 1—5

First Period—1, Vancouver, Horvat 8, 
2:46. 2, Boston, Grzelcyk 1 (Krejci, De-
Brusk), 13:41.

Second Period—3, Boston, Bergeron 
8 (Krug), 0:36. 4, Vancouver, Eriksson 2 
(Gudbranson, Granlund), 7:02. 5, Van-
couver, Hutton 4 (Horvat, Goldobin), 
8:28 (pp). 6, Boston, DeBrusk 4 (Krejci, 
Nordstrom), 9:00. 7, Vancouver, Eriksson 
3 (Leipsic, Hutton), 13:23 (pp). 8, Van-
couver, Roussel 3 (Granlund, Del Zotto), 
14:53. 9, Boston, DeBrusk 5 (Marchand, 
Krug), 17:18 (pp). 10, Vancouver, Gud-
branson 1 (Eriksson, Horvat), 19:26.

Third Period—11, Vancouver, Horvat 
9, 9:40 (sh). 12, Vancouver, Virtanen 6 
(Pettersson, Goldobin), 11:12. 13, Boston, 
Heinen 1 (Krejci, Grzelcyk), 13:38 (pp).

Shots on Goal—Vancouver 8-14-11—
33. Boston 5-11-12—28.

Power-play opportunities—Vancouver 
2 of 5; Boston 2 of 5.

Goalies—Vancouver, Markstrom 7-3-1 
(28 shots-23 saves). Boston, Halak 4-1-2 
(19-14), Rask 4-4-0 (14-11).

A—17,565 (17,565). T—2:52.

Lightning 4, Islanders 2
N.Y. Islanders 1 0 1—2
Tampa Bay 0 2 2—4

First Period—1, N.Y. Islanders, Bailey 4 
(Nelson), 3:40.

Second Period—2, Tampa Bay, Joseph 
2 (Killorn, Stralman), 5:58. 3, Tampa Bay, 
Miller 5 (Sergachev, Stamkos), 11:12.

Third Period—4, N.Y. Islanders, Bailey 
5 (Barzal, Pelech), 8:43. 5, Tampa Bay, 
Johnson 6 (Kucherov, Gourde), 18:34. 
6, Tampa Bay, Stamkos 6 (Miller, Mc-
Donagh), 19:50.

Shots on Goal—N.Y. Islanders 16-10-
11—37. Tampa Bay 7-11-9—27.

Power-play opportunities—N.Y. Is-
landers 0 of 5; Tampa Bay 0 of 4.

Goalies—N.Y. Islanders, Lehner 4-3-1 
(26 shots-23 saves). Tampa Bay, Vasilevs-
kiy 9-2-1 (37-35).

A—19,092 (19,092). T—2:30.

Sabres 6, Canadiens 5 (OT)
Buffalo 3 1 1 1—6
Montreal 3 2 0 0—5

First Period—1, Buffalo, Sobotka 2 
(Rodrigues, Reinhart), 6:08. 2, Montreal, 
Drouin 5 (Domi, Benn), 9:14. 3, Buffalo, 
Sobotka 3 (Reinhart, Rodrigues), 14:40. 
4, Montreal, Peca 1 (Deslauriers, Reilly), 
14:50. 5, Buffalo, Sheary 6 (Mittelstadt, 
Scandella), 15:52. 6, Montreal, Shaw 2 
(Drouin, Domi), 16:26.

Second Period—7, Buffalo, Skinner 10 
(Pominville, Eichel), 5:34. 8, Montreal, 
Tatar 6 (Domi, Mete), 10:17. 9, Montreal, 
Deslauriers 1 (Peca), 18:03 (sh).

Third Period—10, Buffalo, Skinner 11 
(Eichel), 2:20.

Overtime—11, Buffalo, Ristolainen 2, 
1:38.

Shots on Goal—Buffalo 13-8-9-1—31. 
Montreal 17-15-5—37.

Power-play opportunities—Buffalo 0 
of 3; Montreal 0 of 5.

Goalies—Buffalo, Hutton 5-6-1 (5 
shots-5 saves), Ullmark 3-0-1 (32-27). 
Montreal, Price 5-4-3 (31-25).

A—20,488 (21,288). T—2:39.

Golden Knights 5, Senators 3
Vegas 2 1 2—5
Ottawa 0 1 2—3

First Period—1, Vegas, Marchessault 7
(Miller, Tuch), 15:26 (pp). 2, Vegas, Theo-
dore 2 (Hunt, Karlsson), 19:40 (pp).

Second Period—3, Vegas, Holden 1
(Tuch, Eakin), 17:21. 4, Ottawa, Duchene 
5 (Stone, Chabot), 17:50.

Third Period—5, Ottawa, Dzingel
7 (Tierney, Borowiecki), 6:57. 6, Ot-
tawa, Chabot 5, 8:01. 7, Vegas, Carrier 2 
(Reaves, Bellemare), 9:16. 8, Vegas, Bel-
lemare 3 (Miller), 12:00.

Shots on Goal—Vegas 16-12-14—42.
Ottawa 8-10-12—30.

Power-play opportunities—Vegas 2 of 
2; Ottawa 0 of 2.

Goalies—Vegas, Fleury 7-6-1 (30 
shots-27 saves). Ottawa, Anderson 6-5-3 
(42-37).

A—15,213 (18,572). T—2:38.

Hurricanes 4, Blackhawks 3
Carolina 3 1 0—4
Chicago 0 2 1—3

First Period—1, Carolina, Svechnikov
4 (Martinook, Wallmark), 4:46. 2, Caro-
lina, Slavin 2 (Williams, Wallmark), 9:09 
(pp). 3, Carolina, Di Giuseppe 1 (McGinn, 
Faulk), 15:53.

Second Period—4, Carolina, de Haan 1 
(Aho, Teravainen), 1:20. 5, Chicago, Kane
12 (Gustafsson, Anisimov), 4:34. 6, Chi-
cago, Kampf 2 (Rutta, Saad), 10:53.

Third Period—7, Chicago, Schmaltz 2 
(Kane, Seabrook), 3:33.

Shots on Goal—Carolina 16-10-8—34. 
Chicago 13-14-11—38.

Power-play opportunities—Carolina 1
of 2; Chicago 0 of 2.

Goalies—Carolina, Darling 1-2-0 (38 
shots-35 saves). Chicago, Crawford 3-5-0
(34-30).

A—21,331 (19,717). T—2:20.

Stars 4, Sharks 3
San Jose 1 1 1—3
Dallas 1 2 1—4

First Period—1, Dallas, Shore 4 
(Seguin, Nichushkin), 8:57. 2, San Jose, 
Meier 12 (Couture, Labanc), 14:18.

Second Period—3, Dallas, Seguin
4, 6:57. 4, Dallas, Smith 2 (Heiskanen,
Dickinson), 7:42. 5, San Jose, Pavelski 7 
(Burns, Thornton), 11:17.

Third Period—6, San Jose, Kane 5 
(Burns, Suomela), 7:46. 7, Dallas, Shore 5 
(Heatherington, Comeau), 14:13.

Shots on Goal—San Jose 12-13-11—36.
Dallas 8-9-5—22.

Power-play opportunities—San Jose 0 
of 3; Dallas 0 of 1.

Goalies—San Jose, Jones 7-4-1 (22 
shots-18 saves). Dallas, Khudobin 3-1-1 
(36-33).

A—18,137 (18,532). T—2:34.

Wild 3, Kings 1
Minnesota 1 1 1—3
Los Angeles 1 0 0—1

First Period—1, Los Angeles, Muzzin 1 
(Martinez), 4:42. 2, Minnesota, Niederre-
iter 1 (Koivu, Parise), 14:23 (pp).

Second Period—3, Minnesota, Parise 6 
(Koivu), 14:42.

Third Period—4, Minnesota, Granlund
7 (Koivu), 19:57 (sh).

Shots on Goal—Minnesota 11-5-8—24.
Los Angeles 14-8-6—28.

Power-play opportunities—Minnesota
1 of 3; Los Angeles 0 of 3.

Goalies—Minnesota, Dubnyk 7-3-2 (28 
shots-27 saves). Los Angeles, Campbell 
5-6-0 (23-21).

A—17,621 (18,230). T—2:28.

NHL
Scoreboard

Associated Press

BOSTON — The Vancouver Ca-
nucks keep on showing that they 
are the surprise of the Western 
Conference.

Bo Horvat had two goals and 
two assists as the Canucks ex-
tended their winning streak to five 
games with an 8-5 victory over the 
Boston Bruins on Thursday night.

“There is a lot of resiliency in 
this (locker) room,” Horvat said. 
“We played a pretty good game in 
Detroit and after a tough loss like 
that to come back shows a lot. In 
preseason, people didn’t think we 
were going to be that high-scor-
ing of a team, but we keep proving 
people wrong and that’s what we 
need to continue to do.” 

Loui Eriksson added two goals 
and an assist and spurred a five-
goal outburst in the second period 
for Vancouver. Ben Hutton and 
Erik Gudbranson each had a goal 
and an assist, and Antoine Roussel 
and Jake Virtanen added goals for 
the Canucks, who have scored 26 
goals in the last five games. 

Jake DeBrusk scored twice, Pa-
trice Bergeron, Matt Grzelcyk and 
Danton Heinen added goals, and 
David Krejci finished with three 
assists for Bruins. Boston lost for 
the second time at home this sea-
son and has dropped three of five 
overall.

Jaroslav Halak came into the 
game leading the NHL in save 
percentage, but was pulled after 
allowing five goals on 19 shots. 
His replacement, Tuukka Rask, 
didn’t do much better, allowing 
three goals on the first eight shots 
he faced, including a misplay of 
a clearing attempt that led to the 
Canucks’ seventh goal.

“I was just trying to keep it 
under 10,” Rask said sarcastically. 
“Just trying to do damage control 
as it was kind of a crazy game.” 

Lightning 4, Islanders 2: An-
drei Vasilveksiy made 35 saves, 
and Tyler Johnson broke a tie with 
1:26 left in Tampa Bay’s victory 
over visiting New York.

Vasilevskiy has allowed two or 
fewer goals in nine of 12 games.

Johnson scored from just out-
side the crease off a pass from 
Nikita Kucherov. Steven Stamkos 
added an empty-netter. Mathieu 
Joseph and J.T. Miller also scored 
to help Tampa Bay improve to an 
NHL-best 12-3-1 

Flyers 5, Coyotes 4 (OT): 
Shayne Gostisbehere scored on a 
one-timer 1:01 into overtime after 
Dale Weise tied it with 2:13 left in 
regulation, and Philadelphia beat 
visiting Arizona.

Scott Laughton had two goals 
and Travis Konecny also scored. 
The Flyers began a five-game 
homestand after earning seven of 
a possible eight points on a four-
game trip out West.

Oliver Ekman-Larsson and Mi-
chael Grabner each had a goal and 
an assist, and Brad Richardson 
and Derek Stepan also scored for 
the Coyotes. They lost 5-2 at home 

to Philadelphia on Monday night.
Panthers 4, Oilers 1: Rober-

to Luongo made 26 saves in his 
second start since missing nine 
games with a knee injury to help 
host Florida beat Edmonton.

Evgenii Dadonov, Nick Bjugstad, 
Jonathan Huberdeau and Colton 
Sceviour scored for the Panthers. 
Mike Hoffman and Vincent Tro-
check each had two assists. 

Hurricanes 4, Blackhawks 3: 
Andrei Svechnikov, Jaccob Slavin, 
Phillip Di Giuseppe and Calvin 
de Haan gave visiting Carolina a 
four-goal lead early in the second 
period, and the Hurricanes held 
off Chicago to spoil Jeremy Colli-
ton’s NHL coaching debut.

Colliton became the 38th coach 
of the Blackhawks on Tuesday 
after Joel Quenneville was fired 
after 10 seasons. Chicago is 0-5-1 
in its past six. 

Stars 4, Sharks 3: Devin Shore 
scored his second goal of the game 
to break a tie, Anton Khudobin 
tied a season high with 33 saves 
and Dallas beat visiting San Jose. 

Stars scoring leader Tyler 
Seguin had a goal and an assist, 
and Gemel Smith also scored. 
Evander Kane, Timo Meier and 
Joe Pavelski scored for San Jose.

Wild 3, Kings 1: Zach Parise 
had a goal and an assist to reach 
700 points in his career as Minne-
sota defeated host Los Angeles.

Nico Niederreiter scored on the 
power play and Devan Dubnyk 
made 27 saves for the Wild, who 
have won eight of 10. Mikael Gran-
lund added an empty-net goal.

Jake Muzzin had a goal and 
Jack Campbell stopped 21 shots, 
but the Kings were unable to put 
together their first three-game 
winning streak of the season.

Parise put the Wild ahead 2-1 
at 14:42 of the second period, get-
ting his 700th point in 887 career 
games. Parise’s 339 goals are the 
most among active American-
born players.

Niederreiter had gone 22 regu-
lar-season games between goals 
dating back to March before scor-
ing off a pass from Parise.

Sabres 6, Canadiens 5 (OT): 
Rasmus Ristolainen scored at 1:38 
of overtime to lift Buffalo over 
host Montreal.

Vladimir Sobotka and Jeff 
Skinner each scored twice, and 
Conor Sheary added a goal. Linus 
Ullmark gave up five goals on 32 
shots through two periods, and 
Carter Hutton made five saves in 
the third. 

Golden Knights 5, Senators 3: 
William Carrier put Vegas ahead 
for good after host Ottawa rallied 
from a three-goal deficit.

Jonathan Marchessault, Shea 
Theodore, Nick Holden and 
Pierre-Edouard Bellemare also 
scored for the Golden Knights, 
and Marc-Andre Fleury made 27 
saves. Matt Duchene, Ryan Dzin-
gel and Thomas Chabot scored for 
the Senators.

Roundup

Vancouver scores 8 
to take 5th straight

PAUL CHIASSON, THE CANADIAN PRESS/AP

Buffalo Sabres forward Casey Mittelstadt is checked into the boards 
by Montreal Canadiens forward Kenny Agostino during the second 
period Thursday in Montreal. The Sabres won 6-5 in overtime.
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL

ACC
Atlantic

 Conf. Overall
Clemson 6 0 9 0
Boston College 4 1 7 2
Syracuse 4 2 7 2
NC State 3 3 6 3
Florida State 2 5 4 5
Wake Forest 2 4 5 5
Louisville 0 6 2 7

Coastal
Pittsburgh 4 1 5 4
Virginia 4 2 6 3
Virginia Tech 3 2 4 4
Georgia Tech 3 3 5 4
Duke 2 3 6 3
Miami 2 3 5 4
North Carolina 1 5 1 7

Big 12
Oklahoma 5 1 8 1
West Virginia 5 1 7 1
Texas 4 2 6 3
Iowa State 4 2 5 3
Baylor 3 3 5 4
Texas Tech 3 3 5 4
Oklahoma State 2 4 5 4
TCU 2 4 4 5
Kansas  1 5 3 6
Kansas State 1 5 3 6

Big Ten
East

Michigan 6 0 8 1
Ohio State  5 1 8 1
Michigan State 4 2 6 3
Penn State 3 3 6 3
Maryland 3 3 5 4
Indiana 1 5 4 5
Rutgers 0 6 1 8

West
Northwestern 5 1 5 4
Wisconsin 4 2 6 3
Purdue 4 2 5 4
Iowa  3 3 6 3
Illinois 2 4 4 5
Nebraska 1 5 2 7
Minnesota 1 5 4 5

Pac-12
North

Washington State 5 1 8 1
Washington 5 2 7 3
Stanford 3 3 5 4
Oregon 3 3 6 3
California 2 4 5 4
Oregon State 1 5 2 7

South
Utah  4 3 6 3
USC 4 3 5 4
Arizona 4 3 5 5
Arizona State 3 3 5 4
Colorado 2 4 5 4
UCLA 2 4 2 7

SEC
East

Georgia 6 1 8 1 
Kentucky 5 2 7 2
Florida  4 3 6 3
South Carolina 4 3 5 3
Missouri 1 4 5 4
Vanderbilt 1 4 4 5
Tennessee 1 4 4 5

West
Alabama 6 0 9 0
LSU 4 2 7 2
Auburn 3 3 6 3
Texas A&M 3 3 5 4
Mississippi State 2 3 6 3
Mississippi 1 4 5 4
Arkansas 0 5 2 7

Key Power Five matchups

Top 25 schedule

Service academies

vs. Lafayette
Last week: Beat Air 
Force, 17-14

vs. New Mexico
Last week: Lost to Army, 
17-14

at No. 11 UCF
Last week: Lost to Cincin-
nati, 42-0

Thursday
Wake Forest 27, No. 22 NC State 23

Friday
No. 13 Syracuse vs. Louisville
No. 16 Fresno State at Boise State

Saturday
No. 1 Alabama vs. No. 18 Miss. State
No. 2 Clemson at No. 17 Boston College
No. 3 Notre Dame vs. Florida State
No. 4 Michigan at Rutgers
No. 5 Georgia vs. Auburn
No. 6 Oklahoma vs. Oklahoma State
No. 7 West Virginia vs. TCU
No. 8 Ohio State at No. 24 Michigan St.
No. 9 LSU at Arkansas
No. 10 Washington State at Colorado
No. 11 UCF vs. Navy
No. 12 Kentucky at Tennessee
No. 14 Utah State vs. San Jose State
No. 15 Texas at Texas Tech
No. 19 Florida vs. South Carolina
No. 21 Penn State vs. Wisconsin
No. 23 Iowa State vs. Baylor
No. 25 Cincinnati vs. South Florida

Power Five standings

No. 8 Ohio St. at No. 24 Michigan St.

9 a.m. Sunday, CET

5 p.m. Sunday, JKT

AFN-Sports2

Series record: Ohio State leads 31-15.
What’s at stake?: Ohio State is still on course 

for a season-ending showdown with Michigan that 
could decide the division title, but the Buckeyes 
first have to deal with a Michigan State team that 
has given them problems in recent years. A win this 
weekend would improve the Spartans’ chances at a 
berth in the Rose Bowl.

Key matchup: Ohio State QB Dwayne Haskins 
vs. Michigan State’s secondary. The Spartans have 
the nation’s No. 1 run defense, but they’ll need to 
figure out how to contain Haskins, who has already 
surpassed 3,000 yards passing on the season and is 
completing 70 percent of his attempts.

Players to watch: Ohio State RBs J.K. Dob-
bins and Mike Weber. Dobbins and Weber have 
both run for over 600 yards on the season, so the 
Buckeyes have options when they want to test 
Michigan State’s run defense.

Michigan State QBs Brian Lewerke and Rocky 
Lombardi. Lewerke has been the starter most of the 
season, including last weekend against Maryland, 
but he’s dealt with an injured shoulder, and Lombar-
di has been capable in relief. Coach Mark Dantonio 
stood by Lewerke as the starter this week.

Facts & figures: Michigan State beat Ohio 
State en route to Big Ten titles in 2013 and 2015, 
but the Buckeyes breezed past the Spartans 48-3 
last year. ... Ohio State DT Dre’Mont Jones has at 
least one tackle for loss in seven straight games. 
... Ohio State has scored 20 or more points in 
21 straight games. ... The Buckeyes are 24-3 in 
conference road games under coach Urban Meyer. 
Michigan State has lost five straight home games in 
this series. ... Michigan State is 10-6 in its last 16 
games against teams in the AP top 10.

Auburn at No. 5 Georgia
1 a.m. Sunday, CET
9 a.m. Sunday, JKT

AFN-Sports2

Series record: Georgia leads 58-56-8.
What’s at stake?: Georgia already has clinched 

a spot in the Southeastern Conference championship 
game but probably needs to win out during the regular 
season to ensure itself a chance to reach the College 
Football Playoff for the second year in a row. Auburn 
could put a new spin on a disappointing season by 
knocking off its foe in the Deep South’s oldest rivalry.

Key matchup: Georgia’s running back duo vs. 
Auburn’s defense. D’Andre Swift and Elijah Holyfield 
both rushed for more than 100 yards in last week’s 
SEC East-clinching victory over Kentucky, leading the 
Bulldogs to a season-high 331 yards on the ground. 
Georgia, which leads the SEC in rushing (233.8 
yards per game), will be looking to control the clock 
with its ground game.

Players to watch: Auburn: RB JaTarvious 
Whitlow (or whoever plays at running back). The 
Tigers have struggled mightily to run the ball behind 
a shaky offensive line, and they’re coming off a 
dismal 19-yard performance against Texas A&M, the 
worst of the season.

Georgia: OLB D’Aandre Walker. The team’s most 
effective pass rusher (five sacks, no one else has 
more than one) also leads the Bulldogs with three 
forced fumbles.

Facts & figures: This rivalry began in 1892, 
with the only breaks caused by world wars in 1917-
18 and 1943. It is tied for the fourth-most meetings 
of any series in college football. ... Georgia QB Jake 
Fromm has completed 67.7 percent of his passes, 
giving him a shot at eclipsing the school record 
of 67.9 percent set by Hutson Mason in 2014. ... 
Auburn has totaled 11 sacks in its last two games, 
including five against Texas A&M. ... The Tigers have 
started four players in their search for a go-to running 
back. ... Sixteen players have caught at least one 
pass for Georgia, led by Riley Ridley with 30 recep-
tions for 411 yards and five TDs. 

Oklahoma State at No. 6 Oklahoma
9:30 p.m. Saturday, CET
5:30 a.m. Sunday, JKT

AFN-Sports2

Series record: Oklahoma leads 87-18-7.
What’s at stake?: Oklahoma needs a win to 

stay within reach of a spot in the College Football 
Playoff. With no marquee wins on their résumé and 
an early loss to a fading Texas squad, the Sooners 
have no margin for error. They also are trying to keep 
their place atop the Big 12 standings. Oklahoma 
State becomes bowl eligible with a win in a rivalry it 
does not come out on top of often.

Key matchup: Oklahoma QB Kyler Murray vs. 
Oklahoma State’s pass rush. Murray leads the nation 
in passer efficiency rating and has rushed for 574 
yards this season. No one has been able to slow him 
down. Oklahoma State leads the nation with 3.67 
sacks per game, and DE Jordan Brailford leads the 
Big 12 with nine sacks.

Players to watch: Oklahoma State: WR Tylan 
Wallace. The sophomore ranks third in the nation 
with 118 yards receiving per game and is averaging 
18.3 yards per catch. Oklahoma coach Lincoln Riley 
calls Wallace one of the nation’s best.

Oklahoma: RB Trey Sermon. He ran for career 
highs of 26 carries, 206 yards and three touch-
downs against Texas Tech last week. He leads the 
team with 722 yards rushing and eight touchdowns. 
Oklahoma has leaned heavily on power runners 
down the stretch in recent years.

Facts & figures: Oklahoma has won 14 
straight games in November, dating back to 2014. 
... Oklahoma defeated Oklahoma State 62-52 
last season. ... Oklahoma State RB Justice Hill 
passed Tatum Bell and moved into seventh place 
on Oklahoma State’s career rushing chart last week 
when he gained 119 yards against Baylor. He now 
has 3,504 yards. ... Oklahoma is 3-0 since making 
Ruffin McNeill interim defensive coordinator. ... Okla-
homa WR Lee Morris and OSU QB Taylor Cornelius 
are semifinalists for the Burlsworth Trophy, given to 
the nation’s best player who started as a walk-on.

— Associated Press

BRYNN ANDERSON/AP

Alabama defensive lineman Quinnen Williams celebrates after sacking LSU quarterback Myles Brennan last week. Williams had his biggest 
game of the season  against LSU with 10 tackles, seven solo stops, and 2½ sacks. The No. 1 Tide host No. 18 Mississippi State on 
Saturday (9:30 p.m. Saturday, CET; 5:30 a.m. Sunday, JKT, AFN-Sports).
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Associated Press

RALEIGH, N.C. — Everything seemed 
aligned against Wake Forest: The Demon 
Deacons had a quarterback making his 
first start, an injury-depleted defense fac-
ing an offense peppered with future NFL 
players, and trailed by 10 points in the 
fourth quarter in a stadium where they al-
most never win.

Yet No. 22 North Carolina State couldn’t 
seal the victory, so Wake snatched it away.

Jamie Newman threw a 32-yard touch-
down pass to Jack Freudenthal with 30 
seconds left to give Wake Forest a 27-23 
upset victory Thursday night.

“It’s just about staying poised, honestly,” 
Newman said. “Staying poised and being 
smart, not letting the moment get too big 
for you.”

Making his first career start, Newman 
was 22 of 33 for 297 yards with three touch-
down passes in the second half to help the 
Demon Deacons (5-5, 2-4 Atlantic Coast 

Conference) rally from a 10-point deficit in 
the fourth quarter. The 19 ½-point under-
dogs earned their first road victory over a 
Top 25 team in a decade.

“This was going to be a game that we just 
have to grind, and grind, and grind, and 
somehow find a way to win,” coach Dave 
Clawson said. “And to our kids’ credit, they 
did it. Every time that that thing was on the 
brink of getting away from us, we just did 
one thing to stay in it.

Newman threw a 38-yard scoring pass 

to Alex Bachman before his 19-yard TD to
Greg Dortch pulled Wake Forest to 23-20 
with 6:07 left.

N.C. State bled nearly 4 ½ minutes off
the clock before its drive stalled at the 
Wake Forest 20 with 1:39 left. Newman
completed five of eight passes on the pos-
session that followed, taking a hit as he
connected with Freudenthal — who was 
wide-open after Bachman blocked two
defenders — over the middle for the go-
ahead score. 

BY PAUL NEWBERRY

Associated Press

ATHENS, Ga. — When Elijah Holyfield 
was pondering where he wanted to go to 
college, he certainly took an interest in 
history.

Specifically, Georgia’s long lineage of 
great running backs.

“It was a very big deal to me. I’ve 
watched Georgia football for a long time 
and I’ve really loved all the Georgia backs,” 
said Holyfield, son of former heavyweight 
champion Evander Holyfield . “It had a lot 
to do with my decision.”

From Herschel Walker through the 1-2 
punch of Nick Chubb and Sony Michel, the 
No. 5 Bulldogs might as well be known as 
Running Back U.

They’re living up to reputation again 
with the current backfield duo of Holyfield 
and D’Andre Swift.

In last week’s pulverizing 34-17 victory 
over Kentucky that locked up Georgia’s 
spot in the Southeastern Conference 
championship game, Swift rushed for 
156 yards and two touchdowns, Holy-
field tacked on a career-best 115 yards 
and a score, and the Bulldogs finished 
with a season-high 331 yards on the 
ground against one of the nation’s top-
ranked defenses.

Georgia (8-1, 6-1, No. 5 CFP) leads 
the SEC in rushing (233.8 yards per 
game), carrying on a tradition that 
goes back as far as 1942 Heisman 
Trophy winner Frank Sinkwich but 
really picked up steam with the arrival 
of Herschel Walker.

Walker, who capped his brilliant career 
by capturing the Heisman in 1982, is still 
recognized as the greatest back in school 
history. But he’s had plenty of challengers 
over past 3 ½ decades.

Since Walker left school a year early to 
play in the ill-fated United States Football 
League, seven Georgia running backs 
have been picked in the first round of the 
NFL Draft — an esteemed list that doesn’t 
even include Terrell Davis, who was only 
a sixth-rounder but went on to a Hall of 
Fame career with the Denver Broncos.

More recently, Georgia’s pipeline has 
grown to include Todd Gurley, Sony Mi-
chel and Nick Chubb — who actually were 
on the same team in 2014 and are all now 
thriving in the NFL. Gurley stars for the 
Los Angeles Rams, earning All-Pro honors 
in 2017 and leading the league in rushing 
this season. Michel is starting for the New 
England Patriots as a rookie, while Chubb 
is getting significant playing time with the 
Cleveland Browns.

Coach Kirby Smart certainly relies on 
that heritage when he’s trying to persuade 

a recruit to sign with the Bulldogs.
“I think it helps tremendously to have

the guys, the history of Robert Edwards,
Garrison Hearst, Terrell Davis, I mean 
Herschel, just back after back after back
after back,” Smart said. “Now it’s probably
more prominent than it’s ever been be-
cause of the stage that Todd is on and what
he’s been able to do, and Nick and Sony’s 
exposure last year through the national 
championship game.

What does the coach tell prospective 
backs who are considering Georgia?

“If you’re a premier back in the country
and you say, ‘I want to go somewhere that
I can learn to play in a pro style, catch the 
ball in the backfield, and I also want to be
able to protect so that I can increase my
value, and I also want to have durability 
where I’m not going to be beat up when I
come out of there,’ there’s nowhere better 
to go,” Smart replied.

Indeed, Georgia has relied on an abun-
dance of talented running backs the last
few seasons.

Previous coach Mark Richt was able
to land Gurley and Keith Marshall in 
the same recruiting class — they were

dubbed “Gurshall” in a nod to Walk-
er — though Marshall never real-
ized his full potential because of
injuries. Richt pulled off another
double-coup when he landed

Chubb and Michel.
Holyfield, a junior, signed with the

Bulldogs even though he knew he’d spend 
at least one season playing behind Chubb
and Michel (and it wound up being two
when both stayed through their full eligi-
bility). Swift came aboard last season, even
with all those talented backs on the roster.

Zamir White, touted as the nation’s top 
prospects, signed with Georgia com-

ing into this season but was sidelined
by a knee injury.

Holyfield said the competition
makes everyone better. He leads
the Bulldogs with 674 yards rush-
ing, but Swift, who has battled in-
juries, has gained 622 yards. 

“When you have somebody
who’s just as good as you playing

next to you, it pushes you every single 
day,” Holyfield said. “I know I can’t take 
a day off because he’s not going to take a 
day off.”

Georgia faces Auburn (6-3, 3-3) on Sat-
urday in the 123rd renewal of the Deep
South’s oldest rivalry. The Tigers certainly
know what they’re up against.

“Swift and Holyfield kind of resemble
the backs they’ve had in the past,” defen-
sive tackle Dontavius Russell said. “It’s al-
ways a challenge.”

Running Back U.
Swift, Holyfield helping Georgia live up to its sterling reputation

In his first start, Newman helps Wake Forest upset No. 22 NC State 

Georgia’s D’Andre Swift, left, and Elijah Holyfield, right, are the latest 
in a long line of dynamic Bulldogs running backs that includes 
Herschel Walker, Todd Gurley, Nick Chubb and Sony Michel.

AP photos
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 BY GREG BEACHAM

Associated Press

THOUSAND OAKS, Calif. — Cornerback 
Marcus Peters criticized himself for playing 
poorly when his Los Angeles Rams lost at 
New Orleans last weekend.

That doesn’t mean Saints coach Sean Pay-
ton can say anything about it, however.

Peters reacted sharply in the Rams’ locker 
room Thursday when asked about postgame 

comments by Pay-
ton in which the 
veteran coach said 
the Saints liked 
the matchup of 
receiver Michael 
Thomas going 
against Peters, a 
former Pro Bowl 
selection. Peters 
also claimed Pay-
ton said some-
thing to him or his 
teammates during 
New Orleans’ 45-
35 victory.

“Tell Sean Pay-
ton to keep talking 
that (expletive),” 
Peters said. 

“We’re going to see him soon. You feel me?”
New Orleans sent the Rams (8-1) to their 

first defeat of the season with a 487-yard of-
fensive game last Sunday.

Thomas caught 12 passes for 211 yards and 
a touchdown, none bigger than the 72-yard 
touchdown catch on which he burned past Pe-
ters to seal the win. All told, Thomas made six 
catches when Peters was in coverage on him.

“They were going to travel Marcus to 
him, and that was fine by us,” Payton said 
afterward. “We thought we really liked that 

matchup, a lot.”
Peters repeatedly blamed himself for hav-

ing a bad game, and he refused to echo defen-
sive coordinator Wade Phillips’ claim that he 
put together a poor scheme that didn’t help 
Peters. 

After a few seconds to think about it Thurs-
day, Peters had more to say about Payton.

“Yeah, because I liked what he was say-
ing on the sidelines, too,” Peters said. “So tell 
him, keep talking that (expletive), and I hope 

he sees me soon. And then we’re going to have
a nice little bowl of gumbo together.”

Peters didn’t elaborate on what Payton said
on the sideline, but that delicious dinner date
is a distinct possibility for January.

The Saints (7-1) and the Rams are the only 
one-loss teams in the NFC, putting both on
track for first-round postseason byes if they 
can maintain their outstanding starts.

Los Angeles hosts the Seattle Seahawks on
Sunday.
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Contenders: Red-hot Steelers dismantle Panthers

Rams’ CB Peters fires back at Payton

BILL FEIG/AP

 Saints wide receiver Michael Thomas, left, pulls in a pass against Los Angeles cornerback 
Marcus Peters during the first half of last Sunday’s game in New Orleans. Peters criticized 
himself for playing poorly when the Rams took their first loss of the season, but that doesn’t 
mean Saints coach Sean Payton can, however. Peters reacted sharply  on Thursday when 
asked about postgame comments by Payton in which the New Orleans coach said the Saints 
liked the matchup of receiver Michael Thomas going against Peters, a former Pro Bowler. 

Saints coach ‘liked matchup’ 
between Peters, WR Thomas

‘ Tell (Payton), 
keep talking 
that (expletive), 
and I hope he 
sees me soon. 
And then we’re 
going to have 
a nice little 
bowl of gumbo 
together. ’

Marcus Peters
Rams cornerback

American Conference
East

 W L T Pct PF PA
New England 7 2 0 .778 270 202
Miami 5 4 0 .556 187 225
N.Y. Jets 3 6 0 .333 198 213
Buffalo 2 7 0 .222 96 241

South
Houston 6 3 0 .667 216 184
Tennessee 4 4 0 .500 134 141
Jacksonville 3 5 0 .375 134 170
Indianapolis 3 5 0 .375 231 213

North
Pittsburgh 6 2 1 .722 279 209
Cincinnati 5 3 0 .625 221 237
Baltimore 4 5 0 .444 213 160
Cleveland 2 6 1 .278 190 247

West
Kansas City 8 1 0 .889 327 226
L.A. Chargers 6 2 0 .750 220 180
Denver 3 6 0 .333 205 213
Oakland 1 7 0 .125 141 252

National Conference
East

Washington 5 3 0 .625 160 172
Philadelphia 4 4 0 .500 178 156
Dallas 3 5 0 .375 154 151
N.Y. Giants 1 7 0 .125 150 205

South
New Orleans 7 1 0 .875 279 218
Carolina 6 3 0 .667 241 232
Atlanta 4 4 0 .500 228 226
Tampa Bay 3 5 0 .375 229 275

North
Chicago 5 3 0 .625 235 153
Minnesota 5 3 1 .611 221 204
Green Bay 3 4 1 .438 192 204
Detroit 3 5 0 .375 180 210

West
L.A. Rams 8 1 0 .889 299 200
Seattle 4 4 0 .500 188 156
Arizona 2 6 0 .250 110 199
San Francisco 2 7 0 .222 207 239

Thursday’s game
Pittsburgh 52, Carolina 21

Sunday’s games
Arizona at Kansas City
Buffalo at N.Y. Jets
Detroit at Chicago
Jacksonville at Indianapolis
Washington at Tampa Bay
New Orleans at Cincinnati
New England at Tennessee
Atlanta at Cleveland
L.A. Chargers at Oakland
Miami at Green Bay
Seattle at L.A. Rams
Dallas at Philadelphia
Open: Minnesota, Denver, Baltimore, 

Houston
Monday’s game

N.Y. Giants at San Francisco
Thursday, Nov. 15

Green Bay at Seattle
Sunday, Nov. 18

Houston at Washington
Pittsburgh at Jacksonville
Tampa Bay at N.Y. Giants
Dallas at Atlanta
Cincinnati at Baltimore
Carolina at Detroit
Tennessee at Indianapolis
Denver at L.A. Chargers
Oakland at Arizona
Philadelphia at New Orleans
Minnesota at Chicago
Open: Buffalo, San Francisco, Miami, 

New England, Cleveland, N.Y. Jets
Monday, Nov. 19

Kansas City vs L.A. Rams at Mexico City

Thursday
Steelers 52, Panthers 21

Carolina 7 7 0 7—21
Pittsburgh 21 10 14 7—52

First quarter
Car—McCaffrey 20 pass from Newton 

(Gano kick), 10:29.
Pit—Smith-Schuster 75 pass from Ro-

ethlisberger (Boswell kick), 10:18.
Pit—Williams 17 interception return 

(Boswell kick), 10:05.
Pit—Conner 2 run (Boswell kick), 4:35.

Second quarter
Pit—FG Boswell 50, 9:46.
Car—McCaffrey 25 pass from Newton 

(Gano kick), 5:04.
Pit—Brown 53 pass from Roethlisberg-

er (Boswell kick), 3:08.
Third quarter

Pit—McDonald 12 pass from Roethlis-
berger (Boswell kick), 8:18.

Pit—James 8 pass from Roethlisberger 
(Boswell kick), :18.

Fourth quarter
Pit—Samuels 6 pass from Roethlis-

berger (Boswell kick), 14:55.
Car—McCaffrey 1 run (Gano kick), 5:35.
A—62,881.

 Car Pit
First downs 18 25
Total Net Yards 242 457
Rushes-yards 22-95 30-138
Passing 147 319
Punt Returns 0-0 1-10
Kickoff Returns 5-107 1-10
Interceptions Ret. 0-0 1-17
Comp-Att-Int 23-29-1 23-27-0
Sacked-Yards Lost 5-46 1-6
Punts 5-41.0 2-40.0
Fumbles-Lost 2-1 1-0
Penalties-Yards 5-42 1-24
Time of Possession 29:25 30:35

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Carolina, McCaffrey 14-77, 

Newton 2-10, Moore 1-5, Armah 2-3, Sam-
uel 1-1, Anderson 2-(minus 1). Pittsburgh, 
Conner 13-65, Roethlisberger 3-27, Ridley 
8-26, Smith-Schuster 1-13, Samuels 5-7.

PASSING—Carolina, Newton 23-29-1-
193. Pittsburgh, Roethlisberger 22-25-0-
328, Dobbs 1-2-0-(minus 3).

RECEIVING—Carolina, McCaffrey 5-61, 
Olsen 4-40, Moore 4-20, Samuel 4-18, Funch-
ess 3-32, Wright 3-22. Pittsburgh, Brown 
6-96, McDonald 4-44, Smith-Schuster 3-90, 
Samuels 3-22, Switzer 2-31, Nix 2-17, Hey-
ward-Bey 1-9, James 1-8, Conner 1-8. 

FROM BACK PAGE

Roethlisberger completed 22 of 25 passes 
for 328 yards and five touchdowns while post-
ing a perfect quarterback rating of 158.3. 
James Conner, who has filled in capably dur-
ing Bell’s self-imposed sabbatical, ran for 65 
yards and a score before being evaluated for 
a concussion late.

Antonio Brown added eight receptions for 
96 yards — including a 53-yard touchdown in 
the second quarter — to cap an eventful day 
that began with the star wide receiver being 
cited for reckless driving after police clocked 
Brown’s Porsche driving over 100 mph down 
a busy highway in the northern city suburbs.

“This is what we expected,” Roethlisberger 
said. “We knew we were going to have to put 
up a lot of points. We did that. The defense, 
they were playing like their hair was on fire.”

Bell has until next Tuesday to sign a con-
tract if he wants to play this season. His team-
mates have long since tired of talking about 
Bell’s status and at this point.

“I’m not going to comment on someone 
who’s not in the locker room right now,” Ro-
ethlisberger said.

And why bother? For three hours on Thurs-
day night Pittsburgh looked every bit as potent 
without Bell as it did with him. If he returns, 
they insist they’ll welcome him with open 
arms. If he doesn’t, they are intent on keeping 
the train rolling.

The Panthers (6-3) saw their three-game 
winning streak come to an abrupt halt in a 
city where they’ve never won. Carolina fell to 
0-4 all-time in Pittsburgh and was never re-
ally in it after the Steelers scored 21 points in 

the game’s first 11 minutes.
Cam Newton completed 23 of 29 for 193

yards and a pair of flips to Christian McCaf-
frey that the second-year running back turned 
into scores, but Newton’s showdown with Ro-
ethlisberger never materialized. The Steelers
sacked Newton five times and rarely let him
get comfortable. McCaffrey finished with 138 
yards total offense (77 yards rushing, 61 yards 
receiving) and accounted for all three Panther
touchdowns but it wasn’t nearly enough.

“We had a lot of our noses bleeding early
on,” Newton said. “We’ve got to stop it and
keep things going in our favor. We just got out-
played today.”

Newton didn’t help matters when he threw
off his back foot out of the Carolina end zone
while trying to avoid getting sacked in the
first quarter. Pittsburgh linebacker Vince 
Williams raced under the floater and re-
turned it 17 yards for a touchdown to give the
Steelers a 14-7 lead they never came close to
relinquishing.

Roethlisberger’s rainbow to Brown put
Pittsburgh up 31-14 at the half and when Ro-
ethlisberger found Vance McDonald in the
back on the end zone on the Steelers’ first
drive of the second half, the competitive por-
tion of the evening was over. Pittsburgh’s 52 
points matched the most ever surrendered by
the Panthers in franchise history. Carolina al-
lowed the same total in a 52-9 loss to Oakland
on Dec. 24, 2000.

“They did some good things against us,” 
Panthers head coach Ron Rivera said. “We
made too many mistakes early on to give our-
selves an opportunity to win a football game.”

KEITH SRAKOCIC/AP

Carolina Panthers quarterback Cam Newton 
fumbles the ball as he is hit by Pittsburgh 
outside linebacker T.J. Watt during the first 
half on Thursday in Pittsburgh. Newton 
completed 23 of 29 passes for 193 yards 
and two scores, but was sacked five times.
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 BY WILL GRAVES

Associated Press

PITTSBURGH

Ben Roethlisberger’s first pass went for a 
touchdown. His last did the same. And in 
between the Pittsburgh Steelers quarter-
back and his red-hot team put together 

systematic 52-21 dismantling of Carolina on Thurs-
day night that left little doubt about their depth and 
their talent regardless of whether Le’Veon Bell ever 
shows up for work
or not.

Ten different Steel-
ers touched the ball 
on offense. Six of 

them scored. None of them were named Bell. While 
the three-time Pro Bowl running back tweeted his 
thoughts from home while waiting — and waiting — to 
sign his one-year franchise tender, Pittsburgh ripped 
off its fifth straight victory with stunning ease.

“Really big performance against a really good team 
on a short week so there is a lot to be proud of,” Steel-
ers head coach Mike Tomlin said. “But we are prob-
ably not that good.”

Maybe not, but Pittsburgh (6-2-1) looked like a le-
gitimate contender in the 

AFC, perhaps for the 
first time this season.

SEE CONTENDER 
ON PAGE 31
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With or without All-Pro RB Bell, Pittsburgh looks like contender
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‘ Really big 
performance 
against a really 
good team on a 
short week so 
there is a lot to 
be proud of. But 
we are probably 
not that good. ’

Mike Tomlin
Pittsburgh Steelers head coach


